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PORTLAND DAILY
Jane

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
day, (Sunday excepted,)at $2 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Poster, Proprietor.

every

Tbrms

—Eight Dollar?

:

a

^

PORTLAND, THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 28,1866.

Entertainments.

New Advertisements.

year in advance.

Grand

Advertising.—One inch ol space,in
column, constitute “square.”
£1.50 nor snuare daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuday alter first week, 50 cents.
ing every other three
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Halt square,
week, $1.00; DO cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square flrstinsertdon, and 25 ct?. per square for each subsequent insertion; .all a square, $1.00 first insertion, 16 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inserof

tion.
|y JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

-OF

Miscellaneous.

LADIES’

GAUZE FUNNELS!
ANOTHER LOT OF THOSE

Flannels !!

In Various Sty*es. Just Opened.
*

ALSO,

Arcaua Lodge No. 1,1.0. of G. T.,

Oolo g, Jap an and Green Teas,

Will make their

Green, Roasted and Ground CJoffte,

Annual Excursion!

IN BARGAINS,

AT

THOMPSON’S

Glove

and

Hosiery

Store,

Cor. Cross and Middle Sts.

Notice !

Risks of the North-Western Ina id Western Massachusetts

of Oswego,
THE outstanding
of Pittsfield
surance

Mass, having been assumed by the Me-

tropolitan Insurance of New York.the subscribers are
prepared to take up the Policies ol the abjve named
Companies and substitute the Policies of the Metropolitan Insurance, without charge.
JOHN E. DOW & SON,
29 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Insurance

Metropolitan

Co.,

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
Si *000,000
$700*000
JOHN E* DOW & SON,
Special Agents lor State of Maine.
C3P “Agents wanted throughout the State,** for
the above Company.
Junl9d3w

Cash
Cash

Capital paid in,
Surplus, over

...

...

SACO EIVEE,

Remember the

Thursday, July 5,

1866.

On which occasion they will endeavor to prenent
attractive programme ol amusements, consisting

an

of

SPEAKING, DANCING, FOOT BALL, SWINGS,
&c.

REFRESHMENTS
For sale on the ground at Portland prices by Mr. J.
PARTINGTON.
B^*Ice-Water free to all.
Committee qf Arrangements.
A. J. Cummings,
E. Hawkes, Jr.,
H. M. Small.
Cars will leave Portland & Rochester Depot at 71,
and 10 A. M., and 2 P. M.
TICKETS—from Portland and return 80 eta; Saccarappa 65 cts; Gorham 55 cts; Buxton Center 25 cts.
For sale at Partington's under Lancaster Hall, and
oi the Commi. t e.
june28dtd
»
fi^-Star copy.

DEERINQ-

I

SHALL

Burgess, Preudergast

STYLES

A*D ’* JACONET

ORGANDA

MUSLINS !
MUCH

UNDER

PRICE.

A. Q. LEACH.

.|unc26dlw

fireworks I
Rockets, Candles, Bengolas,
WHEELS, CRACKERS,
TORPEDOES,

The most remarkable combination ot Musical Vocal, Comic and i'erpsicborcan Talent ever confederated in one organization. Twenty Brilliant Stars,under the personal su: ervision of the greatest < t all living Ethiopean comedians. Cool Burgess.

The MARVELLOUS QUARTETTE—Prendergast,
Swett, Fredericks and Stone.
The wonderful Utica Boys, in Double Clog Exercise. The great Bras * Band, under the leadership of
the inimitable Frank Bowles, magic Cornet soloist.—
Tho magnificent Orchestra, under the direction of
the celebrated solo violinist and composer, W. oianzo Owen. The publi iae respectfully informed that
the above troupe is not composed of one or two legitimate performers and a dozen amateurs, but that
each and every member is an Ethiopian artist of eminence in his speciality.
The manager begs leave to
call attention in the programmes ot the day to the
long array of distln 'uished names comprising this
extraordinary organization. Tickets 35 and 50 cts.
Doors open at 7—commence at 8
D. C. LaRUE, Manager.
C. B. Gristo, Agt.
j uuelG—dtd

Trotting

Great
FOREST
For

a

Race

THE—

CITY

PARK!

Purse of $250,00.

F. S. Palmer names g. g.Brighton Diet.
J. F. Haines names, ch. g.Andy Mulligan.
0. M. Bhaw, Bangor, names b. g.Dashaway.
S. Rideout, Calais, names s. g.Walter.
J. Russell names c. g.Portland Boy,
known as Thomas Horse.
Q. D. Miller names b. g.Croton Oil.
F. E. Emery, names r. g.Billy Morris.
The above named Horses having had 10 per cent,
ot the Purse paid as entrance money lor 1 Lem, are
entitled to trot, tor the purse ot $2i0,o0 on the Aiternoon of July 4th, best 3 in 5 to harness.
Trotting will commence at 3 o’clock.
Congress street Cars run within a short distance of
the Park.

Admission 50 Cents. Ladies Free.
To prevent confusion and delay at the gates, Tickets will be for sale at the Horse Railroad Depot.

june27dtd

CELEBRATION

-BY-

$25.00 REWARD!
Will be paid for information that will lead to the
and conviction of the person who so shamefully defaced and broke up the fine ornamental trees

arrest

house, on Deering Street, on Saturday
Evening last after nine P. M.
Any depraved being toat Is tcilful and vicious
enough to scald a horse would not scruple to break
limbs ofl of trees—to gratify any vile propensity
they may have.
around my

ALLEN,

JR.

J une 26—d3t

ANNIVERSARY

American Independence.
The Committee of Arrangements lor the appropriCel bration ox' the approaching Fourth oi July,
announce the lollowing
ate

PROGRAMME,
%

AS

THE ORDER OF THE

DAY.

SALUTES WILL BE FIRED
THE-

Bells

REV, GEORGE A. PERKINS.
A. B,
F. M.,
Missionary of
Robert College, ConFMMERLY
recently
the late
stantinople, having purchased
tho

the estate

ot

®r. Adams, at Gorham, Me., proposes to open
a Family School for Boys at that place
A Bbort
term of ten weeks will Commence on the 8th o, August next Afterwards there will be two terms' a
year, nineteen weeks each. Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
have had experience in teaching, and they hope to
make a pleasant home for the'r pupils. For particulars address the Principal.
Refebexce.—Editor of the Christian Mirror;
Geo. E. B. Jackson, Esq., and J. W. Perkins & Co.,
Portland; Pres. Woods and Profs. Wm. Smyth, A,
S. Packard, J. B Scwall and Gen. J. L. Chamberlain of Boyd iin College; the Professors in the Theo

For One Hour each, commencing at Sunrise, 12 M,

Rev.

junel«eod3w

THE

& CO, Auctioneers,
IS

The Crown Mining

Exchange St.

Company

ftrst general meeting ol The Crown Mining
Compsny, (Copper,) for tho election of officers,
and for other bus ness, will be held at the office of
tho Horse Railroad Company, corner of Congress
and Cen re Streets, Portland, Maine, on THURSDAY, June 28th, I860, at three o’clock in the after-

THE

FANTASTICS!

(We are assured) will make a Grand Display of
Oddities,Caricatures, and Grotesque Groupings, commencing at an early hour in the forenoon, and movGreat
ing through tl.e principal streets of the city.
preparations are making to produce the most laughable display (oi this nature) which hxis ever been S3en
in

The light drafted sidewheel Steamer CASCO, about
45
tons burthen, has
an
engine in good running order,
new boiler and
steam-pump;
is suitable lor carrying excursion parties or work In
the harbor; will be sold 1 w. If not disposed of previously at private sale, will be OLD AT AUCTION
ON SATURDAY, July 7th, at 11 o’clock A. M., at

Portland.

A.

BALLOON

ascend at 12 M. from Mr. Deering's grounds,
(near Green street) under the direction ol Messrs
Sever & Stark wet! er, of Boston. During the ascension, small balloons and other displays will be despatched by these gentlemen, from the principal
Balloon. It will require about 20,00G feet of Gas to
inflate it, and will be the largest ever sent up from
this city.
TIIE TWO
Will

Bands

of

the

City

Have been engaged lor the day and evening, to perform in different parts of the city, as occasion shall

require.

Grand

a

display

—or—

noon.

CHARLES C. COLBY,
HANNIBAL HAMLIN,

Woodbury davis,
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb,
J0S1AH H. DRUMMOND,
CHARLES J. TALBOT,

Sunset.

and at

Steamer for Sale.

Custom House Wbart.
For particulars call on
E. M. PATTEN
Juno 27—dtd

rtung-

C.

teacher In

logical Seminary, Bangor.

FIRE-WORKS

Cataract, are requested to meet THIS EVENING, at Room No. 1, Old City Hall. Room open
Per Order.
every evening tliis week.

Furnished by S. W. Creech, of Boston, (Agent of C.
E. Masten) will be shown in the evening, on the field
of Mr. Deering, near Green street. There will be
Seventeen Principal Pieces, such as Date Tree, Kaleidiscope, Mexican Sun, Promethean Altar, Peruvian Cross, Polka Dance and Colored
Battery, 1776,
Tribute to Ceres, Saturn and his Satellites, Chinese
Bower, Our Country, Indian Palmetto, Fanes' Frolic,
Cascade, American Glory, Grand Finale, in honor of
Washington, producing a colossal statue of the Father ol his Country,with Corinthian
columns,the American Eagle, Mottoes, Devices, and other accompaniments, making it the most extensive and gorgeous
display, in a single piece, ever shown in this city.
Between the periods of letting off the set
pieces,
there will be a continuous display of Rockets, Flower
Vases, llluminalions of Silver, Crimson and Emerald
Fires, ASrial Bombs, rising to great altitudes and
burst! gwith heavy report*, Spiral Courantines,
Silver and Colored Torbillons, Mines and Batteries
of Colored Stars and Gold Fires.
The Committee believe that for splendor and extent, this display of Fire-Works will eclipse any ever
before exhibited east of Boston.
dld&w
Portland, June23, 1866,

Sierra Morena Molasses.

Porto Rico Molasses.

Directors.

ELIPHALET CLARK,
CHARLES H. BREED,
JAMES N. WINSLOW,
June 9—eodtd

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice that a portion

THE the
cobwork at the southerly end ofVaughaa’s
will
or

Bridge

be remove 1, on Monday the 16th instant,
lor the purpose of lining in and making solid the
southerly end of said bridge, and all persons in travelling over the ;ame will do so at their own risk until
further notice.
J. M. ROBINSON,
GEO. F. HENLEY,
II. S .JACKSON,
SelecLDien of Cape Elizabeth,

^ape Elizabeth, April 13,18«fi

FALL

IN

(FUNNY

aplltf

‘*F.

F.’s.”

FANTASTIC'S.)

first class 2d hand men, who would like to

ALL
join the

and

Companies

now

lorming

for

Infantry

June26dlw*

427J,Kn
|) MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.
00 TCS.

TOO IIII l>S. CLAYED MOLASSES, per brig
Merriwa irom Sierra Morena, for sale by

Junel4d3w

GEORGE 8. HUNT.
111 Commercial Street.

Hoard.
dated
THI1KE

four single gentlemen can be aecoumo.
w.tb board and pleasant rooms, at B4

or

Cumberland street.

Office 105 Midd'e Street,
OPPOSITE FIRST NATIONAL

BANK,
PORTLAND, ME.
Sewall C. St rout.
Hanno W. Gage.
June 28—d&w3m

STOLEN !
Portland Pier and Coma sma'l row BOAT, b’ack outwhite and drab inside. Whoever will return
the ^ame. or give information where it may be found,
shall be
rewarded. Address

liberally

C. N. AVER ILL.
june28dlw

Wishing

to

ONE
purchase

a

good

Boot and Shoe

Stock,

With one of the best Stands in the city, will do well
to address MIDDLE STREET, immediately.
June 28—dlw*

House and Lot for Sale,
Morrill's Corner.
The
two story, well finished and convenient
SITUATE
fhmilies. It is
the
f>

near

house is
for two

on
road from Morrill’s to Allen’s
Corner, about 75 rods from the terminus of the Horse
railroad. The lot is about a quarter of an acre, but
made land can bo had if desired.
Foriurther particulars applv to
ANDREW CRAM,
Near the premises.
Portland, June 28.—d3w

Building: Lots for Sale.
building lots of small size and low price
in different parts of the city and vicinity. Will
be sold on favorable terms on application to
JOHN J. W. REEVES,
496 Congress Street.
june28dtf»

SEVERAL

Look, Look.
you seen the Excelsior Propeller Churn?
The best in th? world—will chum cream in three
minules. County and Town rights for sale. A g eat
chance to make money.
june2Sdtl

HAVE

The bill granting universal
suffrage in the
District of Columbia was taken up.
An a ncndtrent was adopted
excluding rom
the right of suffrage all who left the District
to go into the rebellion.

Oil
out

e

Emandncentsweie uggestei but withaction the Senate adjourned.

tuning

HOUSE.

The bill to prevent smuggling was discussed
during the morning hour, and alter a slight
debate the bill was passed.
Mr. Morrill, from Committee on
Ways and
Means, reported back the amendments to the
lax bill, and proceeded to state the important i
features of the report.

dune 27—Jlw*

County and Town Bights for Sale
new

KA HHDS. CHOICE PORTO RICO MOLASSES,
OT fust landed, tor sale
by
H.
unel5dlm

I. ROBINSON,
No. l Portland Pier.

walker horse hay fork.

Farmersof Westbrook and vicini
y are Invit0(1 to Witness the working of the celebrated
"Walker Horse Hay Fork" at the (arm of Nathan
Boody in Westbrook, on
June 28th

THE

JunefiDdJt

THURSDAY,

F. H.

MERBiLl,

Agent.

PATENT RIGHTS
on commission at Rundlett & Co.’s, Inventors’ Exchange, 80 Federal Street.
juneSsdif

SOLD

The Bowdoinhah Bank Bobbery.—
The police of Portsmouth on Monday arrested Capt. J. F. Nichols, of Searsport, on suspicion of being concerned in the robbery of
the Bo wdoi lham bank. He is an old shipmaster, and has served with credit in the Navy-having been a volunteer lieutenant in
command of ship Onward, in 1863. But, un-

fortunately, he bears a strong resemblance to
the description given of Fitzgerald. He was
released in Portsmouth soon after his arrest
and went to Boston, at which place he was
again arrested on Tuesday, but was released
from custody Wednesday morning, it having
been most clearly ascertained that he had no
connection whatever with the robbery, and
that he is entirely a different person from the
robber described, although the description Justified bis arrest.
A Thing that Will Cut Both Wats.
The following circular has been received by
some business firms in this city:

Boston, June 15.
We beg leave to inform our customers that
after the 30th day of June, bills of all State
Banks in New England, will not be received
for deposit by the Boston Banks.
Consequently, on and and after June 25th,
all settlements must be made in National Bank
Billsor United States Treasury Notes.
Yours respectfully,
Lewis, Brown & Co.
The object of this movement is undoubtedly
compel merchants and lumbermen of our
city to keep their deposits in Boston. We
agree with theWAip that it is one of the most
stupid as well as unjust of movements. Our
State Bank bills are redeemed in Boston, and
should be received on deposit the same a3 national bills.—Bangor Times.
to

Steadman and Fullerton’s Statements Again
Denied.

Gen. Howard has received a letter from
Gen. Scott, the Assistant Commissioner of the
Freedmen’s Bureau for South Carolina, positively denying the statement Id the reports of
Gens. Steedman and Fullerton that Kev. Mr.
French and Lieut. Lott, Bureau officers are
engaged in planting. Mr. French and Lieut.
Lott simply loaned money to a Mr. Hanalian
to enable him to work a plantation under a
contract, by which the freedmen are to have a
share of the proceeds ot the crop. Neither of
them have had anything to do, directly or indirectly, with the crop, nor with the freedmen
on the plantation, which is under the control
of the owner and is fifty miles distant from
Charleston wheie they are stationed.
Staitdish Village.—Wednesday morning at about two o’clock, the dwelling house owned by Marshall S. and Albion
F. Howe, was discovered to be on fire.
At
the time of the discovery the fire, had made
such progress as to render it impossible to exThe house, sheds and stable
tinguish it.
were consumed.
A part of the furniture was
saved. The house has been unoccupied for
several weeks, and it is highly probable that
the fire was the work of an incendiary.
at

—A school-mistress in Bradford, Iowa, who
recently struck senseless at the schoolhouse door by lightning, resumed the exercises
of her school as soon as she recovered from the
shock, and the children got no holiday out of
that freak of electricity. Plucky woman, that.
was

BUSINESS

NOTICES.”

Law.—Messrs. S. C. Strout and Hanno \V.
Gage,
have lormed a copartnership in the law
business, and
have taken the office recently occupied by the senior
partner, where all legal business will be attended to
with dispatch.

Board wanted for man, wife and two children.
Address P. O. box 1U, stating location, accommodations, terms Ac.
It
For

Cough, Cold,

Irritation or Soreness ol the
Throat, “Brown’s Bronchial Troches” will olten give
Instant relief.
eodlw
a

an

Germany.
THE

curred in.
The amendment authorizing railroad companies to add the tax to their rates of fare,
was non-concurred in.
Also, amendment relative to the income lax.
tion 10 per cent, after the 1st of
August, was
concurred in.
The amendment relative to oil-dressed leather, was non-concurred.
The amendment allowing
apothecaries to
sell wines and spirits on
physicians’ prescriptions without paying for a
license, was concurred in.
The amendment requiring inspectors of internal revenue to divest themselves within sixty days of any interest they may have in the
manufacture .of tobacco, whiskey &c^ was
non-concurred in.
The House voted to insist on its disagreement to the Senate, and asked a committee of

conference.—Adjourned.

FROM

Pardon of A. T. Bedioe.
Washington. June 27.

Notice is given to holders of certificates of
Indebtedness, Issued under the acts of Con-

Diet,

Prussian Bepresentative protected against it
as unconstitutional.
It is said Prussia considered the Confederation dissolved and immediately withdrew trom
The Diet. Austrian representatives
moved,
and the Diet resolved, that the Federal Diet
was indissoluble.
There is great commotion and financial de-

pression

to Germany.
Bicasoli is forming a new Italian
ministry.
La Marmora goes to the front with the
King

The Times to-day eulogizes the Washington
says it wo-dd be impossible
to exaggerate the
good faith, friendliness, sinand
cerity
regard for mutual obligations which
have prompted these decisive measures.
The American Government has acted in a
manner which even exceeds
anything that
could reasonably have been expected from the
most friendly nation.
The Article expresses gratification that such
officers as Grant and Meade
distinguished
should have been sent to*'the scene, and
says:
“These energetic acts of genuine friendship
will be long and cordially remembered. The

Government, and

Fenians are almost entitled to thanks lor having given the Americans an oecasion for displaying their friendliness and good feeling.”
At the closing of this dispatch there is no
news of any collision in Germany.
A Prague telegram of the 26th
says the
Prussians occupy Laban and Zottan, and menace Schkenditz and Zei.z.
The railway between Biesa and Dresden
has been destroyed, and
passenger and postal
(•mmnnication between Prussia and Saxony

ft

it

as asserten at- runs

Liverpool, June 17.—The United States war
vessels Augusta, Jliantonmali aud
Asliuelot,
arrived at Queenstown on the evening of the
16th inst.

London, June 17.—The entry of the PrusSaxony is fully confirmed, Prussia
having previously declared war.
The entry of the Austrians was
hourly ex
pected.
Tue Paris Bresse publishes a
report that the
first engagement took place near Leipsic on
sians into

Ottawa, June 27.

The Finance Minister o.cugtit uown the
budget last night. The expenditures tor the
past year amount to $12,100,000, of which
$270,000 was applied to the reduction ot the
public debt. The expenditures include all the
charges incurred on account ot the Fenian
raids. The customs have realized over $1,-

the 16th.

The

rumor

that Austria

Europe and

failures in

England.

carious and

endangered.

Maximilian had ordered a draft in Puebla
and Queretaro.
Don Salvador Selma, Marquis of Mariano,
died on the 22d.
Maine

Telegraph Company.
Bangob June 27.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of this company, holden in this city to-day,
the following named gentlemen were unanimously chosen Directors of the company for
the ensuing year, viz: Hiram-O. Alden, Wm.
H. Simpson, Belfast; Albert W. Paine, Jacob
A. Smith, Albert Holton, Bangor; Wm. P.

Merrill, Bion Bradbury, Portland; Edward
O’Brien, Thomaston; Robert Mowe, Eastport.
At a subsequent meeting of the Directors, H.
O. Alden was elected President, and W. P.
Merrill, Secretary and Treasurer of the Board
for the ensuing year.
Murderer

Sentenced.

Cincinnati, June 27.
Coavert, the murderer of the Roosa family,
was sentenced yesterday to be hung on the
24th of August, at Lebanon, Ohio.

by Saxony,

Bavaria be requested to

and

adopt immediately such measures as
by the Prussian invasion.

were

ne-

cessitated
■

Prussia has issued a declaration to the great
powers justifying her invasion of Saxony on
the ground that the decision of the Diet on
the 14th broke up the Confederation, and the
law of self preservation compelled Prussia to
secure

open

or

herself against neighboring States in
concealed

viously ofiered
was rejected.

a

hostility, and

she had pre-

conditional alliance, which

The Paris Bourse was flat on the 16th,
Rentes closing a: 62f 62c.
The report of the Jamaica Commissioners
would be laid before Par.iament on the 18th.
The sundry papers say the fate of the Reform bill and Ministry will be decided to-morrow.
The conservatives are dcteimined to attempt the defeat of the Government.

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.
THE BANKRUPT BILL.
Discontinuance of

From Havana and Mexico.

Twelve hundred dissenters under Agua had
been repulsed and dispersed from Tremillo.—
The same troops had also been routed by a
French column irom Durango.
The Estafette says the fate of the Empire
depends upon the success of the Departments
of War and of the Treasury in establishing
a national army; but whilst the Empire has
neither men nor money, its situation is pre-

is unconfirmed.

The^Diet held an extraordinary meeting on
the 16th, to decide on a motion

reau

in

to

ings of

Finances*

New York, June 27.
Steamer Moro Castle brings Havana dates
to the 23d.
The report of the success of the revolution
in St. Domingo and flight of Baez to St.
Thomas is continued.
Mercantile affairs at Jamaica are suffering
a monetary cr.sis, due to the
pending war

Saxony proceeds

ibat the proceedthe Federal Diet had determined several of the Powers who signed the
treaty of
Vienna of 1815, to declare in their opinion
that Articles 54 and 03 of that
treaty, which
form a part of the European international
law. have been violated.
The Austrians had interrupted all the lines
of communication on their side of the Po
and Mincio.
Latest by telegraph to Queenstown.

gress, approved March 1st and 17th, 18(12, that
the Secretary of the Treasury, in accordance
with sfiid acts and the tenor of said certificates, is prepared to redeem, before maturity,
ali certificates of indebtedness falling due after August 3d, with accrued interest t hei
eon,
if presented for redemption on or before July
and
1866:
that
thereafter
such
certifiloth,
cates will cease to boar interest, and will be
paid on presentation to this Department, with
interest only to said 15th of July.
The President has authorized the issue of a
pardon to A. T. Bcdloe, who, in the early part
of the rebellion, occupied the position of Assistant Secretary of War in the Confederate
Cabinet. His pardon was earnestly recommended by O. H. Browning and others.

Gaspe and Sauit Stemone.

sia agreeably to previous notice carried out
her threat to consider it as an act of hostility
on the part of those States which
supported
it, and on the following day commenced war
by sending troops into Saxony and Hanover.
It wa3 also rumored, but not
confirmed, that
Austrian troops have entered Saxony.
It is believed, however, that P.enedek would
immediately move to attack the Prussians.
The Emperor of Austria, in his
speech to
the Vienna Common Council, said
nothing remained but the sword.
After the action by the Federal
the

Vienna.
The Saxony Treasury, valuables and provisions for the army have beeu
transported to
Bohemia for security.
A Frankfort dispatch says Prince
Charles, of
Bavana, will be appointed Commander-inChief of the federal army.
It was expected that Mecklenburg would afford ag active support to Prussia for the defence
Schleswig Holstein.

Indebtedness.

000. The expense incurred in consequence ot
the Fenian raids was $1,100,000. The Finance
Minister alluded to the effectual manner in
which the United States Government had
dealt with the Fenians, but said the Fenian
snake was scotched, not killed. The duty of
the Province was to be in a position to more
effectually repel agressions, consequently instead of $50,1)00, heretofore asked tor military
purposes, gl,500,000 were placed on the esti
mates. In consequence of the abrogation of
the reciprocity tieaty, it became imperative to
rearrange the customs. The estimated falling
off in revenue is $1,000,000. To supply the
deficiency the following is proposed: “To raise
the duty on spirits from 30 to 60c per gallon;
to raise the custom duty on whiskey and
brandy to the specific standard of 70c per gallon ; to levy a duty on Indian com and coarse
grains Irom the States of 10c per bushel; to
levy a duty on flour coming from the States of
50c per barrel; to abolish the free ports of

New Yobk, June 27.
The steamship Java, from Liverpool 16th,
and Queenstown 17th
Inst., arrived here at
6.30 this evening.
Th«
Rten^hlp Cuba, from Boston, arrived
cut on the 16th.
a-v
tuL-iui Diet having on the
15th, by a
vote of 9 to 6, agreed to the Austrian
proposal
for the mobilization of the federal
army, Pins-

The Crown Princess of

Notice to Holders of Certificates of

000,000; exports’ excess $900,000. The whoie
trade of the province has increased $18,000,

CABLE.

stopped.

WASHINGTON.

Canadian

ATLANTIC

tion.

was con-

the

Freedueu’a Bu-

in Tennessee.

New Yobk, June 27.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch says
the Senate Judiciary Committee have not yet
come to a conclusion on the
bankrupt bill, and
the minority may prevent its
being reported
*

this session.

The Commercial’s special Washington dispatch says Gen. Kilpatrick is accused of having
taken an abandoned woman to Chili and introduced her into good society. If the cbaige
is substantiated lie will be removed.
The President has ordered to be discontinued the Preedmen’s Bureau in Tennessee after
June 30tli, the Legislature having passed a
law to provide tor sick and destitute freedmen.
Connecticut the first State to Ratify the Constitutional Aritendnu-nt.

New Haven, Conn., June 27.
The House to-day concurred with the Senate in the ratification ot the constitutional
amendment by a straight party vote. One
hundred guns were fired on the green in honoi of the occasion.
Connecticut is the first
State to ratily.
From California.

San Francisco, June 18.
The bark Ethan Alien brings Honolulu
dates of May 31st.
Princess Victoria, sister of King Kamehameha, died May 2Jth, and was lying in state, in

which she was to remain two months previous
to burial.
The Ethan Allen brings 4600 kegs of sugar.
Struck by Lightning.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., June 27.
The buildings owned by the New York Ice
Company were struck by lightning to-day setting them on fire and destroying them. Weddle Point Works, south of the ice
house, were
also destroyed. Loss $90,000. Partially insured.

New Orleans, June 26.
At an informal caucus ot the members of
the
of
Convention
Galveston, Texas, June 26.
1864, it decided to request
The Union vote is larger than anticipated.' the Governor to call a Convention in July to
the
It will probably be one-third of the whole vote
Constitutional
ratify
amendment.
Texas Election.

cast.
From

The Cholera in Xcw Yo h.

New York, June 27.

T)r. Bissell reports from the lower quarantine that there is no more cholera on the hos-

pital ship.

C.

Bandlett fit Co.

Counsellors at Law—Strout & Gage.
Boot and Shoe Stock tor Sale.
For Salo or Exchange.
House and Lot lor Sale.

li >ns af logs from upper lakes, being the second
dr
brought in by him this year, making six

millions.
-rue Dunn Edge Tool Company, at West
•Vatervllle, employ 100 hands, and turn oat W
l Jzen scythes
per day. They also have a large
f ctory in Fayette, where 80 hands are employThe total pioduot oi this
company during
■

he last season, was 18 000 dozen scythes, 2,000
'.ozen axes, 1,000 hay knives, and 1,000 grass
ooks. Their water powers at West Water-

the information that some iriends had arrived
at their house.

Richmond.

Richmond, Ya., June 27.

Pollard was arreited this forenoon and bailed in the sum of $4000 to appear at the Mayor’s Court to-morrow. Jones has not been arrested.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

in

aa

concurred in.

The amendment relative to cigars

Depression

Minister without a portfolio.
News from other countries unimportant.
-The Atlantic cable is finished. The Great
Eastern leaves Slierness J uue 31).
The ex-rebel cruisers Tallahassee and Suruna have been sold at
Liverpool.
La France believes the rumors of the intended abdication of Maximilian unfounded.
Latest via Liverpool.
Liverpool, June 16tA—The action of the
American Government towards the Fenians
in the United States, gives general satisfac-

The question was reconsidered, and the
-"'e-’ment was uon-coueurred in—yeas 49,
nays 76.
.uc
amendment increasing the tax on
ready made clothing was non-concurred in.
amendment
on the same subject, makAlso,
ing the exemption apply to those whose annual products do not exceed $2000.
The amendment imposing a tax of 5 cents
pier lb. on shoddy wool manufactured from
woven cloth, was non-concurred in.
The amendment reducing the tax on smoking toboceo from 20 to 16 cents per lb., was

luventlon in Brown’s Patent

increasing the blaze one-balf and saving one-lourth
in oil. It will regulate and turn the blaze, prevent
the smoking of chimneys, spreading the flame anc
burning up the smoke and gas, ar.d preventing to a
great extent the disagreeable odor which usually
comes rom using kerosene oil, giving a clearer and
finer light. Any number oi testimonials can be seen
calling at the office. We attach them to old lamps
11 desired, and lurnish them with new cone am
chimney elevator. County aad Town rights lor sale
Co. 1avo»Wm» Bwh—gHO-gwh
at S. C. Rnndluit
eral Street.
june28dtf

Fibe

non-concur-

in the Senate amendment,
reducing the
tax on cotton from 5 to 2 cents.
In the amendment allowing gas companies
and street railways to add in the tax to their
charges; in the amendment increasing tax on
ready made clothing from 1 to 2 per cent.; in
tbe amendment reducing tax on
smoking tobacco lrom 25 to 15 c ;nts; in the amendment
as to taxing the cireul .tion of State bank
notes, and in the amendment as to income
lax, separate vole3 were asked on all these
and on the other amendments.
Mr. Trimbie moved to reconsider the vote.
Mr. Schenck moved to lay the motioD on
the tab,e, which was carried-^ to 45.
The amend ment allowing gas companies tc
add the tax to the cost of gas, was concurred
,n—58 to 53.

Light, Light, Light! More Light.

A mentary Tube to be attached to KeroseneSuppleLamp?

Financial

passed.

was

Stolen—Boat.

of

Upon arriving there, thiy

.'ille and

Fayette
unsurpassed by any in
he State.
—The new organ of the First Parish Church

were

to-morrow.
The bid changing the place of
holding the
U. S. Court from Marietta to Atlanta, Ga.,

The amendment taxing State hanks circula-

The N. E. half of the three storied House
raiii ^°* ^ Pleasant street, formerly owned and ocJjmiLcupied by Capr. Joseph Leavitt. Possession
given immediately. Inquire of
CHAS. BAKER,
52 Pleasant Street.
june28d3t

valuable

AND HANOVER.

introduced.

rence

june28dtf

-AND

a

GAGE,
Counsellors

At Law,

AINTY

were

The Committee recommend

Slicer, and other
ONinventions atVegetable
S. C. RUNDLKTT & CO.’S.

-OF THE-

FAMILY SCHOOL AT GORHAM.
a

and

Walker's

Jr.,

13 St 13 EXCHANGE STREET.
juneWdlw

and

Strout

Attorneys

&

TROOPS SIvNT INTO SAXONY

June 27.

"*^The bill to aid the construction of
Telegraph
lines was taken up.
After discussion, the hill was pestponed till

by

furnished at the lowest prices

WM.

ABOUT

acres

House to Let.

&e.

ALLEN,

Exchange.

or

of Pine Lands in Chippewa
County, Wisconsin, 30 miles* ab^ve the Jal s and
Steamboat navigation, 05 mi es ftom M ssissipoi river: estimaed by practical men to cut from 10,000 tc
12,000 per acre. Can be all uanked by contract foi
about $3.50 per M, and drove to boom lor 15 cts. pe
M, where logs are now selling lor $7.50 per M, or can
be rafted and run. by aduing $1.50 per M,to the Mi? s1 sippi where logs are now selling f>r $13 per M,making clean profit of from $4 to $7 per M. F or the
right man of energy that would go out and see to it.
I would exchange one-half interest for good proper y
here. This is no trading property but put in the
mar et on account of age and infirmities oi the owner.
Inquire at
June 28—dtf
THIS OFFICE.
900

_

4th.

JTTLY

EXHIBITIONS for CITIES AND TOWNS

WM.

80 EXCHANGE STREET.

For Sale

& LaBue’s

Universally admired and undeniably tlfe
Champion Tronpe of America!

[PIECES
CHOICE

STORE.

the dock, between
FROM
mercial Wharf,
MINSTRELS! side,

—AT

26tli,

ONLY!

THE AUTOCRATS OFi1 IX MINSTRELSY.
The Great Confederation of Distinguished Ethiopian
Artists.

OPEN

TO-DAY, JUNE

50

NIGHT

TFA

CITY

june28eodlw

HALL.

Evening, June 28,1866.

Thursday

Orgamla Muslius.

New

SPICES,

Sundry bills

being present last evening at the
residence of Rev. J. T. Hewes, the esteemed
pastor of Park Street chinch, on the occae on
of the celebration of the first anniversary o*
his marriage. Mr. and Mrs. Hewes had been
invited to spend the day at the house of Henry Fox, Esq., on State street, and during the
evening a carriage was sent for them, with
pleasure

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Inventors’Exchange—S.

An Enjoyable Occasion.—We had the

VICINITY.

Annual Excursion—Saco River.

Bull I ng Lots for Sale.
House to Let.
Forest City Tea Store.

THE WAR COMMENCED.

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session

Washington,

Cream Tartar. Mustard, Saleratus,&c.

FOREST

June 28. 1866.

SENATE.

-TO-

June 27th—dlw

Public

PURE GROUND

Thursday Morninr,

AND

New Advertisement ft To-Uat
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Arrival of the Steamship Java at New
York*

-—«•»-.-■-

NO. 86 EXCHANGE STREET,
Tlie plhce to buy choice goo Is at low prices.

!

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.

PORTLAND

LATER FROM EUROPE.

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

FOX BLOCK,

THE-

PIC-NICJEASON

ONE

Ladies’ Lisle Thread Hose,

TEA" STORE!

FOREST CITY

Opening

JTMn»ic by Raymond'* Quadrille Band*

Under

TWO DAYS

BY TELEGRAPH.
J

TILE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
same place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
nvariably in advance.
Rates
length ol

Tol. 5.

1862.

23,

KINGSBURY J., PBE8IDINO.

Wednesday.—Andrew O’Neil forassau’.ting W nnle Holbrook, was fined three dollars and costs.
The liquors solxod hy the polic: on the pt einhes of
P. McGlinehy and W. Pat en, were declared Crider the city—ao pen o s ppearirg to cia m them.
One dollar fine and osts were Imposed upon an ole
gentleman lor simple larceny.
Maine Eclectic Medical Association.

The annua] meeting of the Maine Eclectic
Medical Association was held at the Interna
tional House, in this eity, on Wednesday last.
The attendance was not large, this being only
the second year of the existence of the Socle
ty under its present organization, hut those
present were earnest and hopeful. This com-

paratively

order of medical men have
taken the name Eclectic, to distinguish them
from other classes of medical reformers whe
new

circumscribed in their materia
The number who have adopted the
name has been
gradually increasing, until the
practitioners, especially in the West and Soutl,
are found in nearly every
city and large village,
securing the confidence and patronage of the
best class of people.
The meeting in the forenoon was occupied
in listening to essays from several members,
and remarks from Profs. Newton and
Allen, c,
the Eclectic Medical
College of N w York,
until the dinner hour was announced, when
the delegates and invited guests sat down to a
table loaded with every luxury taste could desire. Each gave evidence of a superior knowledge of one kind of surgery, at least, the use
of the knife at the dinner table.
Dinner oyer, sentiments were offered and
responded to in a most happy strain for an
hour or more, at which time Prof. Newton
Allen spoke of the advantages to be derived
from the support of the New York Eclectic
Medical College, recently organized in that
city, wheie it was the intention to furnish
ample opportunity for obtaining a thorough
medical education.
The following gentlemen were elected officers for the year
ensuing:
were

more

medica.

President—George

H. Day, M. D., of Ban-

gor.

Vice President—N. R. Martin, of West
brook.
Corresponding Secretary—H. G. Newton,
M. D., of Portland.

Recording Secretary—John Parker,

M.

D.,

of Biddeford.
Treasurer—E. F. Bascorn, M. D-, of Portland.
Librarian—S. C. Libby, M. D., of Saco.
Counsellors—Drs. S. Anderson of Bath, M.
H. Holmes of Waterville, and S. W. Esten ot
Machias.
Orator—Dr. S. W. Esten.
Essayists—Drs. H. G. Newton and J. Parker.
In the afternoon an essay was read hy H. G
Newton, M. D., on the causes of Dysentery
and other intestinal diseases.
A resolution was passed
expressive of the
regret of of the Society, for the recent death
of Prof. W. B. Powell, of Cincinnati.
Appro-

priate

remarks were made
man on the subject.

hy

several

gentle-

—

ing, she is running smoothly up the beautiful
Penobscot, and at twelve you land in Bangor.
Returning, you leave Bangor at five in the
morning, float drowsily down the river all the
morning, retire for a siesta after dinner, and
piesto! you are in Portland, in ample season
for the late train for Boston, if you choose to
All this withgo further— and fare worse.
out dust or cinders I W e arc not surprised
to learn that the business on this line is increasing both in the number of passengers
and the amount of freight.
The boats are
thoroughly neat and tidy. Bates of freight
have recently been reduced nearly-20 percent.
“An Apple Blossom.”

We have reKing, the well known
—

photographer of this city, a beautifully photo
graphed copy of a new medallion by Akers,
bearing the above title. It Is a very admirable reproduction of the original, and an excellent specimen of the art in which Mr. King

■

excels.

The medalliou from which it is t»ken

is one of Akers’ latest

works,

and also one of

the best which has come from his moulding
hand.
It represents a vo'-y youthful and
beautiful female, with the hair drawn back
f om the smooth temples and bound with a
fl let in which is thrust a single apple blossomToe sentiment of the thing is charming, and
the execution extremely satisfactory.
Lover.,
of art will find it well worth a visit to the
sculptor’s studio to examine It. Copies of the
photograph, which is copy-righted by Mr.
King, can be obtained at his rooms on Middle
street.

Thundeb Stobm.— Wednesday afternoon
visited with a thunder storm, accom"
panied with a very heavy wind. So violent
was the wind tor a short period that several
trees were blown over in the upper part of
the city and piles of boards were promiscu.
ously scattered. The trees on Canal street, at
the corner of Park street, around which excavations had been made, to the roots, were
blown over, and fell into the street taking

we were

with them the

gravings

and

books, envelopes,

LECTURES

was

Something New —Mr. J. S. Smith, No.
34, Portland street, yesterday exhibited to us
an invention—tor which a patent has been
granted H. D. Sprague—of.a new model for a
coffin lid, by which the portion of the liJ covering the face is divided into two parts, on the
lower of which is a mirror which can be set
and secured by a brace, at any required angle,
so that those standing at a distance can obtain as good a view of the body as those near
by the coffin.
Tee Hay Chop.—From ali we can learn
from farmers in this

vicinity, it appears that
the hay crop of Cumberland County, will not
be more than half as largo as it was last year.
The

of the grass were, in a great measure, killed in the winter, and the warm season
opened too late for the production of a full
roots

crop.

__

High Street CHEBcn.—This Church and

Society have extended an invitation to RevWilliam H. Fenn, of Manchester, N. H., to
become their pastor and have offered him a
salary of $4,000 per year. He Is to give his
answer

to the call next

Monday.

Dividend.—The Portland Company have
made a semi-annual dividend of four per
cent, payable on and after Monday, July 2d,
at the Merchants’ National Bank.

lginNew Hampshire and Tennessee.
—The Freedman’s Bureau bill, as passed by

note an i sen

NATTTTAL HlSTOBY.—Il
consequence, probably, of the heavy sbowei
which came up about 4 o’clock yesterday, thi
iec.ure of Mr. Morse at the Hall of the Natu
ON

Senate, confirms the sale * made Id the parhes of St. Helena and St. Luke, South Oaro-

he

ta, to “heads of families" of the African race,
oder the instructions of President Lincoln,
lddirecis that all leases which have been made
> such “heads of families” shall be
changed
ito certificates ot sale in all cases wherein the
as
provides for f uch substitutions. On<comletion of the transfers of the lauds in the

specified, the President of the United
’ates is to have power to restore to their forter owners thelands now
occupied by persona
inder General Sherman’s special field order,
■tanner
>

zeepting such lands as may have

been sold for
It is understood that this method of
sttlement will be satisfactory to the freedmen
ad their friends. If this fact i« established to
tzes.

he satisfaction of the House, it will probably
verse its action of some weeks ago and agree
the new sections. The bill as a whole it free
10m many of the objections urged against the
frrmer bill by the President, but it is considered
ouhtful if even this can receive bis signature.
—The Chicago Republican denies the statenent that Mr. Dana left the editorial chair, bethe proprietors determined o Johneonlze
hat journal, and says that they have no idea of

cause

ral

History Society, was but thinly attended.
The subject of the lecture was the Star Fishe
and, like all which have preceded it, i: had but
one fault, that of being quite too short.
The
special topic announced for next Wednesday
is the lower formJ of Mollusks, as Clams,
Muscles, Oysters, &c. It is to be hoped that
more favorable weather will give to all holders
of tickets an opportunity of hearing what can
be said for this very useful class of creatures.

Portland Dby Dock.—A meeting of the
stockholders in this company is to be held
next Tuesday, tor the purpose of deciding the

question

whether a dock shall be built. We
Ipara that a definite offer to build a first-clasdry dock has been made, and It is now proposed to recede from the former vote, to build a
marine railway, and to accept the offer made
to build the dock. The dock is needed here,
and it is to be hoped the stockholders will see
their way clear to go on at once with the
work.
The Great Supplanteb of ail Hail
Oils.—We have recently been informed by
two ladies, whose testimony is reliable, one
living with the Shakers in New Gloucester
the other in Mount Desert, and both far advanced in years, and having very fine head;
of hair, that washing tho head with cold
black tea once or twice a week, will keep the
hair from tailing off, prevent its growing gray,
and give it a fine, lively lustre. While wt
have confidence in the remedy, we ask nothing for it.

naking any such change in their paper as is inby the word “JohnsonUe." They claim
o be radical to the core, on every vital issue before the country.
licated

VARIETIES.

—Everybody talking
in Cambridge, Mass.
is

:ase

administered chastisement with a strap, and a
third assistant played tbe piano, all the
school marching round, round, round-y, to
drown the screams of the victim.
Cambridge
has long enjoyed a distinguished reputation

tor refinement, and perhaps
flogging to slow
music may be allowed to be a refinement of
torture.
—It is believed that by tbe 10th of next
month the Great Eastern will be in readiness

sail from Valentia, and once more
attempt
the laying of the Atlantic cable.
There are

to

A00 miles of new cable

striving to procure one number of every newstaper in the world, and invites contributions
rom any of bis readers who may light upon

anything “very

rare" in the newspaper line.
—An English paper relates that tbe Rev.
?au] Hamilton, on receiving the presentation

Hall—Minstbels To-Night

'0 the church and parish of
Broughton, ne r
Edinburgh, preached a farewell sermon to the
adies of Ayr: and, not a little to the surprise
M his fair auditory, gave out his text
“And
—

hey fell upon Paul’s neck, and kissed him
—Page’s picture of “Farragutln the Shrouds
>t the Hartford" is not a battle scene, but gives
inly a portrait of the Admiral with the mast
head and the rigging, painted by drawings
made

Coal.—At the Merchants’ Exchange may
seen a specimen of coal “found on Exchange street,” also a “specimen of rock fount
hard by.” Both of these specimens look we 1
and no doubt there are plenty more of the
same kind “in that vicinity.”
We have no;
heard that any company has been formed tc
work Exchange street or “hard by,” but have
no doubt it will prove as profitable to do it a.
to work the “Raymond mine,” and that fhll a.
much coal will be obtained.
Pic-Nic.—The first p'c-nic of the season
will come off next week, Thursday. It is go,
up by the Arcana Lodge of Good Templars,
who will make aD excursion to Saco river,
ever the Portland & Rochester Railroad. Paitington is to be there to furnish refreshment
and that is a guaranty that all the luxuries n.
the market will he provided. There will he

music, dancing, swings, foot-balls, and last, but
not least, some good speaking.
Portland Rolling Mills.—These work?
in full and successful operation, turnout re-rolled rails for the various railroads

are now

in this State.

Already have they turned out
quantity for the Portland & Ksnnebec, and
Portland & Rochester roads, and to-day they
a

upon

a

lot for the Grand Trunk. It

visit to the works to see how expethey re-roll the old rails.

a

July Fourth at the Park.—It will be
seen by the advertisement, that seven entries
tor the great purse of $250 to be trotted for
on the afternoon on the 4th have been made.
Some of these horses have made time below
2.35, and it is thought by judges that this will
be the most interesting race ever trotted in
out State.
Almost a Fire.—Yesterday forenoon the
dwelling house of Rev. F. Morrill, No. 17 Mechanic street, caught fire on the roof, from
sparks from a chimney in an adjoining house.
It was discovered in season to be extinguished
with a few buckets of water, and preventing
an extensive conflagration in that neighbor-

best materials and in the neatest manner, can
be found at C. W. Lucy’s, No. 01 Exchange
streetITEMS OP STATE NEWS.
—The Farmer says strawberry festivals are
all the fashion in Augusta this season. A good
fashion. We wish it prevailed here but where
to get the strawberries, is the question.
*
—The Maohias Union says the owners of the
steamer “Zodiac” intend to put another steamer. a propeller of 1300 tons burthen, upon the
Eastport route, and that they will have rented
a wharf in
and will erect a storehouse

Eastport

it this season. The steamer to run on the
St. Croix has been launched and will be ready

on

a

few weeks.

of May 14th, says:
“Mr. Henrv Harmon, formerly of Mnchias, Mr.,
died in this city on Saturday morning, the lUh

Puget Sound Weekly

—The

Mr. Harmon was a
years.
of 1812. He lefc his natire
to this country in 1852, and arrived
city to come
been a resident of
jicre the same year. He has
this Territory ever since. The coffin as it was
carried to the grave, was shrouded by the flap,
under which he had fought long, long years a; o
the flag of liia country, and Mr. John Denny, a
brother soldier of the same war, followed -.he

inst., aged eighty
veteran in the

remains

to

war

thegrave

as

one

of the

pall bean

ra.

—The Machias Union states that Mr. Gillert
W. Gooch arrived at the outlet of Hadley's

Lake, on

board tbe Great

—The editor of the Gardiner Home Journal
has the “collecting" mania in a new form. He la

by the artist on board the vessel. An
ibrasion appears on tbe lower side of the
ound topjust over the head of the Admiral,

be

for service in

on

Eastern, and tbe machinery, both for paying
out and picking up, is said to be the
product of
,:he best skill that England could bring into
requisition.

jam to-night.

ditiously

old, whispered

in
refused to be
whipped for it, resisting with all her might. It
took two assistants to hold her while tbe teacher

it will be necessary to secure them this morning at Deering Ball. There will be a perfec:

is worth

whipping

In that classlo town,

young woman sixteen years
sohool and contumaciously

aast & La Rue’s Minstrels. The fame of thL
great troupe Is so extende 1 that it is super
lluous to refer to them in detail, yet we would
remind our friends who expect good seats that

commence

about the

a

—To-night will be characterized by the long
promised performance of Burgess, Prender-

ing

Augusta gives great satisfaction.

—The Constitutional Amendment has passed
he Connecticut Legislature, and Is cow pend-

paper, photographs, cards marked, et>
the worthy couple
appeared upon the seen
Arrayed in complete suits of paper, which wen
as unique a3
they were beautiful. That o'
Mrs. Hewes was really beautiful, of whitespaper neatly trimmed; the collar, handker
chief and fan were of elegant and artistic ficisj; while that of Mr. Hewes was as apparently strong and suitable for wear as if it hat
been of cl ith. Rev. Mr. Nichols, of Saco, wlu
performed the marriage ceremony a year ago
had been invited to be present, and his re
marks were as happy a blending of good sense
And pure wit as one often has the privilege ti
hear. Congratulations followed, and then
iine repast was partaken of. The whole o icahon was highly! enjoyable, and will long be re
membered by the large number of friend,

present.

are

POLITICAL.

mon

telegraph wires. A hackman
driving by just at that moment had
his horse struck by some of the branches of
the trees. One of the large doors of the Porthood.
land and Kennebec depot was blown in and
fell upon one of the employees, injuring him
Ice Cream, Strawberries and Cream, Soda
and Confectionery of all kinds, made of the
severely.
who

n

paper in some form, such as green-backs “i.
bond” and otherwise, postage stamps, fine en-

Deebing

Portland and B vnook.
The ocean
route between Portland and Bangor is
peculiarly attractive at this season. Yon go down
to the toot of State
street, about bed time,
any night in the week.
There lies the steamer. By eleven o’clock you are sound
asleep,
and she is off. When you wake next morn-

ceived from Mr. M. F.

very genuinely surprised, though they
ought not to have been in these days of bieating and entering houses, to find their residence open and a goodly number of tl elr
friends ready to receive them with open anrs
aid hearts. Alter an hour
spent in the xamination of the presents, which were ah f

the 23d

inst., with

a

drive of three rad-

mused
here.

by

a

fragment of

a

shell

striking

—A Memphis policeman who killed a negro
'while ago, was tried by a military commission
md sentenced to nine years in the State Prison.
.Ie has now been released, is reinstated in the

force, and tbe city government isconsidring the question of paying him for the time

mlice

jf his ii

carceration,

and tbe amount which he

xpended for legal advice.
—An exohange says that Hon. Anson Burhas purchased a tract of land near
Ian Mateo of 1100 acres, and proposes to bein game

resident of California as soon as his mlsion to China is ended.
—Guisot is preparing for the press tbe seoond volume of his “Religious Meditations,”
and is correcting the iast proof sheet of the

come a

ighth and final volume of his “Memoirs.”
—The Princess Mary was married in London,
in the 11th inst.,to Francis Lewis Paul Alexmder Prince von Teok of Hungary, lately an
fficer in the Austrian service. The ceremony
vas unattended by state
pageantry or pomp.
—Tbe New York Tribune says the
injury
which befel Mr. W. L. Garrison, last winter,
‘is more serious than was at first apprehended,
rud is likely not only to disable him for a Jong
ime, but to retard considerably the execution
jf the great work he has undertaken on Slavery and its Abolition in the United States.
—In the portrait of Gen. Grant upon Leutzo’s

asel, the general holds upon his knee a scrap
jf paper, upon which he has just pencilled the
anions telegraphic
despatch : “I mean to fight
it out on this line if it takes all summer.”
—The new Tariff bill is a very voluminous
one, and will occupy the House for at least a
week.
—A Canadian journal seems to incline to the

opinion that England will deolare war against
the United States, because some fool in Congress has proposed a repeal of the neutrality
laws. We are not quite prepared to believe she
will do so, becouse that would be to
open the
way to Canada for the Fenians.
—All fears about the cholera
appear to be at
an end.
It is supposed not to be in season.
.Medical menarguo that it has loot much >t its
old power, and has become a
very tame disease.
Like political battles, it is much affected by
“local causes.”
—Several meteoric stones fell at Nashville
the

12th, near the railroad depot. They
of a bluish color, and were quite hot when
tint discovered. Geologists say that nothing
similar has been found in any part of the
on

were

world. Two specimens have been forwarded
East for further examination.
-Him. Julie de Marguerite, well known In
New York and Philadelphians a dramatic writer and critic,died in the latter city, on the 21st
in it., of heart disease.
—Gen. Longstrect was recently serenaded at
New Orleans. He said ho had no platform on
which to add ress bis hearers. If he approached
Mr. .Johnson he was called a traitor; if he went
towards the radicals he was called a rebel;
leretore he must be content to remain on the

t

fence.
—In an article on the relations between Canala and the United States the Montreal Witn ss says ; “Copperhcadism and Fenianism are
o le in sympathy, and he can hardly be. a true

Br'tish Canadian who sympathises with either.
—The “Kladleradatth,” the German Punch,
this week a splendid and significant
wood cnt. It represents a mighty big spider,

brings

adorned with Emperor Napoleon’s head, waiting quietly in its large web, while all kinds of
insects, representing the other
European
States, are flying and canght in it to be devoured in time by the Imperial spider. Beneath are Bouher’s words In the Corps Legisla-

te “Honest Neutrality and Liberty of Action 1"
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To Correspondents*
accomS3 communication will be published, unices
of the writer. We
panied by the name and address
cannot undertake to return rejected communica-

‘•Bock Me to Sleep, Mother.”

The

tion:.

__

FOB OOVEKNOB,

JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN,
OF BRUNSWICK.
-y—'

For Memmbera of Congress:
1st Dist.- JOHN IiVNCri.of Portland.
Srd 7) «/.—JAMES O BLAlNrl, of Augn»:n.
4th Dut—JOHX A. PET tlRS, of Bangor-

Mileage.

is a matter which we do not
There is among the

Intend to press.

explains itself,

explained, but espublic
pecially the one great discrepancy disclosed by
Mr. Garfield a few days ago, between the
mileage o.aimsd and received by himself, Mr.
Seaenck, Mr. Spalding and others. Mr. Garfisid introduced a resolution, directing the
Mileage Committee of the House to look into
would be

glad

to see

this matter and report, “and in no case to allow more mileage to any member than is

claimed by him.”

Mr. Grider (Dem.) of Kentucky, objected that tbe resolution “would do
no good, bu. rather embarrass the Commit-

$4d,<W0,

secured.

Tue

of which

building

$20,U(JJ

are

tbe north and west of Massachusetts Hull.—
Tue order of exercises for Commencement

given as follows:
Sunday, July 29th. Baccalaureate Sermon ty
week is

frot. rsmytu.

Monday Evernug, 30th. Junior Prize Declamation.

Tue-day Auteraoon. Oration and Poem berore tue

uaued .Literary rratemiues.

Tuesday Evening.

Orchestral Concert by
brJmore’s Brass Bund oi Boston.
Wednesday, August 1st. Commencement

Exorcises.
Thursday, August 2nd. Class-Day Exercises.
We notice that tbe editor-in-chief of the B igle W President not on;y of the Pray mg Circle
but of the Bowdoin Base Ball Club, and
among tbe College Nine occupies the responsive btatiun of Short

Stop, having evidently

read “Tom Brown”

and “Saints and their

Bodies” to some purpose. It is strauge that
Bowdoin has no boat club.
The Bugle raises the name of Professor
Chamberlain lor Governor, with commendaThe loyalty with which
ble enthusiasm.
these young men regard their Alma Mater,
the warm interest they exhibit w her piosperity, and the regret with which they view the
prospect of leaving her “shady walks and cool
retreats” are especially notable and praiseworthy.
Mr. Drew’s Letter.

We publish in another column a letter from
Rev. Wm. A. Duew, of Augusta, se.t ng forth
the reasons which induced him

publicly to refuse to allow his name to be used during the
la.e canvass for a Republican candidate for
Governor.
son,

was a

It will be found that the chief readesire to impress upon the people

of Maine his own very just opinions respecting
the qualifications to be sought m a candidate

for that high office.
It is proper and perhaps necessary to say,
that this purpose was not observed by the
news editor ot the Press, into whose hands
Mr. Drew’s inter declining the nomination
naturmly te.l, and that the fact was according,

ly icgarded as ot primary importance and at
Mr. Thompsons subseones published.
a clever
was
quent letter
jeu d’esprit,
the chief recommendation of which was its de-

Indignation was manifested, and a eommittee
was appointed to examine the records, prepare

a defence, and submit a report to the editors
of the Evening Post. As friends of the authoress of this beautiful song we ask who has
pretended to settle this question in favor of
Mr. Rail, and then we would like to hear what
Mr. Ball’s claims are ?
In the Boston l^ost of the 17th ult., appear-

item, stating that “the widow ot Paul
Akers, the sculptor, wnose song, ‘Buck Me to
Sleep, Mother,’ was so well known, has married again, her new husband being a Mr. Alien
an

of

Washington citj.”

In the

same

paper of the 23d, this appeal's:

The authoress of “Bock Me to

Sleep,

Moth-

er," is a young lady of New York, who has no
present intention of changing her name, a
newspaper paragraph to the contrary notwithstanding.
In the Boston

Transcript of the 24th nit.,
arlic.e appeared, crediting Mrs. Aden ot

an

Washington, with tne song, and in the same
paper oi the 20tli we find the foilowiug:

An item in a ruceut issue of yoHr paper gave
widow of Paul Akers (who was lately
married to a Mr. Allen, of Washington) the
of
credit
having written that beautuul song,
"Rock Me to Sleep, Mother." In justice to the
authoress of that piece (Miss Alger, of New
fork), I beg you will make a correction. Like
the controversy over the authorship of “Nothing to Wear,” this has been long since decided,
and whatever the private circles of others1
friends may desire, no claims but Miss Alger s
have been allowed by the public.
to the

The Boston
said:

Gazette, in

its

Sunday issue,

A Question of Authorship.—A correspondent of the Transcript ciaiuis tor Miss Alger of
New York, the authorship of the song, “Bock
He to Sleep, Mother," a song the real authorship ot' which is well worth a moderate battle
to support. Mrs. Akers was, unquestionably,
the author of it. It appeared in the Portland
Transcript when Mrs. A., we think, was connected with that office, and when the question
of authorship was mooted in Washington a
lew months since, the editor of the Transcript
showed us the original
manuscript, previous to
copying for the press, with all its alterations,
inierliueations and transpositions, giving indisputable evidence, we conceive, of authorship; we, at least, shall regard it so till the
original aud date of the other is produced for

To which reply was made that “ Miss Alger’s poem was published two years before
Mrs. Akers’s,” and that a view.of what purported to be original manuscript was not very
conclusive evidence oi authorship, since no
less than four other parties wouid share the
same thing.
The Gazette writer thinks the
question worth a moderate battle,” but we
are willing to indulge in tne
biggest kind of a
light in support of the side which we consider
that-of right and justice.
Now Mr. Bali, speak up I
S—,

Chairman of Committee.
Fifth avenue, June 24,1866.
FROM

ANOTHER CORRESPONDENT.

Not “settled” yet “in favor” of any gentle! for I now have before me a letter from

men
our

good

and

trustworthy Shillaber,

of the

Letter from Rev. Wm. A. Drew.
To the Editor ot the Frees:

1 see you have published in the Press of
Monday last, June 25, from the Oospel Banner, the letter of Rev. Z. Thompson to the
editor of that paper, declining, alter the example of bis brother Dillingham and my-

self, (to whose names he might quite as well
have added those of Gens. Perry and Shepley,)
the use of his name tor gubernatorial honors,
and giving his reasons therefor—the principal
of which is, that he once held the office cf
District School Agent, which he found too
weighty for him to sustain beyond the responsibilities of a single year. "Of course his
letter was designed a3 a burlesque upon our
example which he has chosen to follow; and
as it made no point of a serious nature, or
one looking to any public interest, need net
be the subject of any further notice from me.
Dut as you also published, in a preceding
number, the fact, taken from the same paper,
(the Banner) that your correspondent, the
writer of

this, had now publicly, as well as
heretofore privately, forbidden any of his
friends, who, he is happy to know, are numerous in almost every part of
Maine, to use

his

name

in connexion with that

or

any other

political office, but did not publish his reasons
therefor, which were public and serious ones
entitled to general consideration, and which
were the only thing I cared to have the newspaper press notice at all, I venture to restate
those reasons and ask you an J
your readers,
to say whether they are or are not worth
something more than a ridiculous consideration.
But first allow me to lemark, that, however strange it may seem to those who have
chosen to make discourteous reference to my
communication in the Banner—a paper which
I established, and which I conducted more
than twenty years of its publication,—I hate
been requested several times in years that are
dow pa t, and twice certainly
by letters this
spring, from highly respectab.e men, to know
if I would allow them to propose my bumble
name in their communities, as a candidate
tor Governor. The idea always struck me as
inconsistent with my clerical profession, and
therefore has uniformly been discountenanced

me.
True, having in early life, when imUgst.ui absurdity, and was published without by
the slightest intention of disrespect to Mr. pressions are most vivid and lasting, had my
D lhngham, or Mr. Drew—to whose names young mind impressed with the political hisof our country during the
exciting periods
might properly he added, as Mr. Drew ob- tory
°f the
nou-intcrcourse, embargo and war
serves those ofGen. Perry and Gen. Sbepley.
with Great
Britian, aifd having for thirty
years been an editor of several
religious, agriA Two-Edged Sentenee.—The Execucultural and eecular
journals, having lectured
tive Committee of the Randall-Johnson Cuib,
in various parts of (he State on
literary and
say in their call just issued for a national
other subjects before
lyccums, &c., having alJo inson convention,—
so resided at the Skat
capitol ever since the
Every patriot should frowo upon all those seat of
government was established in Auaetiaai peace;Jin^s e/ary where, which can
serve no ether puipote tLan to rekindle the
gusta, where my acquaintance with the public

animosities of war, and the eifect of which upon out moral, social and material interests at
hone, and upon our standing abroad,differing
only in degree, is injurious like war itself.

A rece it number of the Alexandria (Ya.)
Journal says,—
We are now fully satisfied that there is a

deeply :aid plan in Virginia,extending throughout the South, to keep alive for lu.u.e me the

h opes, purpose! and organization of the late
disuiion conspiracy. One mqasjne of the ili3unioahts is to lio.d control of the lauds of the
Sout i.
Another measure is to retard settlement by Northern men through a system of
terrorism.
An important part of the plan
consists in a deliberately organized system of
midtary emigration from Europe. These are
lb? fouadatiou measures of the new sectional

Hence my first reason for refusing the use
of my name, was that Maine ought to allow
no man to occupy the Gubernatorial
Chair,
who has not the most eminent
qualifications,
by his talents, learning, statesmanship and
high moral standing, to do his State great
credit and confer honor upon, rather than recieve honor from, the office. For this reason
I would take myself out of the way, and advise the people to put out of the way, all others, who, at home and abroad, cannot com-

men

and measures of our

have always taken

State,

partisans who bargain
for office
behind back-doors, but men
ot the highest talents and attainments, and
when in office to keep them there for ycarr,
not

mousing

your

and not heed the clamor of smaller men for
“rotation.” In Massachusetts, look at her
Hancocks, her triple list of Adamses, her
llowdoins,hur Otisas— James and U. G.—her
Strongs, her Sullivans, her Sumners, her Eu_tises, her Gerrys, her Lincolns, here Ameses,

Everetts, her Parsons, her Pickerings,
her Rantouls, her Dexters, her Websters, et
In South Carolina, always
id omne genus.
the opposite of Massachussetts, in everything
but talents, recall her Pinckneys, her Rutledges, her Sumters, Geddes, her Cheves, her
Calhouns, her McDuffies, her Htigers, her
Gaillairds, her Pettigrews, her Haynes, her
Lcgare3, her Hamiltons, her Prestons, her
It is such men,
Grimkes, and her Orrs.
representing the little free State of Massachusetts, that have controlled the public
sentiment of the North, and it is such men
as have
represented* the little slave State
of South Carolina, that have controlled the
her two

hi her traitorous

southern mind, till she led

up the Union, whilst the
other has led in the work of its salvation. I
to break

attempts

adopt the policy of electing no two-penny politicians to office, but ot
choosing those only who are capable of commanding lor their State a name and a praise
This was
before the people and the nation.
my first reason for admonishing all small men
over my own back, to stand aside and give
place to those of eminent merit and qualifications. Was I wrong In this? Is it a proposition deserving no notice,—or if noticed, only
to be treated with contempt and ridicule ?
Let the reader judge.
My second reason avowed an objection to
the use of my name in any of those political
gaming houses called caucusses, where men
too often are packed to secure the nomination
of interested aspirants, who have no higher
ability than to iutrigue for office. There were
no caucuses in Washington’s day, nor in the
want to see Maine

Then

elder Adams’s time.

dared be

no man

office-seeker, hut citizens were sought out
because oi their eminent merits, and were
an

put into office without their agency. When
the caucus system was subsequently introduced, it was as odious to the patriots of the
country as a cage of uclean birds. But it
was found useful for party purposes, and finally prevailed. I admit that it has been greatly
improved in modem times, and as now con-

ducted,

perhaps

is

as

unexceptionable

as

in the king-row.
But finally, my gravest reason for declining
a nomination, or any attempt at it, was that

political
political office-seeking,
office-holding are incompatible with the clerAn ambassador of Him
ical profession.
whose “kingdom is not of this world,” degrades his high calling in Christ, and defiles
and

mere

his sacerdotal robes whenever he descends
from the pulpit to the stump and places himself upon a level with partizan office seekers
in the race for political power and place. I
never knew but two cltrgymen who were
of any practical use in the Legislature; and I
never knew but one who entered the political
arena and did not come out of it quite unfit
thereafter for the sacred office. As I would
not commit that error myself, into which the
ambition of some other clergymen has led
them, I confess I was willing to make my
own case an occasion for giving all my brethren a timely admonition in this regard.
William A. Drew.
SPECIAL

NOTICES._

One of the Most Valuable
And interesting additions to a lady’s apparel is
Madame Foy’» Corset Skirt Supporter.
It relieves llie weight of the SI irts from the waist
and places it upon the shoulders. Dry Goods and
june28
Fancy Stores have them.
Poland’s Magic Powders.
The Great Remedy for all Bilious Affections.
They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaintsarising
from

a

disordered liver.
nt for Portland;

HAY, Ag
Jr., Lewiston, Agent tor Maine.
jyFifry Cents per package.
H. H.

mayl8d2mSN
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JULY

FIREWORKS !
of every iescr’ption, a; manufacturers* price

Also

Fire Crackers, (Superior Quality,)

TORPEDOES!
THE

SEW

PATENT METEOR SHELL ROCKET !
Masks of Every Description.
Towns lurnished with Works to any amount at
short notice.
O R O Q U R T !
The poT ular game of CROQUET for out-door at
reduced prices. Address all orders to

114 MIDDLE STREET,
C11AS. DAY, Jr*

DR.

BI

C KNELL’S

SYRUP!

THE GREAT

REMEDY,
Also, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,Pain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels,
Sicic or bour btomocb, Painter’s Colic, &c., ana is
warranted to cure or no pay. Is purely vegetable,
without a particle of opiate or narcotic. Highly aromatic, very pleasmt to the taste, mild, but sure in its
effects, w mis and strengthens tlio system, acts like
a charm, affording almost immediate relief, and a

taste ol the article will satisfy the most incredulous
bold by all dealers in medicine.—
ot' these tacts,
send tor circular and try it. Prepare only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence K. I,
GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., of Post n General Agents. H.
H. HAY, of Portland.
june2eodL&wGm8N

TIN- TY FES!
LOOK !

LOOK ! !

25 Tin-Type* for 50 cent*.
25 Gem Ambrolypcs* 50 cent*.

Soap.

A superior Toilet Soap* prepared from refined
Vegetabie Oiln in combination with Glycerine*
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nu raery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Draggie ts.
_felO’CCsad ly

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure tor Deepness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their
hearing, who,
tfter trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lrom the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

G. F. BAILEY & CO’S

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

GREAT

Quadruple Combination
Will Exhibit

id

-ON-

Tuesday and

Wednesday,

July 3d and 4th, 1800.

One

by magic.
Price, §2.00 n Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.

and attractions of

less

no

than

Feb 21—SNd&wly

Four Complete Exhibitions,
FIRST.
That greatest marvel of the Animal Kingdom and
Antediluvian wonder, the gigantic

A Card.
returned from New York and shall remain
in Portlant until September. This will be my last
visit to the “Forest City” for several years as I return
to New York in September to remain nntiPnext May.
I then go to Europe
It is needless for me to inform
you what I can do lor old chronic compl tints that have
ever baffled all other modes of treatment.
All seeking my aid should do so immediately as my stay in
Portland is unavoidably short. Those who are not
able to pay for treatment will be treated free every
Friday afternoon. My treatment is original with mysell and unlike any other now in use, which I will
demonstrate to any intell gent person. Personal reference to hundreds of my iormer patients.
Dr. HAltVEY.
C^*Offlc3 77 Free Stre :t, a few steps below Whittier’s Drug Store.
Office hours from 9 to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P. M.
Portland May ?6th, 1866.
SNd&wtf
I have

*
CHOLERA Z
CHOLERA Z
Prof. Bouve’s
Atmospheric Purifier.
This article has been extensively used as a Deodorising Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
and France, during the late Ciiolera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant ex. ant. It effectually
destroys all noxious gases and effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and lor purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drams, Cess-pools, &c., can-

surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER,
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agents.
May 9—3Nd2m.

not Le

HIPPOPOTAMUS!

ITCH !

W lxo ix to 11 *

m

Imported by G. C. QUICK, Esq., at an

expense ol

over

SIXTY THOUSAND

DOLLARS,

From the White Nile, 2 00 miles above the cityol
Cairo. This remarkable animal, “The Behemoth of
Hole Writ,” ia accompanied by All, hla Egyptian
trainer and captor, and is the only animal of ids species that has ever been exhibited in America. The
peculiar c aracteristics, habl a history, &c., of tide
stran e creation of nature will be deacnbed each day
and evening in a brief and intereating lectaig by
Frof. Elllngham.
SECOND.

Sands,

Nathans & Go.’s

PERFORMING
ELEPHANTS I

Dr. J. W, Poland's Humor, Doctor.

-AT

Mandrake, Senna amlBioodroot. Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds ot families as a
edicine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New Engl nd Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

PERUVIAN

SYRUP!

IS A PROTECTED SOLUTION OP
PROTOXIDE OF IRON,

A New Discovery in Medicine, which
STRIKES A1 THE ROOT OF DISEASE,
Dy supply ng the blood with its vital principal,

JODBEBS OF

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
OF

ADD

DESCRIPTIONS,
54 $ 50 Middle St., over Woodman. True & Co’s,
J. C. Stevens, )

M. E. Haskell,
A. E. Chase.

MAKE

j

l'OETLAND.

)

apl7sx3m

YOUR OWN SOAP!

Saving

ana

Buy

Penn’a Sait

one

Using

your

Waste

and

Antony

Manufacturing

Co.’s

(Patents of lstandSlh Feb. 1859.)

Cleopatra,

Victoria

and

system.

AN EMINENT DIVINE OF BOSTON, SAYS:
“I have been using the PERUVIAN SYRUP for
some time pas ; it gives me new vigor, buoyancy of
spirits, elasticity of muscle.’*
Thousand 8 have oeen changed by the use of this remedy,from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong,
healthy and nappy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it atrial.
A pamphlet of*32 page*, containing certificates ot
cures anaiecommendations trom some of the most
eminent physicians, clergymen anti others, besides
much other valuable and interesting matter, will be
sent free to any one sending us their name and residence.
See that each bottle has “Peruvian Syrup**
blown in the glass.
For sale by all Druggists and by
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, 18 TremontSt, Boston,
J. P. Dinsmore, 36 Dey St, New York.

lye !

It will make 10 POUNDS otoxocllent Hard Soap,
or 25 GALLONS of the
very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Directions on each box. Eorsa’eat
all Drug and Grocery stores.
mh28UCm«s
"VJob work of every description neatly executed at the Press Office.

softer ban the surface removed.
No one can doubt that any given sheet of sheathmetal must be better w.th a hard, smooth surfac than with a softer and rougher sur ace.
This improvement in the art of sheathing ships has
been ecured by Letters Patent ol the United States
to the New Bedford Copper
The composition of th s metal is exactly the same
as that of the vellow or Muntz metal, the sole difference being In the surface finish.
It is believed that
this is very important and will add months to the
wtar of the metal.
The Bronze Metal Is sold at the sime price as Yel-

Company.

low Metal.

Samples and

a

particular description

more

McGilvcry, Ryan

&

at

the

Agents of the New Bedford Copper Co.,

GOODS !
BMJEBY,

Aprons,

Ladies'

and

MELVILLE’S

Talmaa

and

NEW

AUSTRALIAN
CIRCTJS !
Id organizing this Circus, the management would respectful y s ate that they h ve spared neither time,
labor nor money to make their present combination

the most brilliant and attractive e\er presented to
public, and h‘ve congregated from the tour quarters
of the globe the choicest gems to form the tollowing

James Melville,
The unpa. alleled

Australian Equestrian.

M’lle Melville,

Gicat Australian Equestrienne.

The Australian Family,
Frank, Sam and George Melville.
Philo Nathans,
The One, Two, Three and Four Horse Rider.
W. Lester,

FINDINGS,
31

AND

PORTLAND.

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
Iam now prepared to exhibit my entire Spring and
Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goous, made expressly for Merchant Tailors* use.
Cutting personally attended to.
apl6—dGm

MOSS & FFFHY,

PLAHTERE

ALPACCAS,
MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,
TAFFETAS.
A lull variety of

may8tf

WOfUOEBS,

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

attended to.
May 122—dtl

Orders from out ol town solid tod.

er

BRADBURY &

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Office 117

PORTLAND, ME.

Mb. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
and will attend to any business entrusted
January,
to him, before the Supieme Court) Court ol Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20ti

Importers and Jobbers of

Goods

J>ry
F.

DAYTS,

t

“•

and

Woolens j

Vree

18

Arcade

limit!

Jas. Wambold,
The Irresistible Grotesque.
Sam Melville,
The Young Australian Clown.
Ben Wilbanks,
The Celebrated Equestrian and Posttnist.

nOTS'CSdtf

&

CO.,

Commission Merchants,
04 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAYTS A COLBY,
84 and 86 Lu Salle
Feb

MILWAUKEE,

)

Street,!
)

Chicago, IU.
34— d6m

WISCONSIN.

CHASE, CRA1S

STURTEVANT,

L.

B.

FORTLAND, ME.

ocilOdtt

MILLER & DENNETT,

LA*W,

COUNSELLORS AT
OFFICE,
MIDDLE

STREET.

Fo.t

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

HO SI EE Y

AND

Work executed in every part ol the State.
iuneldti

GLOVES,

HOOP SKIRTS AND

LEWIS,

CORSETS,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,
WHOI.ESALE AND RETAIL.
Mar 16—dtf

ROLLINS & BOND,

MANUFACTURERS

JOBBERS OF

Clothing,

of Living Wonders from
all sections of the Globe—among wh ch are many rare
specimens, wh'ch arc presented for tho first time to
tne public. Among the Animals on exhibition are

Wood Land at Auction.
be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, the
5th day of J nlv next, at 2 o’clock P. M., at the
dwelling house ol William Taylor, in Pownal, the
well known Wood end Granite lot owned by the subscriber, situated in Pownal, and containing about 25
acr 8. Besides being well wooded, the superior quality of the Granite on sad lot being free frona Iron

WI'iL

rust, offers great inducements to purchasers. It being about three miles from the Railroad Depot, and
two miles from tide waters at Yarmouth.
Further iniormation may be had of William Taylor, living near the premises. Also of James Parsons, at Yarmouth village.
JOHN DAVIS, Jr.
A. L. LORIMG, Auctioneer.
junel6eod&wtd
Yarmouth, Juno 15th, 1S6G.

to a licenso Irom the Honorable
J udge of Probate for the County of Cumberland,
1 shall sell at public auction to the highest bidder, on
Saturday, July 21st, 1&60, at three o'clock in the a
ternoon, m the premise s a tract of pasture and
wood-and, consisting ol about orty-1 wo acres, situside of the old town house road,
ated on the
in Westbrook, andbe.onging to ihe estate ot Israel

PURSUANT

Hunt, deceased,

DARIUS H. INGRAHAM, Executor,
101 Midule St.
june21—eod&w4w

Boarding.
unfur-

Respecje2Cdlw*

CHAIRS!
LADIES’

Folding Carpet

Canvasand

CENTS.

Children under 10 years 25 cents.
Doors open at 2 and 7 P. M, Performances to commence a

half hour later.

Of Morning performance July 4th, commencing

at 10

o'clock.
V

June 28

d6t

e m

o

y

T7

a

:

jSgjjSgg^Dr. W. R. Johnson,
DENTIST,

Has Removed |ii Oflft to 13 1 -2 Free St.
Second Honsefrom H. H. Hay's Apothecary
Store.
may 10
diwtl

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day
THEnership
nnder the firm of

lormed

BUKTON, THOME9

&

a

copart

CO,

NO. 131 COMMERCIAL STREET.
A* Merchandise Brokers and Commission Mere hauls.
A. M.

mr.jTtl

Copartnership
undersigned

under the linn
THE

14.

DUk'loN,

H. C. THOME'S.

April 30,1866.

Notice.

formed

have

copartnership

a

name ot

DANA

&

SONS,

For the transaction ol

a

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitt Dg Business,
1,fTHKB DANA,

LUTHKK W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
fi-aur

1600._

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
name of :■>
m
.» AChSl>,\ dc ><>N*
will be continued after this date under the stylo of

THE

PEKKINS, JACKSON

CO.,

«fe

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER. CV»AL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wbarl foot of High Street.
Dec 21.1805—dtt

J. & C. J. BARBOUR,
of

Hootw

and

^»hoes,

Men’s Plain Calf Boots and Shoes*
M

*•

Pateut

••

IsnrjM Balmorals*
Ladies’ and Misses Congress and Balmo**

rnf Boots*
Bor’s Buckle Shoes,mid >n 3 moral Boots*
Children’s Cloth and Goa. Balmoral

CyMen’s Buckskin Congrc«3 Boots,
assortment of all goods usually
a Boot and Shoe Store.
Also, Oak aud Hemlock Leather BEJ TS, Lacs
Leather, Rubber Good.*, Hemp Packing, & c
No. 8 Exchauge Street, Portland, Me.
June 8—dam

Together with aiarge
found in

SUUAK.
i AH boxes OROCEKY SUGAR, now landiv/U in* from Brig M. A. BERRY, from Mata-ie., for sale by
—
H.

I.

ROBINSON,

Jnnol—isdlm

No. I Portland Pier.

Carpet Stools,

Walnut and Oak
Voider and Stand.

Library Steps,

TALBOT,

and Counsellor at Law,

Office over the Post Office, 3d Story,
*
P ORT LAN
M AIX B.

D,

Mar 21—d&w6m

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, Re-

Solicitor

volvers.. Fishing Ta ckle
phabets

and Spozting
Assorted vices of Stencil Aland Figure s.

333

Congress

HAMITEL, BELL’S
found ono ot the best selected stocks
ol BOOT?,. SHOES and RUBBERS that can he
found in this city, which will he sold at the lowest
cash price, at S5J Congress Street, near flreen St.
SAMUEL BELL.
25—dti
be

_Oct

Advances
fTlHLT:
X
for

Made.

undersigned are prepared
AL ADVANCES on

sale,

goods

or

sh4pment. Also on vessels

good security,

LILERinstore,
any other

to make
in transit,
or

OHUROHILJi, BROWSS & J4AN80N.

Jan 19—dtt

STROUT,

& Counsellors at Law,
OYEB

CANAL BANK,

Middle Street*
G.

AT

CAN

OFFICE

Street.

,F

Canada

Peas,

Richardson’s Wharf.

May

29—dim

CHOLERA
sure

SPECIFIC.

Preventive and Cure for

Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Summer Complaints, Pain in the
Stomach and Dowels, Ac,
Its action is Immediate and efficacious. Its virtues
have been tested by thousand since the Cholera Seaof 1849. Physicians use and recommend It. All
admit it to be the debt Compoun 1 known lor the
Complaints for which it is des gned.
STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. T.
For sale by al Druggists an 1 Dealers in Me deme.
J. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua, N. F..
may 12—d&wSm
Traveling Agents.

son

Agents for
kinds

Sale

of Powder.
and Sporting

of

Blasting, Mining
for sale.
Po wder constantly
hand
ALL
Also
Bickford & Co,
ana

blasting Fuse, Toy
facture, for sale by
FLETCHER
May 7,1866.

(mlllOdtf)

SHEPLEY.

Deerins, Milliken
Successors to G.

A. A-

&

8TBOUT«

Co,,

L. Storer $ Co-,

JOBBERS

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents'

Furnishing Goods

Manufacturers ol

!

and Dealer, in

manu-

& CO.,
159 Commercial Street.
may8d2m

COTTON DUCK,
CHAINS, ANCHORS,

SHEPLEY &

Boot. Shoe& Rubber Store,
No

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 25-dll

Attorneys

TO'WUST

of

LAV,

No. 105 Middle Street.

SEAL PRESSED J, Canceling Stamps,
and all kinds of Steel Letter Cutting, ftirnished at
Boston prices.
G. L. FiAlLEY,
42 Exchange Street.
April 5—dtt

TJX3

CLIFFORD,
AT

Screenings.

STORE

on

COUNSELLOR

Do.,

C H O L, ERA.

No. 62 Commercihl Street*
PORTLAND, ME.
JUSTUS OREELY.
DONNELL,
(apl4<l&wtf)

WILLIAM H.

Goods,

Barrels

A

Merchants,

GEORGE F.

Graham

STODDARD’S

St.,

Groceries, Flour. Pork. Lard, Fish, &c.,

Attorney

Wheat

E. E. UPHAM & SON,

And Wholesale Dealers in

B.

making at their Mill

are

Shorts h Chicken Feed, or Wheat

the

Commission

and Butlers

CUTTING !

The subscribers

Sound Spring Wheat Extra Flour,

For sale by

DONNELL & GREELY,

GEO. T.BUEEOUGUS A CO.
May 31-dlf
STENCIL

Extra Flour & Shorts.

Mar 12-diwtf

J.

Suitable for Pic-nic and other uses, and very desirable for deck use on steamers, &c.

a in u a, or

FIFTY

b

200

PORTLAND, ME.

Chairs,

following
Gigantic Hippopot- Crested Cockatoo*

ADMISSION

SAMVEL FREEMAN,
OEO L. KIMBALL.
tV We pay Cash for every thing we boy.
JelCtl

Patent Enamelled dollars,

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle

USE.

the

Behemoth of Golden Pheasant*
Silver Pheasant*
Holy Writ.
Four
Performing South American Powce*
Spanish Macaws*
Elephants.
African Parrots*
Tartar Yak*
Asiatic Tiger*
Monkeys, Apes, BabBlack Tiger*
boons*
Six Enormous Lions*
Prairie Wolves*
Den of Trained Lions* Australian t ockatoos.
Lori Parroqnets*
Cage ol Leopards*
Australian Roscllas*
White Bear*
Poonah. or S’othBear. Java Hares*
King and Queen Parrots
Kangaroo*
Sacred Cattle from Bed and Yellow Crested
India
Cockatoos, and a host
Eg- ptdan Ichneumon, ol Minor Animals.
The Multitudinous Combination will enter towu
about lo A. M, in a gran 1 PROCESSION, headed by
the Immense HIPPOPOTAMUS DEN, drawn by a
TEAM ol FOUR ELEPHANTS, and accompanied
by Prof WHlTHER'S METROPOLITAN OPERA
BAND.-

Manufacturers of

o

IN

Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
MANUFACTURER’S prices.

FULL SIZE AND FOR CHILDREN’S USE.

Comprising an assemblage

A1

PEBLE8, KIDS, LININGS, Ao.
GROVE STRERT,.PORTLAND. ,1IE.

STATE OF MAINE.

01

and

Hinged

MAMMOTH

Advertisements.

STAIRS.

Wool and Wool Skins,

White

Agent* far

Cray’s

HALL!

AND

Made

Ready

Devon Arm, and Devon Extension Chair.

Universal Menagerie,

Commercial Street,

aP18,it j
FREEMAN & KIMBALL,

L. B. DENNETT.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

The former unsurpassed for ease and comtort. and
the latter the most desirable ana luxurious Chair for
Gentlemen in use; itsclu apness is not its only recommendation.

—AND—

Manufacturers,

Office 151

Office,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Also,Ladies’ Devon Sewing Chair,

Collection!

Paper

may2tf

FOLLETTE,

FOR

Zoological

A. C. DENISON & CO.,

Portland* Maine*

EASY

ear-

fan

And ofler at Retail

t

Dutcher’a Lightning Fly-Killer
Makes quick work with flies, and it commenced
ly, keeps the house clear all summer.
Look out tor imitations. Get Dutcher*s only.
June 26—SNd&wlm.

Debts collected In the several States by prompt and
reliable correspondents.
OFFICE, 188 MIDDLE STREET.

GENERAL

received l'rom New York, and for sale by the
JUST
undersigned,
large invoice
ORIENTAL,

G. F. BAILEY & €0*8

—FOE THE—

New England, Western and Southern States.

taken

&

tor

FOURTH.

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

the Reduced Price ot
advantage
HAVE
Stock,and purchased large assortment ol Men’s

J. F. MILLER.

LANCASTER

of Rh umati-m, Dyspepsia, Consumption, FeComplaints, H.art, Liver and Kidney Diseases,
&c.
Circulars will be sent free to any one sending
their address. Price $1 a bottle, or 6 for $5.
Prepared by Dr. H. ANDERS, Physicians and
Chemist*. For sale by
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont Street,
Boston, and by all Druggists.
Feb 19, *66—SNeod r,T& 8& weow

-LSI)—

a

i

Prof. Ellingham,

Maitre du Cirque, <£c.
A Magnificent Stud of PERFORMING
HORSES and TRICK PONIES, together with a hoot
of TUMBLERS, ACROBATS, Vaulters, Dancers,
Sc.

JAMES O’DONNELL,
NOTARY PUBLIC

Street)

DAVIS

Oppo.lle

Maine,

The Original Wit,

1—d3m

PORTLAND, MR

A.

64

Portland,

Billy Kennedy,
Jester and Ci >wn.

une

Fortlaml, Feb. H.

J.

St,

The Renowned Acrobat and Maitre du Trapeze.

J

DAVIS, RESERVE, HASKELL k 00.,

Congress

Shapyee and Whitney,

Law,

Middle Sireel,

SwLT’}

331

The Man of a Hundred Somersaults.

Oats, Ac., Ac.
Mercantile Collections made In thi3 City, and
t’ rough our coriespundence in ail parts of the
United States, Highest Kates of Freights obtained
for vessels w.lh dispatch.
iry*All Claims against the Government promptly
collected.
S.
t»uown, Late Navy Agent.
A. P. Beown.

PORTLAND, UR.

Coloring, Whitening arid White-Washing prompt-

Wldgepy’s Whurt,

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

i

ES,

Commission Merchants,

mourning goodsX
Also a good line of single and double width Cloths
lor Ladies’ Sacques; Woolens for Men nnd Boy’s
wear; Broadcloth sand Doeskins.
129 Middle Street.

£7* Particular atlenuoii paid to the sate of
Cumberland Coal, Lumber, Granite.
Lime, Cement, Slate, bricks, bay, otaioej, Corn.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

ORGANDIES.
POPLINS,

Kinkaid,

cases

or

rJTailoi*,

BTU000 AND MASTIO

Merchants,

465 Ninth Siree*, Washington, D. 0.

Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN * CO.,
Wool-pullers and Dealers in

AUG. F. YORK,

GOODS!

comprising all the most desirable styles of
CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
MUSLINS,
CHAM BRAS,

SCROFULA in all its manif Id forms.

turnisbed

JNE.

M

Merchant

EASTMAN BROTHERS
DRESS

S. P. BKOWN & SON,

UP

UNION STREET.

33

May 10—d2m

AT

selection ol Spring and Summer

EVANS BLOCK, 145 MIDDLE
STREET,
PORTLAND.
JuneK-dif

«Pi»_

in

SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,

GOODS !

The Flexionatomist and Boneless Marvel.

Wm.

wholesale dealers

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Fitted.

Sacques

W FUNERAL DESIGNS, ROQUETS, CUT
FLOWERS, &c., furnished to order.
juneGdtw

A choice

male

table

[and

E. CHAPMAN.

ULCERS, CANCEBS, SYPHILIS, S4LT RHEUM,
and it has been used with astonishing success in

front

MANUFACTURERS,

&o.

Under-Clothing.

JUST HECEJVED

ANDERS*S IODINE WATER

Rooms,
PLEASANT
nished, with board, at <7 Free street.
transient boarders accommodated.

aprOdti

Tyler, Lamb & Co.,

THIRD.

SCROFULA

cure

descripgous.

Attorneys

Also Patterns for Children’s Dress-

a

Will

ME.

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Sliops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and a 1
orders in town or country faithfully executed. A 1
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER

Davis,

and other

DR. H.

Closets,

EVERY

Co.

and American

Fancy Goods,

Anthracite and

Bowls* Brass & Silver Plated Cocks*

PUMPS oi all

SMALL7

French, English, German

Commission

Warn. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

ing

es,

These remarkable animals, under the direction ol
their trainer, Col. Chas. Johnson, have been educata degree of perfection as to border on the
marvelous. No idea can be conveyed through the
me a i urn of language of their extraordinary and multitudinous performances. They dance,play the organ,
stand on their heads, and perform an infinite variety
of other feats almost incredible, except to those who
have witnessed them.

a

easterly

concentrated

30

ME.

Wholesale Dealer, and Joblers In

soliait-

ST.,

POKTLANL).

30

siderably

Albert

lde e:emont—IRON.

F.xeentor’s Sale ol Real Estate in
Westbrook.

Box of the

ISO FORE

60

Plain Vases,

This is the secret o/ the wonderful success of this
remedy in curing
Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhosa, Boils, Ne vous Affections, Chills and Fevers, Humor8, Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Female Complaints, and all diseas.s

Wo. 80 Middle Street.

_A. S. DAVIS.
STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,

40

the manufacture of Yellow Metal Sheathing, it
has been the universal practice hitherto, as if still
is with other manulacturers. to unmet se the sheets,
after all rolling is done, in an acid bath.
The effect
sought, and obtained, by this process, is to give the
metal the line yellow color to which it owes its distinctive name.
But this effect is, of necessity, attended by results
injurious to the metal. The hard and highly polished surface, formed on the sheets by successive heating and cooling and the action ol the rolls, is removed, and a surface left in its stead— bright, indeed,
but rough, pimpled and unequally corroded, and con-

office of

MERRILL &

augddti

and Water

Pumps

Force

Decalcomania Patterns,

or

Bad State of the Blood,
Or accompanied by Debility or a low state cf the

respectfully

Or

MAKES

Has just received Hew Goods in

Grand Galaxy of Talent!

THE

THE-

Jallssdtf

10;
1C;

15;

Cor. of Congress and Chestnut Sts.,

mors.

general

tove*«

PORTLAND,

JunelStf

P L U »1 li E It!

of withdrawing Sec-

MBS. J. W.

Tills excellent medicinal compound was first preDr. P. in 1847, and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors Iram tbe blood >
but in 184a, a inedioal friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment ©f hu-

in

30

93,
94, 95. 96, 97. 103, 104, 105,106, 107, 108,
109, 86, 2269 acres,
11, It. 6, W. E. L. S.
Section No. 6; Lots 10, 19, 23; N. W. 4
Sec. 17,1105 acres,

NEW

pared by

suggested some important improvements,
which were adopted, and which have raa ie it (so the
people say) the very l csfc emedy lor all kinds ot humors known to “the faculty.”
This preparation is
composed wholly ot vegetables, among which arc
Yellow
Sarsaparilla,
Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,

and

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

acres.

Bedford Copper

82 1-2 EXCHANGE ST., FOX BLOC'i,

IRON.

HEAVY

Orders from the Country
Job Work done to order.

I

AND MAN UFACTUBL'B OF

SpringBsda, Mattrasses. Pew Cushions, 4c.,

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,

or Bronze Sheathing Metal'delivered at any convenient port.
June4dtf

ed to such

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

MAINE,

FURNACES, RANGES,
Of

WILLIAM F. PAKKlblt,

UPHOLSTERER

of and Dealers in

WORKERS

customers as wortliv their patronage,
1 shall have
charge of t. olr Tuning, a.id al>o keep a good aasortment of Organs and Melodeons to let.
and Tuning promptly and personally attended to.
J. D. I’litlVhV,
June 22—dim
13fi) Middle Stroet.

SON,

...

Mauutacturors

IN

ITCH I
Scratch!

Oct 25,18G5.—s X d&wlyr

&

MAN (JFACTCBED BY THE

Ointment

originating

PORTLAND

1G1 Commercial Street*

United States.

NOYES

N.

S3T* Ilavlrc sold the Manufacturing j art of my
Organ and Molodeon Business to Messrs, tinall A
Kuignt, l cheerfully recommend them to my former

Repairing

Juneltl

No. 38 Eiohance Street,

63f“Suits cf Yellow

Will Cure the (Ich in Forty-Eight floors.
Also cores SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents. F*
sale by all druggis.s.
By sending GO cents to WEEKS* POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will be forwarded by mail, flee oi postage, to any part ol the

THE

A.

22,080 acres.

New

sy Advertiscmen.s received tor all papers In
may8’fi6SNdtl
Maine, and throughout the country

Scratch,

Street,

POETLAND, ME.

Patent Bronzs Metal Sheathing!

W.

ITCH I

Plaster,

and

Commercial

33

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

50
4, remainder, 4325 acres,
ISAAC R. CLARK,
Land Agent.
june lldtd

ATWELL,
ADVERTISING AGENT,
FOX BLOCK, No, 1 Up Stairs,
82 Exchange Street, Portland.'

Scratch,

L'me, Cement

30

S. E.

REMOVAL*
C.

135 1-2 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Wholesale Dealer in

ed.

6, R. 17, W. E. L. S.
S. W. 4» 5870 acres,

DR.

GEORGE C GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by
all Druggists.
juneldlmflN

LOVEJOY,

25

SOMERSET COUNTY.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HER B BITTERS are a sure remedy for Liver Complaints in
all its forms, Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice,
Headache and Bilious Diseases, General Debility,&c.
They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the anpetite, nurify the blood, strengthen tbe
body and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of

G.

Magee Furnace* and

E.R. 1, W. E. L. S.
Sections No. 17; Lots 1 Sec. 18; 2 Sec. 18;

ORGANS,

MELODEONS,

J.

LEAD riPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

and sjventy-five cents for selected sections.
Proposals deemed most fhvorable in the aggregate will be received.

tion 6.

EXCELSIOR

May 19—diy

PUMPS,

thirty cents per acre lor the Township; fifty cents for either quarter;

Reserving the privilege

MANUFATUBERSOF

POETLAND, ME.

And

acres,

Sec. 3; Lots 3. Sec. 4; 4 Sec. 4; 1 Sec.
2 Sec. 10; 3Sec. 10; 4 Sec. 10; 1 Sec.
2 Sec. 16: 3 See. 16; 4 Sec. 16; 3 Sec.
4 Sec. 15, 2Sflucres,
S i No. 2, li. 3. W. E. L. S.
Lots No. 84, 85,86, Sf, 88, 30, 90, 91, 92,

Building,

KNIGHT,

&

(Successors to J. D. Cheney,)

25

of

1292

Ware,

opposite City

Street,

Congress

40

C. R. 2, W. E. L. S. at the minimum price

Show

Gigantic

ning unsurveyed, 8423

233

40
50

Secthrs No. 4, 5, 6,12.17, 23 & 21, in To vnsbipNo. 2, R. 11, W. E. L. S., 42>8 acres,
Ellioisville—Lots No.4&5R.1; 4 <& 5
R. 2; 2, 3, 6,7, 8, R. 3; and Uore, 1250
acres,
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
9, R, 6. W. E. L. S. Sections No. 4.10,14,
16,* of 5, and j of 11, 3211 acres,
L. R. 2 being S. W 4 and other parts rema

This Colossal Establishment, the largest and most
complete in its varied features ever presented to the
public, combines in

Tlie specialities

cts.

10,611 acres,
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

PORTLAND

Manufacturer of Silver

acre.

Part of Township No. 2. R. 8, W, B. K. P.,
at the minimum of $1,000 for the tract,
North part of No. 1, K. 6, W. B. K. P.
10.540 acres,
Remainder South half 3, R. 4,
do.,

SMALL

AND

Min. price
per

if

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

SAPONIFIEE1

who,

Aromatic Vegetable

Colgate's

as

der iu three promissory notes payable annually in
one, two and uuoe years, with satisfactory bond for
payment of stumpage.
The sum deposited by any other bidder, who does
not became a purchaser, may be withdrawn by him
at any time after the bids are declared and made.

14—dtd

£2f*All the worst forms of Rheumatism arc being
daily cured by Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic
Remedy. This wonderful medicine never lai H,and
thousands who have suffered excruciating agony for
years are instantly relieved and soon cured by a few
doses.
J unt-12sNulm

CHOLERA

tinies oud the wants and interestr of our
goodly Stale. It is this,
which has

(uici upi over which I would
administer a timely rebuke to those aspirants ior oflice
af-

June

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater,

IN

Congress.
1 he representation will be as fallows:—Each city,
town ana plantation shall be entitled to one delega e.
An additional delegate lor the first fifty votes cast
lor the Union Candida ef -r Governor in 1864, and an
ad itional relegate tor eac additional one hundred
votes cast for said candidate. A majority fraction of
one hundred will entitle to an additional delegate.

Business Cards.

M.

Land Office, Bangor, Juno 1,1806.
pursuance oi law as defined in Chapter 5, Section 32, Revised Statutes, Public Notice is hereby
given that the following Schedule of Tracts and Parcels of Lan s will be ottered for sale on Saturday, the
first day of September next, at 12 o'clock, noon, at
the Land Office in bang -r, at a price per acre not less
than the minimum fixed in the advertised list.
The sa e to be by Sealed Proposals in conformity
with the provisions of the foreg dug Chapter and
Section, wnich require that ttn per centum oi the
minimum price of the township oi part, shall accompany each proposal, which sum shall constitute a
part of. and be allowed in, the ca h payment to bo
made upon the township or tract purchased,
Payments required to be one third cash, remain-

ul

mrm er

Cards.

_Business

Sale of Public Lands.

June2l8Neodt4th

By

suggested the thought of my qualifications for
public service. But knowing myself how far
below tbe true standard of gubernatorial
qualifications, my own attainments oie, I confess I was willing to make
my own back the

Convention—Second
District.
The Union voters of the Second Congressional District are requested to meet in Convention by delegates, at
AUBURN) Thursday* June 28th.
at ten o’clock A. M., to nominate a candidate foi

F. W. A. Rankin,

a patriotic pride, has
been
intimate; my position and experience may be presumed, as it seems they
Lave been presumed by seme, to have
given
me a tolerable
knowledge ol the history of mu-

perhaps,

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

Congressional

any

be that is without its legal resystem
sponsibilities. I confess I should like to see
some
system adopted, whereby free men
might go to the polls and vote for whom they
please without being bound hand and foot by
the decrees of king caucus. X confess I should
revolt at the th ought of having my name cast
into the lot that is to be hustled for in caucus, or moved by adroit gamesters for a place
can

in which I

extensive and

SPECIAL NOTICES.

mand the attention and

God of nature meant for tery little men.” In
some States, as in Massachusetts and South
Carolina, the policy always has been to select

already

will stand a li.tie to

better qualified than

When an item on the authorship of this
from your newspaper at our
song was read
bachelor table the other night, considerab.e

Boston Saturday Evening Gazette, written
tee.” When the resolution afterwards came last
year, in reply to my inquiry respecting
a
was
for
quorum
action, though
present, the authorship of the song, “Rock me to
up
I
only 81 members voted. “If the House takes sleep, Mother”—and he says “it was writteD
I by Mrs. Akers.” This lady is a personal friend
no interest m the matter,” said Mr. Garfield,
ot Mr. S., and has
long been known as a writer
“I withdraw my resolution.” Too people are
under the nom de plume of “Floience
Percy.”
curious to know how a resolution to allow
Yours, in behalf t>f my sex,
Sophy
W.
Kent.
as
malm
so
much
cau
emmembers only
they
274 Degraw street, Brooklyn.
barrass the Mileage Committee, and with the
tbe
tittles
and
on
everypremium
gold among
StSl, they come.—The State Conventions
thing they eat, drink and wear taxed to pay of the Republicans of Vermont and Maine
the interest on their vast debt, they do not
have given in their adhesion to the doctrine
regard this little matter with the cool indif- of equal civil and
political rights for all. Iff
lerenc3 which seems to have pre/ailed in the
tha Iowa State Convention, held on WednesHouse. Alima b3 right, but we want to see
day, 20th inst., the Republicans of the We3t
clearly for ourselves how these things are spoka for themselves, as follows:
done.
Resolved, That the first and highest doty of
our free Government is to secure to all its citiBowdoin College.
zens, regardless of race, religion or color, equal
to it. and to all that have proved
We are indebted to the editors of the Boic- responsibilities
their loyalty by their acts, an equal voice in
dol.i Bugle for a copy of their moral anaa.iL
making it.
Reso vci, That we heartily approve of the
Tue leading article discusses the weather, the
joint resolution lately passed by the Senate and
Fenian movement and the present condition House of Representatives
in Cingress aisembled, proposing to the Legislatures of the sevof the European and North American Raileral States an additional article,
by way of
way in a.Igut fantastic way, not unwelcome
amendment to the Federal Constitution, and
during tueae suitry days. We learn trom tho that we pledge the ratifying of that amendBujle that the work of con_tructioii on the ment by tho Legislature of loyal Iowa.
Impartial suffrage, it appears, is not a YanMemorial Had wilt begin soon after the Comkee notion, but a fruitful American idea.
It win be oi' granite, and cost
mencement.
about

are no

and somewhat amusingly exhibits the latest
phase of a still disputed question:

people at home, a great desire to know how it
happens that members are allowed more mileage than they claim or will receive. The
mileage for the Thirty-eighth Congress
Senator Harris of
amounts to $1,887,997.
New fork received $312; Representative
Ancona of Pennsylvania received $320—for
each session. We had suppesed Pennsylvania
comparison.
wa3 nearer than New fork to Washington.—
It Senator Harris could go and return lor
$312, so, we should have supposed, could Mr.
Ancona. Such appaient discrepancies the

all, perhaps,
myself

ter

respect ot the Republic. We have had too many great men in
office, whom, as John Holmes once said, “the

ed

Whether any Congress will choose to do away
with the mileage perquisites altogether, as the
present Congress has just disposed ot the military p3rqiisit33, is a qasition into which we
do not now enter. Some means of equating
the expenses of Congressmen from Maryland
and California must be found, and it is not
probable that members will ever consent to
kesp an accurate account of their “necessary
travelling expenses.” To be sure, if the
mileage is allowed greatly to overrun the expenses, and is estimated in proportion to the
disjtance by the nearest route, the advantage
is obviously in favor of the most remote
States.—and the apportionment is as unfair a3
if no mileage at all were allowed, in which
To
case the nearer States would he best off.
be perfeedy just, the mileage should be Computed at something reasonably near tbe actual
expense of the journey, and the salaries
should be raised, if necessary, to make up the
balance uniformly. A3 matters stand now,
the United Spates might about as cheaply
charter a steamer to transport a California
Congressman, as to pay his mileage

Tuat, however,

following correspondence, published in

the New York Evening Post,

UNION EEPUBLIOAN NOMINATIONS.

now

disunion conspiracy. Sectional battles, genererals, and heroes, the annual floral decoration
of soldiers’ graves, added to the incendiary
teaching of the press and the pulpit, are expected in time to do their work of corruption.
The Randall Johnson manifesto however
doesn’t refer to these proceedings, but to the
legislation of the Congress which had to arrange the terms ol'settlement af.er the great
est war of modem times.

fro.

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents tor
sale of “LAWRENCE” ami “OLD COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment
on hand; likewise:—
3»>0 Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.
20 Balts 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Dock.
660 Coils Hoth’s Russia Bolt-R pe.
300 Pieces English A 'chor Bunting, assorted colors,
100 Chain Cables, £ in. to 1J in.
100 Tons Coil Chain, 3 16 in. to 1| in.
the

Warranted American Anchors.

For sale at 23 & 25Commercial St., Boston.
FEARING.THACHER & CO.
may4—d3m

Pensions

Increased. !

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
have lost a hand or foot, or
aro totally
disabled in either, can obtain fifteen dollars per

WHO

month

oii

application to

HARMON & SAWYER,
War Claim Agents, No. 88 Exchange Street, PortMe.
EMPIRE
SEWING
MACHINES
tor
land,
JunelSiiftwtf
Agents
State of Maine.
are in want of any kind of PRINTING
you
58 ndd 60 Middle St.,
PORTLAND. |
at the Daily Press Offioa
Sept 7—dtf

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
lor

■

--

Miscellany.

__Miscellaneous,;_ _Medical.

Strength of the Contending Powers in Europe.

I.—PBUBSIA"

The

of Prussia is at present
108,212
English square miles, or about equal to the
combined territory ot Georgia and Florida.—
The population, according to the censiis of
1804, was 19,304,843, (ailing but little below
that of the Northern States of the Union
The great majority oi the
population, are Germans; the total number of persons belonging
to non-German nationalities bein<r
2,504179
A considerable portion of the latter are
remnants ot small tribes, which are
area

—

feeble’

rapidly

being absorbed by the German nationality.—
AVi.liin the last few years the Gove nment of
Prussia made several important additions to
the former

dominions, acquiring first the two
Principalities of Uoheuzoliern, next the impor-

tant setcoasf district of Yahde, which it
purchased from Oldenburg, and more
recently by
the Duchy of Lauenburg which was ceded to
it by Austria for a pecuniary consideration.—
It holds, moreover, possession of Schleswig,
and avows its intention to peimanently annex to Prussia both this
duchy and that of
Holstein. In point ot administration, Prussia
is not inferior to any other country of the
world. Its finances, unlike those ot Austria
and Italy, are m a sound condition; its army
discipline has long been the admiraiton ot the
civilized world. The army, on a war footing,
numbers 700.000, and its fleet consisted, in
1865, of 37 steamers, 8 sailing vessels, 40 rowing vessels: total, 85 war vesiels. The reigning King is William I., bom in 1797, who succeeded his brother Frederic William IV., in

January, 1801.

II.—AUSTRIA.
The Austrian Empue, as at present constituted, is divided into nineteen Provinces, the

THE GREAT

PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S
Celebrated Female Fills.
Prepared from a prescriptions# bird. Clarke, M,D.,
Fnybicuin extraordinary to tne (Juee.t.
This invaluable meuic.ne is unfading in the euro ol

all those pamJiii ouu uangeruus u. senses to whicu me
lemaie cuUuUtiiWoii is suojeci. n mouei'<tie^ an excess
aim removes all ob.>u actions, Cmui whatever caime
and a speoay cine may ue lvneu Ou.
<J iUAititmh lADIES
it is particularly bU.tea. ai w ill, nr a snort
time,bring
on inc ...ontiny period witu regularity,
uais iLiue, price One Ooiiai, ocai b cue Government
Stamp ol’ Great Britain, io pie.eut counterierts.
tAt'ii oiK •
2 hese Pills should not be laictn by Females
during
the Iss&i'a'At*(J3sF *u OaV a 'aao of tregnancyt as
they
are s»re to Ormy on
tut ut u*,y other
itJHc tucy are bOje.
x-ve^y w oman Knows that the bloom of health must
fade, witu iuc siigutesi In eg u unity or obsuuclicn ot
tne menses. These Piks are truly tne woman s mono,
lnhernonrol uial, ana tne omy
sure, positive und
never nuiing cure ana
regulator oi suppression ol
nature, from wnatever CutmeU So in.Id mat tne ieemeaL can tano them with
pe.Icctsecurity, ,>etsO powcriul in tneu- eiiccut, tnat
they may he
called,

Aitscurinuyey

auever

namely:

Germans.8,200,000 Bulgarians.25,000
Bohemians, 1
Magyars.5,050,000
Moravians, & J 3,600,000 rtaaans (inclusive
Stovncks
of
Batins &
)
Boles.2,200,000 Irauls).3,050,000
Russians.2,600,000 Eastern Romans.2,700,000
Slovenians.1,210,000 Members ol other
Groats.1,360,000 rams.1,430,000
Servians.1,470,000
Austria is one of the great military powers
of Europe, her army on the war footing being
over halt a million of men.
The navy, how-

ever, is

comparatively small, consisting in August, 1864, of 39 steamers with 639 guns, and
11,730 horse-power, and 20 sailing vessels with

145 guns. Great efforts have been made within the last lew years to raise the Imperial
navy to a state ot high efficiency by the substitution of steam for sailing vessels, and the
gradual formation of an iron-clad fleet or war.
Austria has become a constitutional monarchy since 1846, the main features of the constitution consisting, first, of rhe Provincial
Diets, representing the various States of the
monarchy; secondly, a Central Diet, or Council of the Empire; and thirdly, a reduced form
the latter, or partial Council of the Empire, as
The public debt ot the empire,
it is called.
which at the commencement of the French
revolution in 1789 was $174,500,000, had grown
in 1863 to $1,210,222,085.
Frcm 1789 to the
present time there has not been a single year
in which the revenue ot the State has come
up to the expenditure. The present Emperor,
Joseph I., was bom August, 1830, and was
proclaimed Emperor and King in consequence,
of the abdication of his uncle, Ferdinand
I.,
and the renunciation of his father, Francis
December
He
was
Charles,
Comman2,1848.
uer-in-Chief of the Austrian army in the Italian campaign ol 1859.
III. ITALY.
The Kingdom of Italy has an area of 98,784 English square miles, with a population,
according to the last census, taken in the
spring of 1864, of 21,703,710 souls, being on
an average 220 inhabitants to the square mile
;
a figure higher than that of France and Gerbut
lower
than
that
of
many,
England. There
has been in some of the Provinces a rapid increase of wealth and population of late
years;
but the irciease of wealth has been much
more rapid within the last
than
the
century
increase of population. The great mass of the
people are devoted to agricultural pursuits,
and
the town population is
comparatively
small. It has a seafaring population of 158,682 individuals, nearly ail ot whom are liable
to the maritime conscription.
The military
organization ot the Kingdom is based cn conand
the
scription,
standing army consists of
more than 200,000 men on a peace
footing,
and more that 400,000 on a war establishment.’
The navy ot the Kingdom consisted in 1865
ot 9S steamers of 20,760 horse-power, with 2
160 guns, and 17 sailing vessels with 179
altogether, 115 men of war with 2,439 guns.
Itahy has a public debt of nearly eight hundred millions of dollars. The expenditure is
largely in excess of the annual revenue. The

N,B.—$1

00 and 0 tlnoe cent postoge stamps enclosed to any authorised Agent, will ensure a oottie,
b,
containing
ions, by return man, securely seared
tVom all ooservaaon.

LiJJ’E—HEALTH-STRENGTH.
LilE-HE Ai. i H-S RE-NGTH.
LI E-HEALTH-STRENGTH.
Hundreds and thousands annually die prematurely, when, ii they wou.d give the Great rrenen Bem-

ody,

duebess Theresa of Austria. He succeeded to
the throne on the abdication of his father
March 23,1849, and was proclaimed
King of
Italy by vote of the Italian Parliament, March

17,1661.

rv.—THE GERMAN

CONFEDERATION.

The Gennan Confederation was
organized
1815, upon the ruins of the German Empire whicu had been dissolved in 1»C6. The
object ot the Confederacy, according to the
first article of the Federal Constitution, is
“the preservation of the internal and external
security of Germany, and the independence
and inviolability ot the various German States.”
The organ and representative of the Confederation is the Federal Diet,
consisting of
Plenipotentiaries of the several Gennan
States, and permanently located in tbe free
city ot Frankiort. 'lhe administrative Government of tbe Federal Diet is constituted
in two forms: 1st. As a General
Assembly or
Plenum, in which every member of the Con
federation has at least one vote, and the larger
States have two, three or four votes each; and
second, the Minor Council, or Committee of
Confederation, in which the eleven largest
States cast one vote each, while six votej are
given to the smaller States, a number of them
combined having a joint vote. The presidenThe
cy is permanently vested in Austria.

DR. JUAN DELAM ARE’S

CELEB iiATEi) bFjciU.UMU PILLS.
Treparcd by Gah a.^cleee & Dupont, No. 214 rue
Loino&ru, iraiis, from t o prescr p«ion of Dr. Juan
Dentmarrc. tLui Puysician to the Hospital du iNoid
ou Dariboisiero, a lair tr»ai, tnoy woula uua immediate relief, and, m a short uiue, be fully resioreu to
Health and smnyiu. It Is used in the prae ice of

many eminent i? rench physicians, with uniform succej_>, ana highly recommitted as the only positive and
Specijic litmtay for an persons uuuering from General
or sexual Deonity, all uerangement of the Nervous
Forces, Meionciiojy, Sperm aturrii a a or St miaul
Emissions, ail Weaknesses arising from Sexual Excesses or ioutmui lnui&cretions, Loss of MusciDar
Energy, Physical Probations, Nervousness, Weak:
Spine, Lowness ot bpirits. Dimness of Vision, Hysterica, Pams m tne Lack and Limbs, Jinpotency.&c.
No language can convey an adequate idea of the
immediate and almost miraculous cnange it produces
in the nominated and shattered system, in fact, it
stands unrivalled as an unfailing cure of the maauies above mentioned.
Sudor no more, but use The Great French Remedy,
it will effect a cure where all others fail, and, although
a powerful remedy, con ains
nothing hurtful to the
most delicate constitution.
i ampulets, containing full particulars and directions for using, in Engiisn, French, Spanish and German, accompany earn box, and also are sent free
to any adurcss when requested.
Price One Dollar per box, or six boxes for Five Dol-

lars.
bold by all Druggists throughout the world; or will
be sent oy mall, securely seated from all observation,
by inclosing specified price, to any authorized agent.
Proprietor*' General Agents for America, OSCAR
G. MOSES & CO., 27 Coruandt St., New York.
VV. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Wholesale
Agent. Sold at lie tail by every Druggist in Maine.
J

une

13eodeow&wly

FIRE, MARINE,

ACCIDENT & LIFE
Insurance

and peace,

on war

the admission of new members, on any
changes in the fundamental laws or organic
institutions; but in all other cases the Minor
Council is competent to act both as legislative
on

and executive.

At the time of its establishment the Con-

federacy embraced 39 members, but of these
iour (Saxe-Gotha, Anhalt-Bemgurg, AnhaltKoethen and Hesse-Homburg, have become
extinct,) and two (Hohenzoliem-Hechmgen
and Hotienzollem-Sigmaringen) have been incorporated with Prussia, leaving, at present
S3 sovereign States. They have together an
area of 232,807 square miles, and, in 1864, a
population of over 46,000,030 people exceeding
the aggregate population of British America,

the United States, Mexico and Central America1 and being in Europe inferior to that of
no country except Kussia. The Federal army
numbers about 700,000.
Austria and Prussia belong, with only a
part ot their several dominions, to this Conlederation; Austria with a population of 12,802,944, Prussia with a population of 14,714,024. Prussia, therefore, and not Austria, is in
point of population the first German State,
and this priority is still more prominent if we
take into account, the provinces of both powers not belonging to this Confederation.
Deducting the population of the two great
German powers, a population is left for the
other States of about 19,000,000, with a Federal Army of about 300,000. As the record of
the votes of the Federal Diet during the last
the great majority of the
year shows
minor States side witn or at least lean toward
Austria, and it is still commonly believed, that
toon after an outbreak of war between Austria and Prussia, the Diet will declare a Fed-

eral

war

against Prussia.

All parties in Geimany, Austito, Prussia,
the Minor Governments, and till the political
parties among the people, are in iavor of estab-

Ins.

Comp’y

Cash Capital and Surplus,

Atlantic Fire Ins. Co.,
$452,591

Providence

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

or

apply

Cash Capital and Surplus,

.WHITMAN,
AND

make

them

society, and which, consequently, affect,

directly,

more or

more

Bark

strengthening than any of the preparations ot
or Iron, infinitely safer and more
pleasant.

Determination of Blood to the Head,
ConAised Ideas,

EMERSON & BURR
Have this day received

a new

O 3ST E
E K si C E

Also

an

Hats,Gaps and

OKLY.
Agents for the celebrated

EMERSON.

$200,702

Loring, Stackpole
General Agents for
TO WHOM

&

Co.,

Maine,

APPLICATIONS FOR AUENCIES
SHOULD BE MADE.

UNITED STATES

To
ASK FOR HELMBOLD'S.
Apr 5—eodtf.

FINDINGS

AT

BURR.

Junolatf

EDIT nut to.

or

Paralysis

Island Boarders.

THE

_

June 14,1663.—d2m

Ordinance

&

June 13—(ltf

THE

WHITMAN, Five

GOOD TIME

Free

HAS

St. Block.

COME I

tilth of any hind, in any house, war eh on- c,
collar,
yard, or other place which the Mavor, anv y erman.
City Mars al or Deputy, or Heallli Committee or Officer shall deem
necessary tor the Health of the city
to be removed, shall be carried aw a v therefrom
by and
or

SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
the preceding Sections, shall forfeit and
pay not less tuan one dollar nor marc than twenty
dollars t«r every offence, also the sum of one dollar
ior every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to remain alter due notice thereof!
All persons violating the above ordinance are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as I
slial' proceed at once to a rigid enioreement oi the
*amc.
JoHN S. HEALI),
aprlS— tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

provisions of

GREAT ATTRACTION!
*

I

have just received

spring

Ready

very large and extensive assortment of

a

and

summer

Made

-

styles

of

Clothing

!

purchasers

goods at very low figures; in
war.
Parties about purchasing goods for SPRING AND SUMMER
wear, will find that for style, finish, durability, and above all, m price, that I cannot be beat.
class

53T"Call and see for yourself.

Baltimore’
Kedington,
a cargo of iresh-minea
Ueorges Creek Cumber•and Coal for Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hand the best qualities ot Red and White
Ash Coal, at the loweat prices for cash.

JUST

TOPPAN,

IvfOTTTT)

Aiot

f'iOTVT'P A RS

#4.50

Noouewill do without it in tho house that
used it onoe.

ever

THAT ABE

8UFFEBING,
ene

t

Life Eolicies Issued for One, Two, Three,
Pour or Five Years,
AS MAY BE DESIKEH, AT KATES WITHIN
THE BEACH OF ALL.
®3P~Persons desiring this clas3 of Insurance, will
do well to EXAMINE ITS MERITS as presented
by this Company, which is unsurpassed in reliability,
prudent management and security to the assured.
Agents and Solicitors Wonted in every

City

and town in the

State, to

whom

a

liberal

com-

mission will be paid.

Loring, Stackpole

&

Co.,

Lyon’s

Periodical

Coal,
Ji.M. T/DD

DEL.

The many and great advantages of these Compasses appear almost incredible to those who have never used them, but a lit le experience at sea soon dispels all double in regard to their superiority.
When the vessel is rolling about in a rough sea, these Compasses remain perfectly steady, and in light and
smooth weather they are extre uely sensitive—moro so even than the lighlest wood Compass. The needle i
enclosed in an air-Unlit metallic case and is entiiely excluded from ihe air and, th rt fore free from rust.
It is also made so that it retains its power like a magnet. Such a nee lie could not be used in any other
Compass on account of its great weight; but here it is almost wholly supported by the buoyancy of the liquid
to which the weight ol' the card is nicely adjur ted. The bouyancy of this liquid prevents them from ever becoming dull, as it re luces the woight on the pivot to a few grains. Hence tlie trouble and expense of sharpening and “touching” is a together avoided. But more than this, the exemption from disorder renders them
always perfectly reliable at sea.
During font years of constant use in the Naval and Merchant service, both on steam and saling vessels
not one of them has been returned, although it is always agreed to take them back if
they do not give satisfaction in every particular.

SCIENTIFICALLY

C. H.

For all Female

MARINE INSURANCE!
ON

VESSELS,
&

CARGOES

forbidden in
especially
each bottle.

FREIGHTS,

PROMPTLY EFFECTED in the BEST and MOST
RESPONSIBLE NEW ENGLAND and NEW
YORK OFFICES, TO ANY AMO. NT DESIRED.

Preparod by JOHN L. LYON,
Druggists everywhere,

C. G. CLARK & CO., GenH Agents,
For U. 8. and Canada.
J W. PERKINS if CO., W. F. PHILLIPS * CO.,
tnd H. H. HAY. Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

Office No. 117 Commercial St.,
PORTLAND.

.bane 22-d2w

Coe’s xjuugn Balsam f

Temple

C.

BECKETT,

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Tailor,

Merchant

JJAS

just received

BICKFORD &

SPRING

GOODS,

Embracing large assortment ot Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, wbich he will be happy to mako up to order or sell at the

VEGETABLE AMBROSIA

LOWEST
April 18—dtt

CASH

Ocean

quick

silken tresses of youth, and are

A Host Exquisite, Rclirnte nml F»ngrnut Perfume, PiHtiilcd from the
Rare and Beautiful Flower from
wliirh it takes its name.
Manufactured only by P If AEON At SON.

[^“Beware of Counterfeits.
Ask

for Phnlon9*—Take no other.
Sold by drwjjrlsts generally.

For Bale at wholesale bv W. F.
Jan. 1, 1866—eoti&eo*6m

THE

Phillips

Co.

CO.’S,

a cough, but loosens It so that the
patient can expectorate freely. It is within

It does not drv up

House,

This House will be open for the reception
of transient and permanent Visitors, on

SATURDAY, JUNE 9,
And continue for the Season, except Sundays,
it will be clos d to all transient company.
CHAMBERLIN, HILL & CO.,

when

Proprietors.
juncSd2m

Cape Elizabeth, June G, 18GG.

the reach of all, the

Price Being Only 35

Cents I!

C.O.CLARK ft CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
W. F. PHILLIPS If CO., J. W. PERKINS A CO.,
nil H. H HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents.
Auvust 31.1865
eod&ulyr

TICK,

SCAB,

VERMIN.

DR. DAVEIS
NEW OFFICE
Office

TO

HIS

13 1-2 FREE ST.

hours from lljo’clock AfM. to 1P. M., and

3 to 1P.M.

Cl?* Special attention given to the Diseases and
Operationt qfthe Eye, to which the morning hour will
be exclusively devoted,
June4d*wtt

Should be used by all Fanners

or*

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS
If farmers and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders hi their vicinity, it will bo forwarded free ol
express charge by

JAS. P. LEVIN Aet. South Down Oo.
23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 2-d&wim

son.

When not wanted for the full season, It will be del'vsred at tbe rate ol $2.00 per mouth for 10 lbs. a

day.

.. jllce of change of reside ce, 1. given at the Office
Instead of tbe driver, will olway s prevent disappoint-

Electrician

ment.

Any customer leaving town for two weeks or more
one time, by giving not loe at tbe Office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
Complaints against the uilvers tor neglect, carelessness, or any other caute. u net be mace at the Cffioe,
and will be attended to promptly.
maySSuSm

at

physician.

open Day and Evening, lor a Aril and thorough
BUSiNhSS LDU CATION, located on Midule
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has bad21 years’ experience.
I do not prelend an extension ol Uokl Linked Series o' Colleges into the ouier Continent; and that my
Diplomas and Tall Scholarships, ere good all
oyer this great world, bal 1 do claim 11 ey will
prove intrinsic to the Students leitber I.AD1LS
or tit NULL Mr. N) n
any part of the United States
America; and also that onr Cooxtiuo Rooms
lor inductive training (without any copy.ng,! both In
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Late, fe,
$c., offer usfult, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities lor BCSiNLSa LLCCATION, as any College in the U. A,
Tins is the only Commercial College in ti e S ate
where a full and complete Scholarship In Book-keeping, Writing, etc., is taught without oopylng, so that
no one can pars through tbs course without ob-

la

bl,

40 Shades, all

one

who

Liquid Dyes for
Brilliancy oi Color,
Simplicity of Use,
Certainty of Satisfaction,
Economy of Time,
Freedom from all Dust or Dirt.
Mordant and. Dyes Combined in
used

one

Portland, Me.
Aqril 7—eod&w3m*

tor Cities and Towns furnished, from $100 to $5000, at
short notice.
Send for Price List, and compare with other and high-

GRAVEL ROOFING,

WATER-TIGHT VAULTS, FLOORS AND CELLAR BOTTOMS, COATING

er

METAL,

CUTTER,

No. 1 Manufacturers’ Bloek,
Union Stbeet.
Juno 7—wlm24&eodtf

DR. C.

are

KIMBALL,

135 1-2 MIDDLE

PORTLAND,

STREET,

ES®" All worV done In the beet manner, and warJune2codtl

A

For Sale.
story 'rjme nouse,
th

premises.

Feb 12—dla

c. RICHARDSON.

Good

Opening

1

,,
1

aiASOEA'

may24dtl

Box2UO,P.O'

a

ty

thorough counting-room ed”cation.

R. N. BROWN.
Portland. September 18,1665.
set20deod*wly

J. B. GREENHALGH’S
EATING

OTSTEJt 1SALOON,
FOB labubs and gentlemen,
Nos. 152 and 154 Exchange Street.
(Opposite the International Botue.)

PILLS?

La lies entrance IS I. Gents, 152. Honrs
The pnbUc
from 7 A. M. to 11 P. M.
call and
f
Vj Will And It to their advantage toHe
will
rrv tlie above Oyster Saloon.
with
also furnish Parties and Fic-Nics
•
/
'—'

Icc C,'*•*”*’ f'"11' Cm-real. Pound aid

Sponge Cake.

Pains in the Buck, Si Jelltad ache. Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from
irregularity,
by removing the diuse and nil the
effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly sale in nil cases. except when fo» bidden by directions, and are easy to administer,
as they aro nicely sugar coated.
They should be in the hands of
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
in the land.
Ladies can address ns in perfect
confidence, and state their comComplaints,
plaints in full, ns we treat all Female
and prepare Medicines siiltnlde for all diseases to
whleh they are subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed' enr-dope, free.
The Cherokee Fills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $6; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, In an ordinary letter, freo
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor,

shortest «?««•

At the very
Place, No. 162 and 151 L*

~

-•

—-nm—

ness,^”

Dr. WRIGHT’S

Monthly
Faintness,
what they need, as they are sooompact and inode rev*
that they may be earned in the vest pocket. Trice CO
__

Or, Essence of Eife,
W/VAf Cures General Debility, Weak-

1/yetsrice in Females.
Palpitation of the Heart and
Ferrous Diseases. It restores new life and vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood of
i<# the Phenix rises
youtli to course the veins, res•E7*”
fj tnirh ,orin? lhe Organs of Genera-*e,i aft"-™ iMiim.rnn<M,<QUmpUncvn.i
this Enxir rejuven Debtltty, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and full rigor, thus proving a
overcome disease.
perfect Elixir of t.ooef removing Sfertfffyand Barrenness in both sexes. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this “Elixir of Life.** It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitate to
have renewed strength and vigor.

____

per box: small boxes CO cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON «£ CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremon
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any addios on
enclosing 80 cents.
Julyldly
cents

ness,

■-

SUMMER

RETREATl

SOUTH SIDE Or

PEAK'S ISLAND.

UE>RY M. BRACKETT, Proprietor.
X
Open (or Genteel Bocrdert—three miles
p~ra-w from Portland. Me., within thirty hxL, of It.
ocean—with rood oi portunit e. for K.hi> K, Sea bathing, and water hxcura'oni.—
_The » earner Gazelle hare. Burnham’.
ear, Portland, lour times dally krthl. «>m
JonelSdlm

14

L,

Trice, one bottle $2; three bottle* $3; sent by
express to any address.
_.
...
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
*• *lv™”
respectable druggists In every part of
dealers, how
globe i some unprincipled selling
cheap and w, rthdeceive their customers by
Be not
tomakemoney.
onler
less com|»nnds In
snd take no

LIINEIV POPLINS!
THIS DAT RECEIVED

*TJ.r''"T j®

CASES LINEN 1 OPLINS
For Dresses and Salts at

deceived—ask for these medicines
does not keep them, wr to
If tho druggl-t
we will send them by express, carefully
to
will be pleased
observsti.m,
from
rorked free
letters with bill statements in regard to
to
or gentlemen are
indies
which
witll
disease
Address nil letters for medicines, ttstuphafflicted
the s<de proprietor.
ieEAor advice, to

GREAT

%e

receive

Derosiie

St., H. I.

HHDS.
WhiteOak Plank for Sale, 400
IT TO.

ARRIVE.

60

a

BARGAIN.

KLDE.V & WHITMAN,
No. 5 Free St. Block.

Juneiatf

inv

TO

may26tf

PLEASANT

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

Dr. W. E. MEEWIN, 37 Waller

JF
st'
taE*<l

io the palate, cause no
pair, set
promptly, never require increase o! dose, do not
exhaust, and lor elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at nigh* movren, are Just the thing.
the bowels once the next
morning, win-rant, d
in all cases ot Tiles and Fall!.
g of the Kectum. W e
promise a cure lor all symptoms of the DrsPEP*i.A,
such as Oppression after
Sour Stomach, Spiteatinz,
t iig of lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, 1 izzimss.
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ot the Skin
-*
and Ey

Dr. W. S. M£RWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.
I N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
Mptcial canes, when milder medteines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5*
the price of tack box.

otbcrT
uTknd

HOUSE,

—AMD—

!

GOOD chance Is offered in the manuih'tnre o
Elastic Goods, lor which there is an eftaWhhed
demand and ready sa'e.
Any pe son wishing to engage in a light and p'easnn t business, and who can
furni h a cash capital of $200 to 9k00 can addi ess
I
TUBES.

A

^ t!rI°
!&!!■
£ee^° 9nd'on
K-L.beiland Streets.
the

Juneltojyl

WE

rauted-_
eron

imitations.

are prepared to execute oTders for SOUTHERN PINE LUMB1 R, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at auv convenient port.
Me lLVEItV, RIAN & DAVIS
101 Commercial **
April 17—dtf

ME.

and about 3009
corner of Pearl and CumPlenty of hard and soft waKnquire ot

CO.,

Southern Pine Lumber

Dentist,
NO.

lists.

AUSTIN <Sr

38 Si 3C Federal. Si 107. til X 113 Congrcu Streets, Boston,
Only Wholesale Depot tor the celebrated I. XL.
WORKS and original Short Stick Rocket. Allolhers

Offlce

preparation.

The only Dyes of he kind ever invented for Silk,
Woolen and Feathers that will give a perfect color requiring only 5 to 30 minutes, according to s ace.
Full directions fir use, and Certificates from eminent Chemisfs with each package.
Samples actually dyed with each of the colors on
silk and woolen, may be seen and the Dyes obtained
at all stores, for 25 cents.
53T*If you desire to insure SATISFACTORY COLORS, in the shortest time, with the least troubl?. Inquire for for Heed’s Liquid Dyes, and take no
other, as they are the only Reliable Colors.
Sold at wholesale by
J. W. PEivKiaa & CO, and W. F. Phillips & Co.,

Stock!
The Best Quality!
The Lowest Prices !

DISPLAYS

COMPOSITION,

ROOFS. &c.

Junelilm

Largest

KERSEY,

-AND-

Liquids,

Which will recommend themselves to every
ever

FELT,

I

j

FIREWORKS !

Will execute all orders for

taining

Mr. Brown would present to the Cltlsena
ol Portlan and vicinity, his warm gratitude tor
their kindness and liberal patronage be past U teen
years; and with the promise ol rAiTHruurXM. solicits otherfavors I

fections.

Superintendent.

The

y

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
painful J/cnst'-tintiov, Green
Sickness, Xervous and Spin ul Af-

Proprietors.
Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

May 31.

6 00

11

i treatment at his house.

Per Order of Committee on Cemetery.

best article in the

by Druggists generally.

ELIAS

NOT FREEZE.

The constant demand we have have had for
LTOUIu DYES has induced us to put up a complete
line ot

has

and is for sale by all Druggists.

)an1.fS65d«£w

Or M'cmale Regulator,

are hereby notified that the Plan of Lots
Evergreen Cemetery, recently plotted by the
City Engineer, in the vicinity of the Pond, will be
placed at the Cemetery MONDAY, June 4th. Those
desirious of selectng lots in this section of the Grounds
may do so by calling on MR. FOBES, Agent for

the

Street.

**
<*
«
1000
Forty Cents per 100 lbs.
To those who' ake Ice tor tbe season, it will be delivered earlier than 1st June ana 1st r tha Is. October, at tbe same rate per month as daring the sea-

fT~ DEWING,

CHEROKEE

Citizens

J. W. PERKINS & CO., Wholesale Agent, Port>
and, Me.
juneGeod

PATENTED OCTOBER 17, 1805.

HENDERSON’S.

at

Hair, and dance for joy!
Young Gentlemen use it because it is
richly perfumed!
Young Ladies use it because it keeps
their Hair in place!
Everybody must and will use it, because
market!

an

Evergreen Cemetery!

Bald-Headed Veterans have
their remaining locks tightened, and the
bare spots covered with d luxuriant growth

it is the cleanest and

WILL

Nos. 13 and 15
Mar 19—dti

of

LADIES .«££

GEO. H. REED &

happy!
Young People, with light, faded or red Hair,
have these unfashionable colors changed to
a beautiful auburn, and
rejoice!
People whose heads are covered With
Dandruff and Humors, use it, and have clean
coats and clear and healthy
scalps 1

as

PRICES.

15
20

of theh

Office hours from B o'clock A. M. to 13 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consul I ation free.novltl

On the choicest edlhlca in the
market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to
10J P. M.
J3P“Wedding Parties and families furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats.
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in
the same building.
W. K. BICKFORD,
S. O. HEND&tSON,

Gray-headed People have their
locks restored by it to the dark, lustrous,

For Sale

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

(I

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

IS THE MIRACLE OF THE AGE!

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
as

House!

neat and spacious establishment well knov n
1
throughout the Slates and Canadas, as a first
^las8 house and restaurant, alter
being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and
having secured tLe services
ol MR. DANIEL K. JREKD os Chief de
Cuisine, well
rinown to all former habitues of Barnum’s as
having
no superior, In skill or
celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now
prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

misro-’s

OR RKLIKTR

SPLENDID STOCK

a

Eating

NOW MES8E3

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

137 Middle Street,

Street

(FORMERLY BABNUM’S,)

No Medicine ever known will ouro

W.

arc

s- R0UR“3 4 SOW.

accom

Sold by

LOBERY,

ol the very best quality, and warsatistaction.
01
Quality of HARD and
'OFT WOOD, which we will se-1 at the v,jy
?wcs* price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
8sfiP*Give us a call and try us.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Exchange

Price* of Ice for the Season. 1(00.
10 lbs. e day, trom June 1st to Ocl. 1st,
16 00

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who harm cold hanus ana leet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dirtiness and swimming In the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain in the side and back;
leucorrliCBa, (or whites); Oiling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polvpus, and all that long
train of diseases will hud in Electricity a sure meant
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and allot those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity la a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETIli TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
t eth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma .mines lor sale
to: family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. ran accommodate » lew patients with board

anted I ogive

CASES

AT. D.

—AND—

No. 32

youth

EGG SIZE.

White and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals

EOTW PERFUME

Powders 1

the directions which

one

CLARK,

SILVER ST. ICE HOUSE

Rheumatic,

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

38 Exchange Street, Portland, Agent for the State of Maine.

Complaints,

pany

W.

W.

D.

the goaty, the lame and the latrv
The
leap with joy, and move with the agility an 1 elasticity of youth; the heated brain Is cooled; the frostbitten 'limbs restored, tbe uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness ir
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
are obliterated; the accidents of mature lilt
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an

EGO AND STOVE SIZE.

PREPARED

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

AND

200 TONS

FARLEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments,

and is safe to use at all times

General Agents for Maine*

Junel2dtl_

By Electricity

Coal.

„

Island,

land. Bill*, Note*, and Draft* colie.ted, and all expre sbusinee* attended to with core and promptness.
A special Messenger accompanies each Lxpreas.
fiJT'Offlce 282 Cong teas St., under Lancaster Hill.
D. H. BLANCHARD, Agp.

piles—we

dtf

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

Drops!

or

Coal,

BROKEN

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Pills

Scotia,

palsy

his old

lor. Franklin Wharf & Commerc;al St.,
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

FLUID PREPARATION

Better than any

style,

RECEIVED and tor sale bv the undersigned
at their Wharf,
JfTST

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

Leaves Portland Every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for ^t, J'■Sn and intermediate Points,
Returning; Sanu Day s,
TIOR WARDS package* and parcel* of good* and
1 money to all part* ol New BrunbW ck, Nova
Prince Edward’s
an«l Newtoun l-

complaints.

Bold by Druggists everywhere.

against Disability and Death by Accident, \
C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,
but against Death from Every Cause,
New Raven, Conn.
whether Accident, Cholera, or disease of
H. H HAY, W F PHILLIPS tf CO, and J. W.
any kind, together with Weekly Coiupen*
PERKINS ^ CO., Agents, Portland, Me.
sation for Disability from Accident*

International Express I

in constant attend,

adapted

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

March 14— eodtf

C^Tliis Company issues not only

ANSLEY’S

they

Now Opened to the Public by,
8. 1*. A* 11EWSTEH,

Sick b eadache,
Sickness at Stomach

dB

EXPRESS_N0T1CE!

of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so asliort a time that the question is often
a >ked. do
stay cured? To answer this questir n
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician tor twenty*
one years, and is also a regular graduated
to chronic diseases in
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
or
the head, neck,
extremities; consumption when
l.i the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
or
chronic
acute
i ivolved;
rheumatism, scrofula, hip
d.seases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
oi the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, slant*
merxng or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigeseim
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
every care that can be presented; asthma, bronchi*
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

furnished In the

to moot

junel 1

WHERE

Aud is

Mr, Brewster would he happy
aiends and the public generally.
Portland, Feb 2,1861.

Of the best qa»lty and latest style,

FOR SALE VERY LOW

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the (Juited States Hotel
he would respectlully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he bar
permanently located in this city. During the llice
years we have oeen in th>s city, we have cured soil*

This excellently located Hotel has been

most elegant

SILVER PL&TEOICEP TCHERS

174

OPPOSITE CITY BCILDI.VG.

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL
ITY
and in e^cry instance regulates and restores to a
co
dition
disordered
a
healthy
stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dange of distress from it
It is the mo3t wonderfh. remedy and
the most speedy in its action, over known to the

YOU

Co.,

Hobson’s Wharl.

and

Street,

A LOT or

nothing

lady of experience

DR.

International Hotel,
thoroughly refitted,

A

Medical

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL. STREET,

Remedy

Federal

199

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

per Cord.

may7dtf_Head

AUCTION STORE

Infirmary,

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult
own sex.
ance.

sale to clear the wharf, by

Delivered in anyfpart of the city for

sleep.— a

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner ol Middle), Portland.

8PR VCR SLAB WOOD.
For

PITCHERS!
JUST KECE1VEP AT THE

LADIES.

THE

purely

HE®“Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
ol Middle and Willow Sts.
rel2dtf

Fever and Ague
Heartburn,
Colic Pains.
and in fact all diseases p
from
the Stomach
oceeding
aud Bowels. It is a sovereign andpermanent cure tor

h*8

Hotel.

Bethel Steam Mill

ICE

LADIES will tina it invaluable in all cases of oh
structions after all other remedies have beentrtod Jr
it is
vain,
ii
vegetable, containing
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with fall directions

gentlemen.

of

Every Saturday as It o’clock A. M.,
Forest City Stable, co’ner Federal end Lin e St*.,
where Carriages can be sioreu and Horses bo'ideu if
desired, previous to or alter the sale.
The*e aaieg will be under cover, and held wlthou*
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

At

especial accommodation.
l>r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specilic anc
certain of producing relief in a short time.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
;en,'oel place. Also permanent board tor families and

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst esse of
Dyspepsia in existence, and one dose will instantly
relieve the most aggravated attacks of
•*

a

AT AUCTION!
Carriages, Sleighs, Rote.,

shall sell Hor

WEHarnesses, Ac., es,

DR. HUGHES particularly nvitcB all Ladies, whc
need a medical adviser, to call at liis rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will tind arranged for thcii

80 Commercial Street.

....
May 1—dtf

RITCHIE’S

from

BANDALL, McALLISTEB & 00.,

124 Middle Street.

„
24—eod4w
May

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Are.,

Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical

COAL.

sell.

juneid—dtt

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
It desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me

TO

arrivedper

ON

returned,

a

oneere.

o
Hampshire and Sumner sheet
'i he i.ntral location or t lila propeitvlura
moclxnlc, mokes
itvorr
esirable. It wi.l be al aye .ale .ole aai
rcu.a readily,
.should too weitoir be ui.lnvoiable
a ur ay it will be sold oa
Monoay, follow u g.
W.M. H. JLRKiS, Aiimlnl.ttat r.

healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult Uio Dr.,
can do so -»y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of tlieir diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

Send

XI cm

House and Lot at Auction.
SATURDAY, June SOU., at a uUoeii, (n the
premia. s, toe Olio etory Hou e a. d Lot, on t. e
corner

lull and

House is located about 28 miles from
cn the Androscoggin roi road, in
a very pleasant and
thriving village, near
he I>epot and Telegraph oliice; and is suruy pleasant drives,pleasure grounds, a splendid gr ve, suitable for Picnic parties,
Ac., and in the
immediate vicinity of two celebrated Mineral springs.
The Subscriber intends
making this a first c.ass
Hotel, and solicits a share of public patronage.
Lisbon Palls, May 20.
A. T. PIjlKCE.
May 29—dim

COAL.

in

BAILEy * CO., Auct

r
June
23—atd

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a

Poitland,

Having returned from metropolitan centers of trade, and having selected the yeby best and the VERY
LATEST styles of goods; and also having made extensive
arrangements with large Houses both in New
ITovk and Boston to supply me with the latest styles of
first
I am now enabled to offer to
goods,
tael, at lower prices than before the

LISBON PALLS, MAINE.
This

AND GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

troubled with emissions

men

bMk-ground.

*-«

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age ol thirty who arc
roubled with too frequent evacuations from the blauder, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or buri
iug sensation, and weakening the system in a mannci
the patient cannot account ibr.
On examuilng the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often bo loum.,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisli
hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who rile ol this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

Androscoggin House,

diseases of the

Cholera Morbus,

Young

..

,l,e a T,nt *e» anu ble-nini • of t •
uTinconveniences
city w.thout.ta
anuev.la, tc.U locale

nanued

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some o'
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they liao
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tr
have it.
Ail suen cases yield to the proper and oid„
correct course ol treatment, and in a short time an
made to rejoice m perfect health.

at the expense ol the owner or occupant of such house
or other piaoe whore the same shall be
ibund, and removed to such piace as shall be
directed, within four
hours after notice in w riting to that
effect, gi ven by the
Mayor, any .lidcrman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
Health Officer.

Dyspepsia Cure

and all

9.—All

SECTION

Call and Examine.

ELDEN

Health.

on

dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, clnders, shavinjs, hair, shreds, manui'c, oyster, clam
or lobster sheik, or any animal or
veget ble mistance,

em.

We besof you. if you are sick, to make just
i it. Price One Dollar per bottlo.

HAS REMOVED

subscriber is prepared to accommodate boarders for the summer mon.lis at Ids residence,which
Is pleasantly situated nonr tlie Montreal Houre,
Thankful lor
peak’s Jslai d, (Portland Harbor.)
a thare of
past favors, lie hopes by attention to merit
the public patronage
F.
HUBERT
SKILLINGS,
Address
Peak’s Island,
Care tico. Trefethen, Portland,

AGENTS’ PRICES!

TAKE NO OTHER.

The World’s Great

world

Goodr,

M. L.

Poruanu, Juno 16,18G6.

39T Commercial St, 47 & 49 Beach Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
March 26—dt1

we
S ue of

nelt-UbAu. o The It,
l2nJ», aad (ho Hay i.iliku jcu.
w|,iUl Mountain, an tie HU Com.try

*.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice ol youtu, or the surging rebuke of misplaccu coundence in maiurur yu*..,
SEEK FOll AN' ANT.a DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains oiul Aches, and Lassitude and Nervou*
Prostration that may loiiow impure Coition, are
tiie Bs
meter to the whole system.
Do not wait for uie consummation tual is sure to follow: do not v.ait tor Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss 01 Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

Leathe & G ore,

corner

Debilitated state of the sys
insure the genuine, cut this out.

Dysentery,

El) of the best style and quality, which wo offer at
such prices as cannot iail to satisfy all purchasers.
Don’t fail to call at

317 CONGRESS STREET,

Grover & Baker

Seising Machines!
MACHINE

all this

by

Wholesale GrocersThroug.'lout the State.

the Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart,
And, in fact, all the concomitants of a Nervous and

$289,415

RE-OPENED.

tr,d *60k at our fine stock of goods before purchasing
elsewhere. We have a large stock of LUSTh.ES at
Verv low prices. We guarantee satisfaction to all our
customers.

•bold

each

tho'lkt'"?

generally

GORE’S

A1

Ate’ra.

at 3 o’cluck r.M.on
H1K i. tN Hi. US A
the Leone\ Houee,Westbrook,
near Wood.or«\, Corner.
These Lota are Ia*ga—in a
uulifui and health* locatioi : » n high c- inn anting
u

must know
out tor general use should ha\ c
then* enicacy estabnsueu by well testcu experience In
tne hands of a regularly euucated physician, whose
preparatory studies nts mm for ad tne auuu» he must
falun; yet the country is nooueu witu poo* iw»uu...t
ana cure-alls, purporting to oe tne best in the won
are not omy useless, uui a.ways uguncus,
The unfortunate shouiu be PAiiiicuLAh in selectmg n.s
physician, os it is a himcutaoio yet niceniaovet
able fact, that many sypinnae pai.eut* are ma.e
miserable w*th ruined Constitution^ by mamea.iu...
liom inexpeiienceu phys*ciau» in genera* pmca-.t;
lor it is a point
coucedcu by ihe vcst sy^*..
og* apners, tnat ihe stuuy anu management oi the. e
complaints shouiu engross the whom lane ol tno<e
who would be competent and successful in t..eir Irea
1 no inexperiencou genera* pruc *.meat and cure.
ioucr, having neither oppoi tunny nm tunc to urn. c
hiinseil acquainted with men* paaioiogy, common]}
pursues one system oi treatment, ui wos. cases urn
I ng an indiscrmiinate use ol tliatauthiuateu and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

manulhetured

are

ULNKV1IAIU.I

At Auction.

Every intelligent and thinking person

that remedies

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

DYSPEPSIA !

Ins. Co.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

additional stock of

Genta' Furnishing

LEATHE

Hysteria,

$365,553

lot of

Coats, Pants and Vests!

&o.

T

,June28t
ONtoeTHURSDAY,
.ball se.l
i reinsee,

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.

the Lowest Pric s!

at

■

Desirable House Lots in Westbrook

cess.

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contuing all the modern improvements, we
are enabled
to_ iurnish a supply ot »oupa oi the
ttcvt (iualiiiLkf adapted to theueniand, lor jelx*

General Irritability.
Restlessness and Sleeplessness at Night,
Absence of Mnscular Efficiency,
Loss ot Appetite,

Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization

good*

as our

Best Goods

...

d

Juno 21—did

ui^

port and Domestic Ooiinumptiou*

L.

Imbecility,

materials, and

..I

adjoining
atefy

oi

CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE'S PATE.VT,

best

Flannels,

Panoy Goods,

the welfare of the entire human

ture has self-comp.eted their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, W bites or Leucorrbcea, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus and Dealing Down, o7
Prolapsus Uteri, we ofier the most perfect specific
known: HelmbolcTs Compound Extract ofbucku.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying.
Females in every period of life, from intancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in
the discharge of its functions.
Strength is the glorv of manhood and womanhood,

SOAPS,

under the personal supcrv.si ju ot our benior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public witn coudsucc that we can and will furnish the

Linens*,

Prints,

less

family.
The mania that exists lor precocious education and
causes
the
that
nature
designed for
marriage,
yeais
corporeal development to be v\ amea and perverted in
the restraints of dress, the early confinement of school,
and especially in the unhealthy excitement of the oallt'ojm.
Thus, with the body nail clothed and the
mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting in midnight revel the hours designed by nature tor s'eup and
rest, the work of deatruct.on is half accomplished.
in consequence oi iliis early strain upon her system, unnecessary effort is requh od by the delicate votary to retain hei Situation in school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is
over, another in prospective kcej.s the mind morbidly
sensitive to impression, while the now constant restraints of fasiiionable dress, absolutely torbiudwg
the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retention of organic health and strength; the exposure
to night air; the sudden changj of temperatuie; the
c mpicte prostration produced by excessive dancing,
must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps ilie climax of misery,
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utterly regard
less of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her
delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subjet of medical treatment
This is but a truthful picture ol the
experience of thousands ol our young women.
Long before the ability to exercise the lunctions oi
the generative organs they require an education or
their peculiar ncrvotls system; composed ol what is
called the tissue, which is, in common with the female
breast and lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions and associations at an early period
of life; and, as we shall subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to
habits which sap the very life of their vie ims ere na-

is

Cottons,

injustice to
although it

las

t> A. j,.
o p. Jj.
Dr. H. aucli e.>ses tno&e wuo are
suuering under tht
affliction oi private diseases, wuetner
arising irom
impure connection or rlie terrible vice oi sen-abme.
Devoting his enure time to tufts particular brancl>
tlio mcuicai profession, he leeis warranted in ui arliA.NllvELMi A CL'ltiv 1> ALL (Jasls, Waether oi
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely rernot
the dregs ol disease from tne system, anu uiakiu. a
perfect and PHtUviANl-lsT ClinL.
He would call the attention ol the afflicted to tLe
tact Ol ills lOlig stUUUDie MUU Wen-eul lieu .BpUU.m.
turnishing sumcieut assurance o* hn>shin and suc-

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, In packages suitable f r the trade ana lam iy use.
importing direct our chemicals, and using only the

White Goods,

be

ally,

OLEINE.

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

Lafayette

KEFINEO

Goods,

J

at 12 o’clock, 11., we
shaU sell House
€5 N rth street. It La wo
a
House with a g ,oa cedii : fcniihcd
ro ils
go.u cl ee
Pitnty > ura
water and everithin,: about tie
cuse convenient
ana in order.
The let Is aoout 3> by Ho feet. Ne.gbboihood excel enl, voiieu onu beantif
A;so Kour g»od Hou e L Am
this proi ererty, will be sold In one lot or sepai
r.s LeM.eU.

Temple Street«

lie can

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

Cloakings,
Dress Goods,

I would

worse.

may be produced from excessive exhaustion of tno
powers of life, by laborious employment, unwholesome air and food, profuse menstruation, the use ot
tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is ihr oltener earned by direct irritation applied to the mucous
meinorane of the vagina itself.
When reviewing the causes ol these distressing
complaints, it is most painf ul to contemplate the a
tenuani evils consequent upon tnem. It is but sim
pie justice to the subject to enumerate a few of the
many additional causes which so largely affect the
Lfe, health and happiness ot woman in all classes ol

a

NEW CLOTHING UP TOWN !

WOULD

S haw Is,

•.

Sales.

House and House Lots at Auction.

consulted privately, and with
tile utmost commence o>
WHERE
aiu.cui-, at ml
hours
anu irom
to

and

-viz:-

Thin.

Woolens,

No. &

(.Dili:,

NO. 1,

Silks,

in

remedies which

HUUtJES

a.

solicit the attention ot the trade
consumers to tlieir Standard Bianda of

RETAIL,

■

Auction

THURSDAY June 28th,
ON half
No.
SOAPS! PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS. throughout—lu
story
and

li:athk~.K:

IN

a

German Empire.- This point is therelore likely to be one of the results of the impending
war.—A. T. Tribune.

B.

on

not wish to assert anything that would do
the afflicted, b 11 am obliged to say that

Co.

Astor Insurance Co.

DR. J. B.

REFIXED

BARGAINS

silence, and hundreds of
others apply vainly to druggists and doctors, who
either merely tantalize Uiem with the hope of a cure
Hundreds suffer

Coe’s

Washngton Ins.

_Medical.

STEAM

STEAM

simple specifics which will be found wflicacious in relieving and curing almost every one ol
these troublesome complaints pecul ar to the sex.

$1,600,000

Cash Capital and Surplus,

&

WHOLESALE

their bands

--

Central National Parliament, as a
step toward the ultimate establishment ot one

lishing

fections, and only upon the most urgent necessity will
a true woman so iar sacrifice her greatest charm as
to do this. The sex will then tha.ik us li>r placing in

Office No. 117 Commercial St.,

Security

J

Miscellaneous.

rious

PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED
STATES, Is now offered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure for the following diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental anu Physical DepresGion,

in

General Assembly decides

female complaints can long be suffered to run
on without involving the general health ol the individual, and ere lung producing permanent sic uess
and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant to consul,
a physician for the relief of these various delicate ai-

EEBEN

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.
having received the endorsement ol the most

PORTLAND.

ONLY

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Females, owing to the peculiar and important relations which they sustain, their peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, are suiyect to
many sufferings and ailments peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in no small degree
to their happiness and welfare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so, but no one ot these va-

Agency

(Near the toot of Exchange St.)

PRICE

WOMAN.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU

guns’;

reigning .Sovereign, Victor Emanuel, was
boru Jlarcli 14,1820, and is the eldest son of
King Charies Albert of Sardinia, and Aich-

sJfeiy

iai.mg Regulator.

In all cases Oi x\u». vous and
Spinal Aflbctions, Pains
m .he xj-a.tt. auu
nimDb, kutigue on sngnt exertion,
1 aix itaiaon oi the Heart,
Hysterics, und \v kites,
mese a uas will euem a core vvueu an omer me ms
nave laued; ana
although a pow'enui remeuy, do not
Contain non,
calomel, anonmny, or uaymwg huiual
to me constitution.
Full ancc'.ions in the pamphlet around each package, winch snoura be carofuny preset ved.
SU-l) Bf ALL irHUOyjlSiS.
Sole General Agent lor the United a.ates and British AAOnnn.uliS,
duB MOSES, 27 Cortlandt St., New York.

area of

which is 230,311 English square miles,
with a total population, according to
computation, of 30,795,000 souls. This population is
with
to
race
and
divided,
respect
language, into no fewer than twelve different nationalities,

ENGLISH REMEDY.

ONE

BBLS.

Molasses!

) Pure DEI1CSNE MOL A' ST 8.
andirg Lem brig “J. O.
[now
) N! knls." t.xm Cardenas.
TOR SALE BT

MARYLAND WHITE OAK PLANK,
and 4 In h thickness.
and 6x7J Wales.
M
Hi7*
12
20 M Oak Timber.
McGILVERY, RYAN A DAVIS,
161 Commero al Street.
may22dtt

mM

H. A.
June 21,18«#-lsdlm

2, 3, 3J

I

A.OlilNSON,
Wo. 1 Portland Pier.

WEoo, and Card printing, ol every deserlptloii
neatly executed at Ike Daily Press Office.

HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 26th, Kh Georgia During,
Willard, Portland ibr Philadelphia.
Sld. brigs J D Lincoln, ana Marshall Dutch.
Ax 2Gth, brig Goo Burnham, McLellan, Philadelphia icrr Portland, sch Idano, Ellis, ltockland tor
Norfolk, (and both pailed.)
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 26th, sch Helen, Perry,from

The Markets.

%

TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS.
Financial,

New York.

nomiud.

New lorU Markets.
New York. June 27.
Cotton—firm; sales 1,000 b.ucj jiiidvumg op^us at
38 Cdl 40
Pliur—steady; s.'ei 7,800 bbls State at 6 20 @> 9 90.
Western 6 20 ®
R ,un 1 Hoop Ohio 8 55 @ 13 75.
Canada at 8 65 iu,
9 51. Southern at 1010 is IT O0.
1* '»■
Wheat—quiet and firm; no sales.
new

Bremen.
Sld to

York.

7f£

Micni«ran Southern

Michigan Central.103$

Read'ug.1)9

Hudson..1102

u{

1865. 103

do
United S ates Ten-forties... 86$
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 105
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 35
Bates Manufacturing Company. 170
(.'astern Kanroad. 105}
Portland. Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.... 100
Boston and Maine Railroad. 12 }
189
Androscoggin MBia.

MARRIED.
In this city, June 24, by Kev Dr Graham, Ambrose !
T MitLliews’, of Portland, and Miss M Jennie Tylor,
of Worcester, Mass.
In this city, June 26, by Ber CP Allen, John H
Porter, of Portland, and Miss Martha M Sawyer, ot
Westbrook.
Ip U.dju, June 16. James F Fry and Leonora H
MePiriane both of War. on.
In Bockian i, Jnne 9, Capt W F Searles and Miss

In Harrington, May 26, Capt Harmon Curtiss and
Miss Fiances Alexander

DIED.
In La Porte, ind, June 27, Mrs Clarendon Harris,
daughter of Joseph S and Isabel! D Bailey, of this
aged 21 years.
city,
In Augusta, June 19, Helen L, wife oi Hr Geo H
Morrill, an 1 only daughter or V D Pinkbam, Esq,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
DATE.
Scotia.Now York..Liverpool.... Jm.e 27
Columbia.New York. .Havana.June 27
Arizona.New York. .California_June 3C
City oi New York..New York. .Liverpool... .June 30
Germania. New York. .Hamburg_June 30
Lafayette.New York. .Havre .June 30
New York.New York. .Bremen.June 30
4
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.July 4
City oi Boston.New York.. Liverpool.... July 7
Northern Light....New York..Aspinwall... .July 11
FROM

FOB

China.Boston.Liverpool.July

PORTLAND.

Srt

—

Scu Lady Ellen,
tern Packet Co.

Wincbenbach, Waldoboro—Eas-

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WEST COAST

OF

is

fixed whi'e light, elevated 86 feet
above the sea level, and should be visible in clear
weather from a dl tanco of 12 miles.
T ie ill ami fating apparatus is dioptric,or by lenses
of the fourth order.
The light tower is conical, 81 feet high from base
to fooal plane. It Is bu'lt of brick and whitewashed
with lan ern painted Uick.
By order of the Lighthouse B,wnt,
WB9HUBU1CK Chairman.
Treasury Department, (juice Lighthouse Board,
Washington, DC, June 6,1806.

Matanzas.
POBT ROYAL, SC-Ar
Duncan, New York.

20th, brig

Mary Cobb,

BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, brigs Undine, McLellan,
Matanzas; Abbie Watson, Watson, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, brig J H Dillingham,
Mu igett. Matanzas.
Also ar 25th, barque A Houghton, Barrett, front
Orch lla; schs William, Fletcher, New York, (and
cld tor Boston.
Cld 23d, schs W J Crocker, Baxter, Boston; Laconia, Proctor, Saco.
Cld 25th, brigs Imngcne, Saunders, Marseilles; C
Matthews, Lowe, Bangor.
Cld 25th, slilp Ellen Stewart. Shaw, Rotterdam;
brigs C W Ring, Soott, Boston; Wm R Sawyer, Ray,
do; Olive Frances, Small, do.
Cld 26th, brig Abby O Titcomb. Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 25th, barque Arietta,
Colcord,
Sagua; brig M A Benson, Smith, Arroyo; sells Hattie Ross. Poland, Miragoaue; Sarah Fish, Henderson, Handout for Boston.

Cld 25th, barque Idaho, Chapman, Asplnwall
26th, barque John Dwyer, Killman. Buenos
Ayres; brig H G Berry, Colson, Cienfuegos; schs
Dragon, Simpson, St Croix; B C Scribner, Burgess
New Orleans; Eurotas, Ham, Rockland; O W Holbrook, Holbrook, do; J Tinker, Stanley,Providence•
J-umatta Patton, Dunham, do.
Cld 28th. barques Annie, Chase, for Turks IslandAberdeen, Eaton, Searsport; brigs Alice Franklin’,
Br'own, Havana; Nigretta, Stevens, for BaltimoreBirchard & Torrey.Turner, do- Susan Center,Ramsdell, Portland; EAConant, Foss, Philadelphia; o
Ar

W El well. Long, Elizabethport.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 21th, sch Roeannah Rose, Burgess, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 26th, sch Mi dora, Higgins,

Philadelphia.
Below, sell Nevada, Doughty, trom Ballimo-'-.
Sid, schs Elvira. Bancroft, Mactiias, (or Philadelphia!: Albert Lamaan, Calais: Circase.an, Sylvester, Portland.

IHOUTON—Ar25tb,

Bangor.

Bangor

sch

Abstract, Emery,
Bc^

W A.

a

from

Harbinger, Ryder,

Richardson’s Wharf.

May 29—dim

Wanted.

or
wishing fee a rare chance
make money should call on, 01 addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO..

coal,

®The

Street*.

!

Head Union Wharf,
taken the stand formerly occupied by the
HAVE
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and

are

now

prepared

to

new one and half storied House with lot
front of the Observatory, between Monument
ami Congress streets.
One naif of the modarn built 1J storied House
;• on Franklin street, No. 93, he ow Lincoln—
it-souiherly half of the block, containing eight
rooms—has brick cistern of filtered w ater.
Two storied modem built House on Lincoln
street, near the Jail—contains eleven finished
roo
8, has an abundance of hard and soft wa-

M

FILES,

OP THE BEST

Committee on

_

a

Laying out

New street*.

Palmer’s Horse Pitchfork.
Horse Pitchfork is comparatively a new article in the list of
implements. It has
been demonstrated, however, that every Farmer will
have one at no distant dav. There are so many new
inventions in the article that Farmers are in doubt
as to which is the best to purchase.
As

THE

bargain.

one and a half storied
House, 32 Montreal street—six finished rooms. Lot 35 by 86.
Will be sold cheap.
he Brick 2J storied House No. 55 North
St.,
a block,
lias a tine Flower and Frui GarMiJiaen, with an abundance of Fruit trees, and
hard and soft wa er. The lot contains about onchail' acre* The prospect *rom the House is unsurpassed—the Atlantic Ocean, Back Bay and the White
Mountains being in lull view.
A fine Lot on North street, No. 7 —129
by 140 feet—
one of the best lots upon which to build on the hill_
has an old house anu bam upon it—is in close prox
irnity to the Horse Railroad.

mTh-

Also tt.e
bound don

Streets,

WHEREAS,
passed June 4th, 1866, authorized and

we

best,

STEVENS,

Committ©e

as

to

Purchase Palmer's Fork!

KENDALL

meet to hear the parties and view the proposed way on the sixth day of
July, 1866, at fiur o'clock in the afternoon, at the
in erseotion ot sail Mellen street with Congress
St,.,
and will then and there proceed to determine and ad1uage whether the public conveuierce requires said
street or wav to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fitth day of
June, A. D. 1866.
EDMUND PHINNLY,
AMBROSE GIDDINGS, I

every purchaser received entire satis feetion,%
say to the Farmers of Maine, if they want the

And

Streets, will

~

W intlirop
E. STANTON,

,_.are to and from the Island House and Fishing uriuunds on A-NNABESCOOK LAKE, during
the pleasure season. The lake abounds in Pickerel
and White Perch, and for beauty of scenery cannot
be equaled in the State.
Chowders and o.her refreshments WU1 be served

the Lland.
63F“Smmer Boarders can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms at moderate rates.
Junel8dGw*

Jb CO.,
139 Commercial Street

The Latest and Best Invention.
Informed that the

LIFTER,”

Patented May, 1866, may be obtained of
MRS. PENNELL, 44 Brown Street.
To bo worn with travelling dresses this arrange*
ment is especially desirable. Mrs. M. A. CHANDLER, Agent, Augusta.
Portland, June 7.
eodtf

BUNIONS!
IN-GROWING

DR. EMANUEL,

NAILS!

Surgeon Chiropedist,

OF BOSTON,
At Kingsbury's Hotel, 203 CoigreH Si.
Office hours irom 9 A. M. to 6 P. M.
June 25—dti

Dr. Fred A. Prince
Dentist,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress

St,

GJ-reat

THE

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Tliomis,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramliall, Monument, Dan forth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parUes who will
build houses of satis&ctory character,
they will advance, if desired, one fourth q) the cost qf building, on
completion qf the house, from parties who build lmm-uiately, no cash payments heqcibed.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where
plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
-nayStf

Or

Clothing

Made to Order.

GENTS’ FURNISHING

GOODS,

At Cheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at tho

New England

Clothing Company’s,

Just Removed to

Sept 20—eodtl

Market

Square,

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, PoBTLAND
E. LEVEES fit CO.
maj-22a3m

of the subscriber, as the same has been
lost or stolen
F. B. HANSON.
Portland, June 25,1886.
June2Cdtf

I>oor Plates and Numbers.
01
SILVER PLATED
A SSSLCE assortment
& NUMBERS may be had at
TFiltNFV-?V£T.?S
Market Square, up stairs.

Jhn?9—dliffl

Bigelow’s Patent Radiating Clothes
Frame!
ani> Toilet, at
P10?
th^£irCherl’ NuTle,X
S. C. RUNLETT
F
Janelfldtf

& CO.’S.

CLOTHES

pRYERsHi

at

boat in the State,
THE)une36dtf
3. C.RUNLBTT & CO.*S.

Wringers! Wringers.! Wringers!
& CO Inventors* Exchange.
80 Federal ftreet, have just received and
SC.No.RUNLETT
will
•

keep
on hand a large assortment oi
the best Clothes Wrlngors to be found
Wholesale
and retail at the lowest prices. Also Wrinaert re•
paired here. Call and examine.
junelGdtf

constantly

Burning Fluid,

1

HE best to bo found in th city at 75 cents per
*S. C. RUNLETT & CO.’S.
gallon at
Also Lamp» repaired.
junelOdtl

Board.

THREE
modated

four single gentlemen can be accomwith board and rooms at No. 8
Congress

or

*'lace-

The Johnson .Steam Fire Engine

Works,

Foot of Franklin St, Portland, Me.
TITANUFACTURE J. B. Johnson’s I860 and 1866,
llA pattern npright, and horizontal Fire Engines,
warranted the best in the country; are most durable,
require lew repairs, and are very reliable. Cuts, descriptive and references, sent on application.
Engines repaired a short notice. Bobers and steamboat work built and repairs done at short notice.
Also Pumps Presses and Machinery for Menhaden Oil Mills.
june21eodtf

Vessels Wanted.
To load Lumber and Laths at St. John.
N. B. for Philadelphia and Baltimore,
and Deals for Europe, Also vessels wanted toll-eight Coal from Lingan. Cowbay,
and other Nova Scotian ports to New
York, and other ports. Also vessels to take lumber at Bangor for Baltimore, Philadelphia, Providence, &c. Apply to
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 3 Moulton St., opposite Head ol Long Wharf.

May 30,1866—dtl

Albion
j

JriMvSm

Travelers who visit Portland will find
9 House one of tlie
best, and the cheapest

this City.<
liUBailPlape to stop introm
the boats will
l/^~-*Jfa,8®pgerg
House
open ear y in the
and

SyBook and Card printing, of every description
neatly executed at the Dally Press Office.

this
the best placo

Notice.
CIDER Is wanted and will be received in
as well as larger quantities, and
No. 20 Commercial Street.
paid
1866.—dtf
April 18,

small quantities
OLD
cash
at

W. G. CIIADBOURN,
Office 91 Middle St.

May 18-dtf

For Sale
lavorable terms.
About ISOOOfeet of land on
.be comer ct Vaughan and Pine
Streets; one ol
the most desirable lots tor sale in this
city.
For particulars apply to
C. M. DAVIS, 117 Commercial St.
Portland, June 14th, 1866—d3w

ON

HOUSE

LOTS

For Sale,
Stevens’ Plains, near the Horse Railroad.—
Enquire ol
A. L. RICHARDSON,

ON

cor.

April 11—dtf

On the

Dremises.

Insures against

gation Risks.
The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during he year; and lor which Certificates aie issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each ol the years
1863-4, and 5, and 36 per ceLt. in 1866.
The

has

Company

cur.ties,

United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
\V. H. H. Moore,

June

1—dim

Fishing-Vessel lor Sale.
Seboonee ESSEX, of Millbridge,about
48 tons old measurement, five years
old,
built at Millbridge, well round fn sails.—
She is suitable for Mackerel or Cod Ashwill
be
sold cheap.
ling;
For particulars apply to
FLETCHER & CO.,
June 19,18C6—d3w
159 Commercial Street.

HOUSE LOTS.
eligible lot
AVERY
si*e, 58 by y2,
Also

near

FOR

Phelps.
Royal
Caleb

Borstow,

A. P. Piliot,
Wm. E. Dodge,

Lane,

David

_8 A. L

E !

second-hand HAND PEESS for sale cheap
applied for soon. Size 01 Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PEESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
FebJ3—dtl

ONE
If

2

James Bryce,
Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniel S. Miller,

Joses, president.
Charles De»mi«, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.
J. H. Chapman, Secretory.
JOHN I).

Applications tor Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded by
(Head of Lonq Wharf,)
PORTLAND.
April 5,1866—dim eod9m &w6wl 1

INSURANCE.

undersigned respectfully announce to their
friends and the business comm unify generally,
that they have perfected complete arrangements tor

THE

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE

SALE.

second-hand Chain, difAlso. Shovels, Spades, Axes, Hatchets.
new

ferent sizes.
Hammers, Camp Kettles.
SHELTER TEAX1—just the thing for Hay
Caps; and a few A Tents; all of which are selling
low,at No. 8 Moulton St., (storeformerly occuG. W. STEVENS.

House and Lot for Sale.
TWO
No.
Federal stieet,
story House,
finished
—

con-

taming eight
rooms, plenty of hard
and so:t wat r in tbe House, brick cistern. House in
first rate order. Lot 51 feet on tbe
street, 115 feet

For Sale.

is

lot 200

thoroughly

x

90, together with siable. House
COOPER & MORSE,
Lime and Milk Streeta.

finished.

JuncSd3w*

148 and ISO Middle

Street,

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL DEALERS IN

Hoop Skirts, Corsets & Fancy Goods,

particulars, enquire ol

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

subscriber, on account of poor health, ofiers
bis FARM lor sale,—situated in
Westbrook,three
miles from Portland, half mile from Morrill's
Corner,
Post Office, Railroad Station, Horse
Cars, and Westbrook Seminary. Thi Farm contains one
hundred
acres or more of choice
land; cut the past season
about seventy-live tons ot
Hay; hasp!en»yof Wood,
estimated at two thousand cords.
For a MILK
FARM it is second to none in Westbrook.
For Farly
it is unsurpassed, it beGardening;
ing so near a good market. It will be sold in lots of
twenty-live or fifty acres or the whole farm, to suit
purchasers. Th s is a rare chance for capitalists fbr

Another Home

Extra Refined, Family, Chemical

road,

Olive,

very eligible Lot
Temple Street, near
That
Middle Street, with the Wal.B thereon. There Is

TROWBRIDGE & PATCH,
MANUFACTURERS,
At Factory, Corner of

good cellar with connecting drain. Lot about 70 by
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER,

Mayl8.iS66.-dtlUmeStnet.
For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 1]—dtf

THE
..

WHERE

this market._
C^Their WHALE OIL SOAP is offered as a superior article lor Washing Trees. Scrubs and Plants,
to destroy Insects, Bugs, Ac., and their FACTORY
SOAP tor cleansing Wool, Felts, and
Fulling
Blankets, and other manufacturing purposes.
May 24—T TftStf

Smooth, Soft, Tight,
New

HOUSE,

gain.

For particulars Inquire

on

M

23—dtt
May „„

the premises of
C. W. SMITH.

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No. 70,

THE
Danforth

comer or
has all the mod.

Tate Streets. It
ern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to
ftUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Apr. 30,1800 —tr
auu

SALE.
Miliinery

entire stock of
and Fancy Goods.
with the fixtures, at No. 49 Middle
Street, is
offered tor sale at a bargain. Any person
wishing to
engage In the business will find this an exctllent opportunity. For further particulars enquire as above

THE

Patent

Steam

Durable and Clean.

Engine Packing!
per

diameter. No oil is needed! It is put
in dry;
being placed around the rod, in the «&me
way that ordlna y packing is used The most scientific methods are adopted in the
Manufacturing Department, attained by a large experience in the busl
ness, and a pract cal
of
knowledge the requirements
in this line. Patronage
extensively solicited from all
sources.

J.

&

C. J.

BARBOUR,

AGENTS FOR
No. 8

MAINE,

I

BY

failing wells ot soft water.

It commands one of
the finest views in the country. Price $ 1200, cash.

■

and solt, one minute walk from
steam-oar.
The buildings are worth the price of
farm. Cause of selling, ill health. Will be sold
crops
and all. For further particulars Inquire of
DR. A. T. KEEN. Gorham Corner,
Or J. H. Cook on premises adjoining.
June 19—eodtf

Steamers for Sale.
The light drafted stern-wheel
Steamers CLARION and FALCON. TTey have large freight capacity between decks, saloon and
state rooms on upper deck.
Can
five hundred excursionists comfortably.
carry
They
are Ichs than two (2) rears old.
Dimensions 95 feet
long, 27 feet wide. Will be sold low it applied for
soon. Enquire of
floss fc STURDIVANT,
73 Commercial Street,
junelodtf

Hartford.

Pulton*
Norwich*

People’s*

Of W orceatcr.

Royal,
Continental,
Arctic*

Lorillard*

Paper and

The Latest

y

Serg

the

Congress

Boots!

easiest, prettiest, and most durable Boot ever
put into the market. For sale at
E> T. MERRILL & CO’S.
89 Middle Street.
May 23— dtl

INSTRUMENTS.

attention riven to drawing Wills,
Deeds, Contracts, and all kind of legal papers_
Also examining titles to real estate, by
U. P. DEANE,

PARTICULAR

COUNSELLOR

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital, all paid in,
*9500,000
Cash Surplus, over
9£00,000
Total Assets,
9700,000
This Company, which was the first to introduce Insurance against Acc dents in America, has perfected
a system insuring against Death resulting from Disease as well as luc.dent, which includes the weekly
compensation allowed for injuries, thus combining in
one
policy a regular Llio Policy and a Policy against
Accidents. The rates are very low and are mane up
on the ordinary Lite Table, ana also Ten Year NonForfeit are. Plan.
We woul'1 recommend any p rties contemplating
Life Insurance to call upon us, to whom we will be
glad to give any information desired in regard to this
most desirable feature ;n Life Insurance. 367
yearly
Policies insuring against accidents have been Issued
in this city alone in this Co.
Monthly cer. Ificates given tor any amount desired,
designed for Tourists. General Accident Tickets, issued for one, four and ten days.
This Company is sound and reliable, with thre?iourths of a
crea

million Assets,

which

are

ing. The latest sales ol Stock
$100.

constantly
$230,

were

value

inpar

JOHN E. DOW & SON,
29 Exchange Street*
junelSdtf

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE C031P Y
CASH CAPITAL,

$1,000,000■11 *■!* In.
Surplus, 204,188,40
$1,204,188,40
AiKliJaa’r 1. 1865.

AT

117 Middle Street.
October, I860.

Summer

LAW,
mayBedtl

boston.

will run
Leave

a.

follow.

Thl« Co. is the FIEST and ON1.Y Co.
led on this Continent, with an

ever

organ-

Original Capital

1
Package tickets to be had ot the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usua’.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
May 22nd, I860—dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

DAILY"

LINE

P0RTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER
The splendid tea-going Steamers
LADY LANG, Capt. F. A. Prince,
and REGULATOR, Capt. J. A.
Blanchard, will leave Railroad
Whart, foot of State str et, Portland, every evening, (Sundays excepted >at 11 o’clock,
or on the arrival of the 7 o'clock Express train from

Million

PaMenger Train. leay. Portland daily

!
e.

INSURANCE.

OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me.
John W. Hunger,

BOOTS AND SHOES.
Latest Styles and Best Quality, Very Cheap t
ty Call and examine before

you

Returning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sun5 o'clock, touching at Hampden,
Winterport, Bucksport. Belfast, Camden and Rockland, both ways. For freight or passage plea e apply
to
A. SOME KB Y,
at Office on Wharf.
Portland, May 15, 1866.

PORTLAND AND MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT COMPANY.
INLAND ROUTE.

■■.tEs

On and after April 24th the new,
substantial and swift going Steam
OF

RICHMOND,"

CHARLES DEERING, Masted,
Will make two trips per week to Machias, tearing
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
EVENlNG3,at 11 o’clock, and touching at Rockland,
Tiesboro, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, MiUbrldge, Jonesport, and thence to Machiaaport.
RETURNING, willleave Machiasport every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS, touching
at above named landings, add arm ing in Portland
thr same night.
Stagea win be in readiness at all the landings to
carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is 879 tone measurement, has large
and well ventilated State Hboms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, and is in all respec: s elegantly fltied np for passengers,and has large Freight room.
Freight forwarded iiom Portland by the Boston
and NTw York Steamers
tSr" Passengers by the three o’clock and Evening Express trains horn Boston, on iheir arrival at
Portland, will be taken to the Steamer, with their
baggage, free qf charge.
For freight or passage apply to

Vtu«,

ELLIOT Si McCALLAR,
No. 11 Market Square.

General

uf ior'Ci

with trams lor Boston.
Stage* lor KocUand connect at Balh; and for BeV
tast at Augusta, aud lor
Solon, Anson, Norridgewock; Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhc mn,
and lor China, East and North Vassalboro* at
Va»salboro, aud lor Unity ut Kendah’* MLTs.

W. HATCH, Saperiulendeat*
April 28,18C6—dtf

PORTLANDSROCHESTERfi.R*
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Ldr'mt'-idjQ
ueave 0*00
340 P. x.

and prevents Its foiling off.

^fcm.yDrUCeljU'

On and after Monday
April 30,56CO,
will leave as follows:
Kiver lor Portland at 5 3u and 9 00 A. x.

Portland Tor Saco River at 7 15 a.g,. 2 U0 and

0 io

ihe 2«o p it train out and tbe a m train In to
Portland wl.l be Height trains with passenger tars
attached

Mintages connect

Gorham for West Gorham,

at

gtandish, Steep Kails, Baldwin, Denmark, Sthaao,
Bndgton, Lovell, Hiram, Browuhcld, Fryeburg.
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Uorufsh,Porter t rcedom, Mad son and Eaton N. i
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
Sonth Limington
Limington, Limerick Newlield,
rarsonstield aud Oxiipee
At Saooarappa for South Windham, Windham RUl
and North Windham. daily
t-tearn Car aud Aoooinod* ion trains w<l runasloU
lows:-Leave Gurh in for Port a/d st«00A m ami
x
Leave Portland tvr Gorham at 12 16 p m.

2«»op
and 4
»

p. x.

-a,

■

Portland, April

B J ord« of
28 I8t6—d.i

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

the President.

Agents,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
LNftHRBjUC On and after Monday, April ilk, 18*0,
wflETSBEtrains wl 11 run as follows:—
Morning Train for 8outh Karls, Lewiston and

Auburn at 7 00 a m.
Mall Train lor Watervllle,
Bangor, Rorbam Island
Pond.Muntro 1 and (Juebeeat 1 iup u
This train connects with Express train for Tm onto,
Detroltand Chicago. S eeping Cars attached irom
Island Pond totfuebeo and Mont real
No Baggage can be received or cheeked after tbe
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as Allows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Anbnrn,
810 A. ■
From Montreal, (Jnebeo Ao.
2 16 p.m.
The Company are not responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid lor at the rate ut
one passenger lor every $60e additional value.
C. J BRYUGEX, Manayinu Director.
H BAILEY. Loral Snyrrtntmdtnl

Portland, April 7.18t6.

8EMI-W KLK LY
Tho

«i

il^i'i

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand

iaw

-Trunk Depot)
Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 A. M and lor
Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.10 P. 31.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 8.30 A
31., and from Bangor and all Intermediate stations,
at 3 P, 31., to connect trains for Boston.
BT Freight trains leave daily at 6 A. 31.

Sundaysevcepted.lor

EDWIN NOYES. ?nr.t.
dc2**tl

S U M M E It

ship., DIRIGO, Capt. H.Stwrvxod,
<uid FrakcuNIA, Capt. W. W,

<hbrwood, will all til farther no,
loo, inn as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland,overy WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, Now York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted np with fine accommodations tor passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and oomfortsble route lor travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in 8tate Room,
88.09. Cabin passage Sfi.OO. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor. Bath, Augusta, Kastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day flint they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO.. No. 8# West Street,
New York.
Mav St. 18(5.
_dtf

EXC URS ION

Reduced

GRAitD

Steam-

fast

—TIA

and

Philadelphia

TRUNK

Philadelphia,.at

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

Nov 22—dlyr

Whan. Boston.

9 T

RAILWM!
'"

UNH N TICKET OFFICE,
282 CONGRESS 8TREET.
E. P. BEACH,
WM. FLOWERS.
General Agent.
Eastern Agent.
»• «• BLANCHARD. Agent.

Junelldtf

Important to Travelers
TO TH*

W8§t|

South, North-West
W.

Steamship Line.
The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EYEliT FIVE DA78.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, freed commissions.
For freight, apply to

Rates

THE—

From Portland to Chicago and return all rail. S40 oo
Chicago and Milwaukee rail to Sarnia and
steamer through Huron and Michigan.
’4 00
Detroit and return all rail..
2s OO
Niagara Falla and return all rail.!
as OO
London and re urn all rail.
-g'oo
Quebec and return all rail.. lg'00
Montreal and teturn all rail.\
is'00
Gorham and return all rail.
5'00
Tickets good to return up to November 1st.
For further information on round
ticket
via
.trip
Boston, New York, Niagara Falls, &c., apply at the

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

if

R.

WINTER ARRANGE3f ENT.

ifajfellFgP

LINK.

i<»>did and

dtl

MMNE CENTRAL

YORK

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

HAILWAY,

Citnudn.

Dec 15,1880.

73 Commercial Street. Portland.
ap20dti

PORTLAND AND

D.

and the Canadas*

LITTLE

Agantftir all

the great Leading Routes to ChinCincinnati, Cleveland Detroit. Mliwankeo,
balena, Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, LaCrosao, Ur too Bay.
Qninoy, 8t. Loui., Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fco. and la prepared to tarnish Through Tirksts
from 1 ortland te ah the piinoipai Cities and Towns
in the lsval States aid the Canuaaa, at the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,

18 go,

And all needfhl

Inlormation cbeerfnily furnished.
Tnavntuaae will And it greatly trthalr advantage
Through Ticket. at the

to proonte

Portland

BLANCHARD’S

Improvement

on

ON

Railway Ticket Office.
change Street, lap stairs.)

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 decs, of heat is thrown away.
making a loss oi 1-3 the fuel. The question Is
olten asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control of all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
some

very shnfde in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any
desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up oil the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of
fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this Invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.

W■ D,

setting

For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 21—dly

IN

CONSEQUENCE
—

OF

THE—

'LATE

TO

can

Meanwhile my

Plans, specifications, etc.,

may

n

may

*•ieit with *he

JOHN A. BRIGGS,

Freeport, June „ROHT.
25,18CG.

8.

SOULE,

j

Committee.
d2w

REFRIGERATORS,

Kitcher

▲ID

fhvorable terms

FOR

as ever.

continuance.

cus-

SALQ
BX

theii

WALTER COREY.
Portland, June 19,1*66.
J anc20dlm

Bushels

KILL,
*■*»

Oats,

Southern White Seed
FOB BATE

II.

Corn,

May l—-tl

mayjo

tf

Portland Dry Dock Company.

Stockholders ot this Company
W'll be held at the Ocean Insurance
AMraiWthe
Office, July
at 4 1.

3tf,
M., for the following purposes, viz:—
1st. To see it the Stoc holders will reconsider the
vote passed at their last
meeting instructing the Directors to build a Marine
Railway.
2d. To seo if they will authorize the Director* to
contract for building a Dry Dock (a definite proposition having been received.)
3d. To see if they w 11 authorize an increase of the
Per Order.
capital stock.
Portland, J une 26,1866.

DAVIS, Secretary.
J
dl w

FIRE W ORKS,

Crackers, Torpedoes and Mottoes,
FOR

M*ss H

CO.,

No. 130 Commercial Street.

C. M.

THE FOURTH,

D.
20

J on*

ROBINSON,

Exchange
15—eodtojyl

Street.

JORDAN,

^
Is ifsE?1??
21 IJ°
Lr“kett

the

pupil*

'lion on the Piano-Forte,
*1 r' ftor « «he residence J

Porti.and,

Mar. 20, lsgu.
MBs Helen W. Jordan to
the Piano-Forte, and think
those who employ her will be fully satisfied.
,.

the

ly recommend
hh^hthl
public as a Teacher ot

June 25—dtf

$.3000

»• ■■

EDWARDS.

REWARDl'

National Village Bank, at Bowdoinbatu. was
entered on Friday Month g, 2?d
inst., and ab< ut
tight lhoosond Dollars in Bills, and Sixtt
Thousand Dollars in Bonds, taken therefrom.
Thousand Dollars Reward will be
..Three
the rec ivery of the money and Bond.., or apaid for
incrortionate sum for a less amount, or t* o
thousand dollars for the apprehension of the thieves.
N. PUBUINGTON, P■odder.
„
Bowdoinham, June22d, 1866.
\lel3dtt

THE

For sale by

W.

Door Above.
cetoOrder

»■*

S?”’*

DY

BURGIN £

'- Ireel.

rrale at

100 BblsGolden Fleece Flour,

El) W’D

co-j-

*UCh “ot dec“ed **-

MANUFACTURED

and

Hoping very soon to meet the a ants of my
tomers fully, and thanklhl for past iav<: rs, Lope

2000

h*

•»*•■*«» «#» * "A’rehietcret:hMrh
gy
r?a7-'.i"Sl't U1 1,110 8^tvet (over Case Ban k,)

FURNITURE,
on as

be eiamlned

the Building Cimmlttio at
dmfj^ngon
ing tl>e week commencing June 26thFreeiwrf,
afor

my triends and the pub-

Chamber

BUILDERS.

Cl EALED Proposals will be received till
MONt'AY,
O July 9th, 3 o cl ick P. M., for remodelling
the
First CongTegatlonalist Meeting House
at Freeport,

SALESROOMS.
offer to
lie the usual assortment of

CONTRACTORS
AND

HOLBROOK.) Building

department will be delayed for
short time till the necessary repairs
MY manufacturing
be
made.
being undisturbed, I

Old I.lnw
be scoured

_marSndtwtf

uSmr^b^re^v^.^
*• A.

FIRE

3i Ex.

LITTLE, Agent.

Passage Tickets for California, by the
HaU Steamers and rename Railroad
way
by early application at this oilloe.
■aroh ifo. 1886

temperature

Peruvian Hair Begenerator

Grey Hair to Its original color; promotes

Auguaia, Wat-

gin K. K.), for Lowislon aud Farminaton and at
Kendall’. Mill, with Maine central U.
gar
and intoruiedlatc etaUona. farts as tow bu this
routs
at any othtr.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston,
Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturuay
omy at 8.00 p. M.
Mixed 'l rain leaves Portland lor Balh and intermediate stations daily, except
Saturday, at 3.L> P. kt.
freight Train, with passenger car attuclud, will
leave Fort'auulor Skowhegan and into meuiati- .stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Bath and Lewiston are due at Portland
at 8.3o A M., anu from
Skowhegan and Farmington
and ad intcrmediaie station* at 1.30 P. M. to
connect

ROSS & ST LRU EVA NT,

purchase.

June 23—d2w*

r-Jh *?r

acuuall

.
Mid.'.Skowheg.n, a„u intermediate
Station., (connecting at Brunswick with An<iro«.og-

days excepted) at

Dollars !

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

I8U«.

Boston.

Parlor,

TURNS
Its growth,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Comiueuciqp Monday, April 301b,

'every evening, (except Sundav) at
1.00

ouj,t.

POkTiaND iJlEHDEBECR. £

Atlantic Wharf for Boaton,

Leave Boston the same days at 7 P. M.
Cabin fare.$1.50

7 o’clock.

►

lurtland, May 12,1866.—ti

Arrangement!

Until lurther notice the Steamers
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.

a

fe!9eodlyAgent.

EUEEKA

The

LEGAL

INSURANCE 1

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

Police!

Button

LIFE

Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES, The public will find it for their tnttresi
to give us a call.
•

thing out—Except

JAQUE’S

A New Feature

MARINE

Envelopes
"ExcttangeSt.

fareIeducedjo

pita*I F. HA.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M.. 3.00 and
7.00 (express, P. M.
On Mondays, Wednesdays a d Fridays the Express
train to and from Boston will run v,aBoston A. Iwu ne
K. R., stopping only at Saco, Biudeford, Kennebunk,
North Berwick,South Berwick Jui«cliou, Dover, !• xeler, Haverhill and Lawrence. And on '"uc»*uuys,
Thursdays aud Saturdays will run via ♦hoLasum
K. K., stopping only at baco, liiddetord,
nnebui.k,
North Berwick, Portsmouth, Newbury port, bale ui
and Lynn.
ttdr'A special Freight train, with passenger car atat 8
tached, will leave Biddelord lor Portland
A- M.
FRANCIS CHASE,

COMPANIES.

I am
preparea to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

Buy YopK

Boston.

At Eastport the Steamer ^ueen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Kobbinston, Caiais and New Brunswick
Railway to Woodstock and Houlton Stations, and
Stage Coaches will connect for Machias.
At St. John passengers take E. & N. A. Railway
for Shtdiac, and from th nee for Summerside ana
Charlottetown, P. E. Island, and Pietou, N. S; also
at St. John the Steamer Empress for Windsor and
Hali&x, every Tuesday and Friday evening, and
tor Dlgbv every Monday and Thursday mornings.
FreizUt received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. nATON,
May 29, 1866.—dtf
Agent.

and

PORTLAND, MAINE.

DRESSER'S,

MOSES MERRILL.
Refers to Reuben Merrill and J. B. Fillebrown.
Falmouth, June 13, If 66.—tf

SSituated

Or

Of Urerfool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwlck.

One

Exchange Street,

T
June
23—eod2m

Small Farm for Sale
the subscriber, containing about five acres ot
land unuor good cultivation,—some seventy apple
trees—story and a half house,—barn 35x35—two Lev-

A Fine Residence lor Sale,
about five minutes walk from Depot,
one halt mile from Village, on new road from
Soc'arappa to Gorham. The buildings are
new -mudom style; stable connected: water
conveyed into house; with 42 acres land well tilled,
agoodorch rd, an excellent wood-lot consisting of
600 cords both hard

FIRE COMPANIES.
/Etna,

Cent.

Packing Is made to suit all openings; Irom
fpHIS
X the valve stem, requiring
iliree-eights of an Inch,
•.o the piston or pump
stuffing box, requiring two cr
more inches

1unel3dtf

er

of New York.
Washington.
Insurance Co. of Norik America,
of Philadelphia.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Self*Lubricating

Saving from 100 to 300

MILLINERY STOCK
FOR

they offei

these Soaps, to <he trade end
consumers, at lowest market prioes, and they
warrant all their Soaps to be equal to
any offered in

For Sale.
Stable and Garden, corner Melbourne
and Willis streets. The Lot Is 132x80 well laid out
and slocked with Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Grape
Vines and Shrubbery. Persot s desiruuB of purchasing a Home, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as It Is one of
the finest on Munjoy Hill and will be sold at a bar-

Vaughan and Brackett

Streets,

on

a

and Erosive

SOAPS.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
June 21—eod2w
Lime Street.

Valuable Lot for Sale I

COMPANIES.

The Travelers Ins. Co.,

SOAP!

Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
----fourteen rooms. The sea view is unsurpassed. Enquire of
VV. H. STEPHENSON,
April2—tl
Second National Bank.

West End of the City.
House and lot; $1600.
story House and lot: $1000.

MARINE

Manufactory!

FACTORY AND WHALE OIL

For Sale.

two story
A one and half
Inquire ol

Agency!

York Office desired.
Portland. Feb, 5 1866—dtf

„T

The new FRENCH
COTTAGE,
and about Beven acres of
land, situated on the Cape Cottage
in

firms

are

THE

investment, it being so near the city.
H. B. BOOBY.
Westbrook, May 25.18C6.—dtf

and busincsss

997.000,000*
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & S\VAN.
Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New

Valuable Keal Estate for Sale iu
Westbrook.

St. John and Eastport same

Merchants’

No. 23 Exchange St.

LIFE

For Sale.

MA

Stocks,

Of Hartford*
Connecticut Mutual*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford*
Connecticut General*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of New York*
New York Accidental*
The undersigned. Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

a

For Sale at

on

com-

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,

PORTLAND, MB.

June as—-dtI

corner

„„„
octl8dtt

Returning,
days lor Portland, and

will leave

April 19th, 1866.

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street, at
great bargain.
For

WITH REDUCED PARE.

"CITY

sums

FIT2H1IU Wit.

WEEK !

PER

TRIPS

THREE

Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barter
Hon. BenJ.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
Messrs. Deerlng, Milliken
C.M, Rice, Esq.
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton & Halo.
Messrs. W. & C. R. Mill!- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
ken.
Mar24—dfim

Par*,

All goods will be marked in Plain Figures at our
usual LOW PRICES, from which we will make no
deduction.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

BETWEEN

Exchange.
relerring the public to the

over

General Insurance

Par,
At

JOHN C. PROCTER,

i STORY House situated In Westbrook, 8 minA1 *ites
walk from the Horse Railroad, pleasantly
with

Exchange St,

following well known Gentlemen
In this city.

will be taken in exchange lor Goods in
AND
varying from $1.00 to $MK).00

7000
LBS. BOLTS AND SPIKES.
aooo lbs.
anil

located,

and ACCI-

the mott Reliable Fire Companiet.

We take pleasure In

At

Calais and St. John.

Eastport,

DENT INSURANCE,

COLBY & TWOMBLY

State Bank Bills!

International Steamship Oo.

the transaction of

22

To Let.

j une843w

AGENCY!

|

I

Deck,.

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,
In Marine Oo'l of well known responsibility.
And they respectfully solicit the attention oi all desiring insurance.

State Bank Bills,

June 7—dtf

GENERAL

In

State Bank Bills,

further notice :—
Leave Burnham’s Wharf tor Peak’s and Cushing’s
Islands, at 9 and 10$ A. M., and 2and 31 p. M.
Retubnino, leave Cushing’s Island for Portland,
at 9.45 A. M, and 2.45 P. M.
Leave Cushing's Island, touching at PeaPs at 11.15
A. M., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets denen and back 25 cts. Children 15 cts.

JOHN W. HUNGER, Office ie6 Fore St.,

Stocks of Goods, Buildings, Vessels

For Sale-Price Low.
Enquire at 33
june23dtf

deep. Inquire of

Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb

To any amount, and in the moat responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

MOTTS’ Kettles and Furnace.
Commercial Street.

piet by Win. Duran.)
May 31—dim

Minium, Jr,

K bt.B

Gordon W. Bumhain,
Fred’k Cliauacej,
James Low,

Geo. G. Hobson,

Commencing Monday,May 14lb, 18C(!»
rEaggp Passenger Trains leave Portland for
^K9BBoston at 8.40 A. M., 2J0 and 6.00 (ex*

•

John.

Cornelius Grinnell,
C. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,
Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,

Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

the bead ot State street

lots on Emery and Lewis Streets, near Pine
Street.
W. H. STEPHENSON,
ap23—dtf
2d National Bank.

Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gailord, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Joshua »J.

Vin.C. Picker sgill,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russel],

PROCTER,
ESTATE BROKER.
Lime Street.

Win. Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,

llepry Colt,

to

On and alter MONDAY, Juno
4th, the Steamers ol tho International Line will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot ol State Street, every
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
at
5
P. M.,for Eastport and St.
o’clock
FRIDAY,

TRUSTEES:

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

»

PEAK’S & CUSHING’S ISLANDS,
TUESDAY, June 12th, running as follows, until

3,650,025

80,460
310,660

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

A- 55 JL2 X-j L "E
her
commence
trips

•12,198,970

tom House Wharf, and
adjoining the site lor the new
C. atom House, 50 feet front, andabout 50 lect deep.
Also several lota on Munjoy Hill, situated on Turner street and the Eastern
Promenade, containing
about 120,000 square feet.
Also one lot of Flats adjoining the above, 101 feet front and extending to the
channel; a fine lot for a Ship Yard.
AppJy to
REAL

Aaaeta,

Premium Notos and Bills Receivable, Real
Estate. Bond and Mortgages and other se-

Commercial Street, nearly opposite the head ol Cus-

C.

Twelve

Over

Million Dollars, viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828,585
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,360

On Commercial St., for Sale,
Consisting in part of the Homestead ol the late Lemuel Dyer: this lot is Dear the Grand Trunk
Depot,
about lit feet on Commercial Street, extending back
95 feet; a valuable lot for tores or a manufact
uring
establishment. Also a lot on the northerly side of

JOHN

1866.

Marine and Inland Navi-

Desirable Beal Estate

7

PORTLAND

THE STEAMEE

JFiUiam, NEW YORK,

January,

to

§A

find

morning,
Portland to get an early bieakiUst.
furnished at all hours. Rooms to let by
G^Meals
theday or week.
Portland, June 22,1866—dtf
to

June23dlw*

_

House.

Apply

61 WaU St,

ke>, See,,

pleasant situation on the south-easterly
side of Great Chebeague Island, Portland Harbor, consisting ol a two story House, If and
connected.
A nice Garden In rear of the
house, together with four acres of land. There are
90 feet p cket fence. Pour rooms in house
hnished;
parlor and parlor chamber ready foi plastering. CelW‘tb goo well of water. Snuated about 1 >0 rods
i'r.
N. W. from Littlefield’s Landing. Condit .cns of
sale,
$1,200—one-halt cash, balance tn six and 12 months,
with approved and endorsed notes. For further
particulars apply to
PAXIL'„RSON Sc. CHAD BOURNE,
Betters iu Keal Estate,
.821 Exchange Street, Portland.
June IS—dtf

are

a

Railroads.

Islands X

the

F*r

Mutual Insurance Company.

Fop Sale.

-ALSO-

28

Notice.

HURRAH l

Boys’ & Men’s Clothing,

PORTLAND, ME.

hereby cautioned against purperson!
ALI.
chasing note of hand signed by Geo. H. Babcock in favor

Inducements

FOE PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscriber*) otter lor sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in Hie West End of the

HURRAHl ROYS,

wholesale

MOSES GOULD.
N. B.—My health being such that 1 am unable to
attend to business but a portion of the time, 1 have
engaged the services ot Mr. Wu H. Jebbis, who
win attend to the business lor me for the
present, at
my Office.
M. GOULD.
Portland, June 25,1866.
lwed3weod.

on

LYNCH, BARKER

are

Proprietor.

A Steamboat, with Borges, Sail and Row
Boats, will be In readiness to convev Fishing Parties,Excursions and Parties of Pleas-

i

a

Commercial street. Also Wharf lots foot of Franklin
street on back c >ve, well located for Coal and Wood
Yards, and lor Manufacturing purposes.
Also—about 25J,000 feet of Lana on the lower side
of the Eastern .Promenade. The Lots afford a fine
opportunity for investments, as they will Le sold low
and the growth of the city will soon make a demand
for building lots, when these may be seal at a good
profit. The o Lots *vi.l find immediate sale as soon
as the Government decides to locate the Basin for
Iron-clads so ear this vicinity, as is now talked of.

JH onse,

WINTHROP, MAINE,

Molasses.

_

The Ladies

WHITNEY,

City Hally Market Square.
Portland, Agents for Maine.

_
on

PRIME QUALITY CLAYf ED MOLASSES, cargoes ol
Bark “Dency” and Brig “Mechanic,” from Cardenas,
for sale by

"SKIRT

&

out

HHDS.
1
750
lOO TIERCES,

fli.e location fji tLe election ot

Junel5d&w4w25

Laying
ELIAS CHASE,
J08LPH BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,
’j New Street*.
June26—dlw

Clayed

PO RE 1

Were Sold Last Season,

directed

therefore.
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council

AUG. E.

THE—

PALMER

undersigned, Joint Standing Committee on Lavnew streets, to change the running ot Mellon
street, and make it a straight line from Co gress St.
to Portland street, it they deem the same
expedient,
new

a

M

‘‘Sebatttopool” property, so called,
Middle, Foie, Hampshire and Franklin

Jobbing house or Manufactory.
Also One Hundred House Lots
In various parts ot the city, sizes and
prices to suit
purchasers.
Wharf Property
Connected with the Grand Trunk Railway, on East

Agricultural

—OF

Portland.

tha

Juno 8, If 68—tf

QUALITY,

Delivered in any part of the citv, which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
We are now disfrom vessels Red Asli, Egg and Stove, free
chargingand
burning
pure: White Ash. Egg and Stove. Also
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for furnace and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screen d, and delivered in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effort on onr part to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.
June II—dtf

City Council, by their order

the

feet.

MTwo

WOOD! A

More than Twelve Thousand

City of

by 100

storied House No. 34 Munjoy street,
modern built—lot 40 by 80. Will be sold at a

furnish the different varieties of

COAL AND

ol

TN a private house, within five minutes walk of the
X post Office, a large, pleasant front parlor. Terms
reasonable. References required. Address M. B.
Press Office.
mav20dtt

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

Laylnffout

T

southerly halt

the House and Lot No.
10 Wilmot street, near Congress—lot 40 by 95—
fourteen rooms; it is now occupied for a Board-

Orin

-dlw

out

TIIE

FOR

on

SOLD 1

BB

state of the health of the undersigned induces
him to offer the following descri _ed property upon such terms that cannot fail to ensure their
speedy
sale

Portland. Maine.

W O < > I>

Portland.

EDMUND PHINNEY,
AMBROSE GIDD1NGS,
ELIA 8 CHASE,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,

laying

130 Middle Street,

coalTcoal,

to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested,
that tbe Joint Standing Committee of the City Council, on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on Thursday, tbe
5th day oi July, 1866, at three o'clock in tie afternoon, at Henry M. Brackett’s landing, the place of
beginning, and will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fifth day of
June, A. D., 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
~_...

on

in

Nov 23—dtf

ginning at or near Henry M. Brackett's landing, on
Peak's Island, running nearly a north course near
the house of Thomas B. Trott, thence a north-eastcoarse to the north-easterly point of said Island.
erly
And whereas said petition was referred bv tbe City
Council, April 2,1866, to the undersigned, for them

June 26

E D !

ISr_T

I AAA FIRST QUALITY, round hoop, Flour
WU Barrels, at Thlrty-flve Ceuts, by
E. E. UPHAM & SON,

B. Whitten and thirty-four othouncil to lay
ers, have petitioned the City
new Street or Public Way in said
city,—be-

WHEREAS
out

a

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS -Ar 19th, barque Wetterhorn
Stinson, Bath.
Old 19th, barques Jas McCarty, McCarty BostonKate Stamler, Crawford, New York; brig Stockton’
Orifiln, Boston: 2nth, H S Emery, Fitts,Cardenas•
Sch Anna A Rich, Ross, Providence.
CHA RLKSTON—Sid 21st, sch T J Frazier, Wells

113 Federal Street.

a fovorami be suitably rewarded
by li aviug It at PUTNEY'S Boarding Hou>e, corner
Mldal. and Willow streets.
June6dtf

June 28—lw

City of

Coat makers at
A. L. CHACE’S,

a

New

MUST

ATLANTIC

For Sale,
three etoried modem built BRICK
HOUSE, containing thirteen rooms, with
abundant closet room, marble fire pieces; cellar under the whol house; never
faffing supply of
hard and soft water: gas tlirougbout the house. Lot
good size with fine shade trees.
The house Is In fine order and located on one of the
rlnclpal streets of the city, in a good neighborhood,
and will be sold at a bargain If
applied for at once.—
Can be examined any day. Possession can bo had at

occur

the StAte of Maine to
every town
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and nsefbi patented article. Ladies
Gentlemen

Commute

Steamers.

A

once.

Now is the time for Bargains, I hat may not again
Call immediately at ray Office, comer Middle
an. Exchange Streets, up Stairs.

Immediately.

LOST
llmier will confer

Streets.

PHINnIV, )

small

Lost!
on Middle or Free streets, a Ladies’ GOLD
WATCH, CHAIN, BELT and BUCKLE. Tho

WHEREAS,

CORNS!

FLORIDA.

custom

junelSdtf

Thomas Barker and twenty-one
others bare petitioned tbe City Council to lay
out “Wa nu! street from Salem to Dantorth street.”
And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council. June 4th, 1866, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given, io all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on the third
day of July, 186G, at five o'clock in the afternoon,
at tht intersection of said Walnut street with Danforth street, and will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fifth day
of June, A. D. 1866.

Notice Is hereby given that the light at Egmont
Key, entrance to Tampa Bay, Florida, has been reestablished, and will be lighted hereafter from sunset
to sunrise.
The lit lit

SEVERAL

Laying out

AMBROSE GIDDINGS,
ELIAS CHASE,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,

a

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
Congress Street.

Wanted

to

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at Matanzas ?0tb Inst, barqns M A Troop,

(Br)
Portland.
Old 21st, barque Mary C Fox. Ross. Boston.
Ai at Car tenas 13th, brig N Stowers, fin Portland.
Sid 13th, barque Henry P Lord. Pin.ham, Sagua:
brig Ann Elizabeth, for North of Hatteras; tub,
Dolmant Locke, Cochrane, Portland.
Ar at Havana 23d, barque Enrique, Orcntt, from
Portland.
Ar at do 27th, brig Calmuck, Mrnott, Portland;
221, ui'iue Clarita, Race. do.
Sid 13th, brig L Hall, lor Portland; 21st, barque
Marathon. Drisko, Sagua.
Sid rm Cienfuegos 11th Inst, sch Helen Haskins, lor
Portland.

AMERICAN GIRL to do the work In
ANfiunily.
Apply to

A

ing out

Wednesday, June 27.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Kew Brunswick, Winchester, Boston tor
and St John NB.
Mechanic, Merriman. Philadelphia,
was
bv a -quail off the Breakwater, about 6 o'clock
P M, and had nearly all her sails soil
Brig Castill an, Hardenbrook, Philadelphia.
Brig Geo Burnham. McLellen, Philadelphia.
Soli Ariadne, Robinson, New Vork.
*
Sch Adrian, Emery, New York.
Sch Morgiana, Judkins, Bangor.
Sch Lucy, M gee, Bucksport.
Sehs Jo- S Pool, PinKham, and Mary S Wonaon.
Lewis, Booth bay.
Sch Thos C Bartlett, Graves, Dresden for Boston.
Soh Elizabeth, Gould, Both tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Dlrlgo, Sherwood, Now York—Emery &
Fox.
Barque Zetus, (Br) Page, Bucktouche. NB—Geo
H Starr.
Brig u C Colson, Ames, Matanzas—J D Lord.
Soh Napoleon, Roberts, Wtacaseet—Eastern Pack62 Co.

WANTED.

Wanted.
MAN inlly competent to take charge of a set of
DOUBLE ENTRY BOOKS. Apply Tn the baudwriting of the applicant and with references, to A. B.
& CO., Box 2,115, Post Office.
junl8tf

Portland.

EDMUND

Daniorth Street.—

32

23, 186®—dlw*

JunelSdtf

Committee on

GIDDINGS,

City of

Miniature Almanac.Jane 28.
Sun rises.4.25 I Moon rises.7.30 PM
Sunsets.7.40 | High water _11.60 AM

MEWS

COOK

in

W. P.

MARINE

and Table Girl at
AJune
References required.

June26Jlw

✓

May

28 Washington St.,
Portland.

Wanted.

fifty

ELIAS CHASE,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,
W. P. FILES,

or

IF

XTT'HEREAS Eben’r Tr e and
three others
V ? have petitioned the
Counc.l to lay out anew
itreet or Pu lie Way in said city, beginning at ihe
northerly terminus of Hanover stieet and running
Ke onebec stieet.
And where is said petition was referred by the City
Council, March 2G, 1866, to the undei signed,for them
to consider and act upon, theiefore,
Notice is hereby given *o all parties interested, that
the Joint standing c ommittee of the City Council on
ayinj* out new streets, will meet to hear the pa ties
an i view the proposed way on the Tuesday, the 3d
lay of July, 1866, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at
the northerly terminus oi said Hanover stieet, and
will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the nubile convenience requires said
street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-fifth day ol
June, A. D., 1866.

Ruth Annable, aged 76

In Saco, May 27, Mary L. daughter of Wm Stevenson, aged 17 years 2 months.
In Lincolnville, Mrs Ruth Martin, aged 73 years.
Ln East ftlachias. May 31, Mr Benjamin Hoyt, aged
63 years.
In Eastport, June 4, Mrs Abigail, wife of the late
Solomon Rico, ag d SO years.
In Harrington, Mrs Sally, wile oi Otis Fickett,
aged 5 ) years; Mrs Deborah, wife of John J Grace,
aged 51 years.
In Garlond,
2, Hea Stephen Smith, formerly
of Machine, aged 68 years.
In Lincolnville. May 21, Ella S, daug .ter ol Wm
T McKinney, aged 18 years 3 months.

vessel from 6 to 1240ns. Enquire

a

the lady who took the Qents Traveling Bag from
the store under U. 8. Hotel, two weeks since,
would avoid exposure, she will return the same at
once.
june23dlw*

Portland.

AMBROSE

general

Stolen.

brig Gen Marshall,

AUG. E. STEVENS.
EDMUND PHINNEY,

to do

Wanted.
charter

TOaddress

June26dlw*

City

...

Elonia A Mill. r.
In Uockland, Jane II, Htram Y Ginn and Clara A
Ingraham, both ot South Thomaston.
In MmtvUle May 23, Capt Andrew D Bean and
Mrs Harriet M Warren, both of Belfast.
In Ellsworth, June V, Capt Horatio N Herrlman,
of Bucksport, and Ann J Bice, ol E.
In El .worth, June 16. J Watson Young, ot Tren
ton, and Margarot A Mllllken, of Hancock.
In Machlasport, June 2, Edw L Huson, of M, and
Ann M Bay, ot Millbridee.
In Lubeo. May 22, Stiuninn Tucker and Mra Catharine W Phelps.

A

REAL ESTATE !

te.—lot 40

Wanted.
SMART, capable Servant Girl

house-work. Must be a first-rate cook, good
washer and ironer. To such liberal wages will be
paid. Call at 70 Free street.
G L. STORER.
June26-atf

Cardiff 10th, J R Keeler, Delano, Ibr New

City of

BRACELET,

Gold

have

owner can

june26u3t

of

don for New York.
June I6tli. lat 26 16, Ion 6515,
from Baltimore (Or Havana.

Stock List.
Sales at the Brokers Board. June 27.
American Gold... 125}
United States Coupons, July. 154i
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 11
United States 1 3-lOtha Loan, 1st series. 1021
do
small.102}
2d series. li»2}
do
1021
3d scries.
dc
United States Five-twenties, 18G2. 103}
1861. U3
do
Bonon

Church, a small

by calling at this Office,
proving property and paying for this notice.

SPOnfiN.
May 6, lat 30. Ion 37, ship Queen of the East, Stoddard, from Philadelphia lor Hong Kong.
May 8, lat 35 40, lo» 7110, ship Conova. Roberts,
from New Orleans for Havre, short of provisions.
May 10, lat 3 60, Ion 26 30 W, ship Arabia, 37 days
from Shields tor Bombay.
May 31, lat 47, Ion 17, ship Vivid, Baker, from Lon-

6
Erie.
Western Telegraph Co. 62*
New York Central.98}
United States 5-2),.10i
United States 10-40. £6£
Treat ury 7 8-10. 103

OF

Founds
Street

WITUATED In Gray about two miles from tho Cornor on tho l'o tlantl road.
For particulars apply
to W. F. Hill, 46 Exchange street Portland, or the
subscriber near the premises.
Gray, Juue 26,1866-dtf.
ALBERT HILL.

>3

MThe

TWO

Free
the
INwhich

of Land

For Sale.

ing house.

Wanted Immediately.
good Bakers at
BROOKS’ BAKERY,
corner Pine and Brackett Streets.
je2Gdlw

Sid to Girgentl 2d inst, Jehu, Smith, Boston.
Ar at Malaga 3d inst. John Pierce. Delap, Cardiff.
A r at Dunkirk 12th inst, Berkshire, Berry, from
Callao.
Ai at Havre 11th inst, Wed Frothingham. Qualey,
New York.
Ar at Elsinore Oth inst. Nellie Hastings, Hall, from
Boston for Cronstadt; Salem, Mitchell, Havre.

Gold.....1555

Fort Wayne. 9. P
Chicago and Rock I sland.944
C ive'and and Pittsburg.83
Cleveland and Toledo.106}
Ciueugo and North Western.3or.

PORT

be suitably
byIt at the s ore of Mr. BEAN’S, corner ot
Park and York stree'.s.
june26d3t*

New York.]
City
Ar at Gravesend 10th, Sarah A Staples, Staples,
Jamaica.
Olf Dartmouth 12th, Atlantic, from New York tor

New Turk Stock Market.
New York. June27.
Second Board.—Stocks steaay.

NAME

or

leaving

Cld at St John, NB 23d Inst, ships Star ol the West,
Perry, anl Pu itan, Knowles, Liverpool; sch Bep]
Franklin, Crockc.t, Bella t.
steamer

a

one

York.

®7«.

years.

between 5 and C

o’clock, 1VALLET
hundred and seventy-five eighty
SATURDAY,
containing
The finder shall
rewarded

dollirs.

Miramichl, NB, 25th Inst, ships Nunquam
Dormio, Cousins, and Screamer, Merrill, from New

[Per

june27dlw

Lost!

Philadelphia.
Ar at

?[Uijt

Mrs

WANTED

Box 2120 Portland Post Office.

House and Two Acres

hind toot

To Tin Plate Workmen.
immediately, a good Caee maker. Apply at No. 4 Custom House Whan, or address

New York.
Sld tm Matanzas 15th Inst, barque OrchUla, HaveBolton.
a. oi
oagg 7th Inst, brig Belle Bernard, Cook, for
New York 2 days.
Sld to Sagua 16th nit, barque Topeka, Blanchard,

Ter steamship Java.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, June 16.—
sales
Cotton
to-iay day 7,000 biles, including 1,000
bales to speaulaters and exporters. The market was
Quotations partialand at unchanged prices.
y.r.ttner eisier.
an
with
tendency.
upward
Bre idstuits—firm
Prjvisi ms—steady.
LONDON MON GY MARKET, June 14—Consols
864 ® 86$ lor money.
AMERICAN Si^CURITIES.-U. S. 6-20’s 644 @
gj;
Erie shares 4)4 Illinois Central Shares 7-i}

leg; three

one

tail and mane; and star in

ner,

foreign Marled..

aged 23 years 9 months.
la Augusta, May 25,

on

her forehead. Whoever will return said mare tome,
or give information where I can find the same .shall
be suitably rewarded.
SAMUEL S. BENNETT,
June 27—d3t*
Cape Elisabeth, Me.

Ar at St Thomas 3d inst, brig Bounding BUlow,
Dexter, Guadeloupe
Sld 31st ult, brig Silver Oar, Cunningham, Cienluegos. to load for New York.
At St Croix 12th inst, barque Antelope, White, for

Naval sio.es—dull.
Freights to Liverpool—firm.

in

white

long

«

Philadelphia.

Wliissey—quiet.
Sugar—d ill.

Stolen.

or

red

small

inst, ship Confidence, Johuson,
j; 0^ Y
Sid to Senegal April 24, brig Robert Mowe, Wontworth, Goree; Bch Hydrangea, Shaw, do.
Ar at Martinique 7th inst, brig Annie Collins, from

Pork—firmer; sales 4,003 bbls. new mess at @ 3153
® SI 81.
Lar
heavy; sales 952 bbls. at 19J @ 22}c.

Amoi ican

Lost, Strayed

leit fjre
Mtre, lame
her back;
ALIGHT
spots
black switch
white;

Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Glasgow 8th

Beef—steady.

Insurance.

Sale and to Let.

For

_

FOREIGN ports.
Arat Bassein April 11, shp Caledonia, Coster,

Mix-

For Sale and to Let.

__

BOSTON—Ar 26 th brig Ellen McLeod, McLeod,
St Marlins; sch J F Farland. Wells, Baltimore.
Cld 2Cth, schs J Mu Adam, Willard, Tennant’s Harbor: M J Russell, Smith, Philadelphia.
Ar 27th, brig Ponvort, Allen, Philadelphia ; scbs
A E Willard, Lam.il, Elizabethport: More, Kelley.
Jersey City; Ueorgia, Alley; v'andalia, Lord, and
Emily, Grant, Ellsworth,
Cld 27th, brig Prentiss Hobbs, Norton, Baltimore.

New It okk. June 27.
The Commercial’s article nays gold Is firm, parthe next European
that
tially on the supposition
steamer will b lug lower quotations ol 6-20*s. there
in
stocks, tho market
is more speculative &C-iv*ty
baing stimulated by an improvement In Erie stoc’s.
is
a
drug. Exchange is
G »ve* "nonts firm. Money

Corn—clos dquiet; sales91,000 bushels
ed Western at 90 ii 91.

Wants, /-ost and Found.

$1,300

fisKF**"-"*JKUL Inquire of
duhe 15—dtf

*nd

iot’ c*uutt,|Y

JOHN C. PROCTER,

